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INTRODUCTION

nistory of the Agate S.f::'ine;s FussL Qu&.rries :is a c0mp';':'Gated, yet
It begins with an Aga-:;E, N8bras~a, f':Lmily named.
CooK ~,{hJ discovered the bone hills near their r&.nch :'n the ~_f::l. t,.:, "l:'netdEHltr
::ent:.!!'y. The family un:3elfisnly encours..ged ln6t_ t~ ;;ion3 :l'ulll <;-,"'Oi.:.:l::'.. tho
world. to come to the Agate Springs Ranci', anC excavate foscil~l. It w&.s also
the CooKs i truthful, trusting nature that endeared them to the Ogal&.la S~oux
who were always welcome at the Cook ranch.
i'tE:

;-lighly i.nteresting story.

As the significance of the fossil quarries became known, a central
question arose: How could the Cook family best preserve and protect the
scientific and historical wonders of Agate? This preservation ethic almost
led to the incorporation of the quarries into the Nebraska State Park System,
a movement which ceased with the onset of the Great Depression. The idea of
an Agate monument did not die, but gained new impetus when Harold J. Cook
served as Custodian of Scotts Bluff National Monument in the mid-1930s. Tnis
early contact with the National Park Service, and the friendships established
with key Park Service personnel, helped lead to the 1965 authorization of
Agate Fossil Beds National Monument.
The planned development of this area failed to materialize for reasons
explained in the following pages. Problems over land acquisition are the
principal culprits. Agate Fossil Beds' cause was heralded in the mid-1970s
by the United States Senator who sponsored the park's enabling legislation-Roman Hruska of Nebraska--the ranking Republican of the Interior Appropriations Committee. Senator Hruska's initiative got the construction of permanent visitor facilities placed on the Service's priority schedule, only to
fall victim later to changing national policies.
Shifting priorities and lack of funds have been the story of the nondevelopment of Agate Fossil Beds National Monument. Park Service policies,
particularly in regard to land acquisition, unified the community against
area managers. The public and politicians viewed higher Park Service management in Omaha and Washington, D.C., as lacking commitment to the remote park
and unwilling to fulfill the bright promises of the early 1960s. In fact,
the park is commonly perceived in the Service as the stepchild of Scotts
Bluff National Monument, the area which administers it. A few cry for deauthorization, disappointed because the Agate Springs Ranch headquarters is not
a Service-owned interpretive facility_ These voices, and those who belittle
Agate Fossil Beds, quite simply are afflicted by the bias which perceives
-1-

National Park Service units as solely historical and/or natural areas.
Science, and certainly paleontology, is unappreciated and misunderstood.
This historian operated under the same bias when the project began in
early 1983. When I conducted research for the Scotts Bluff Administrative
History, I also collected data for a similar study of Agate Fossil Beds. I
determined that since the Scotts Bluff and Agate Fossil Beds files were often
intermixed, two birds (administrative histories) could be killed with one
stone (research trip). I made a two-hour visit to Agate Fossil Beds and
furiously photocopied the Agate Fossil Beds files on my final morning in the
area before returning to Dnaha. I naively thought that that limited data
would be sufficient to write the definitive administrative history of Agate
Fossil Beds National Monument. There are the stepchild/inferiority complex,
and ugly bias, plain and simple!
Fortunately, in April 1983, shifting Regional priorities for historical
research necessi tated the postponement of the Agate study. Research for the
newly-establ ished Harry S Truman National Hi storic Site, Missour i, relegated
my Agate Fossil Beds notes and photocopies to a bottom desk drawer. In March
1985, the project was reactivated. A nagging fear that four hours of photocopying was not sufficient proved justified with another visit to Scotts
Bluff, and a day-long visit to Agate Fossil Beds. Oral history interviews
and a thorough examination of park files and photographs proved inval uable.
By this time, the Cook Papers Collection had been organized and indexed by
Karen Zimmerman of the University of South Dakota. A one-week research trip
to Vermillion revealed a goldmine of information which has enlivened this
administrative history.
The first draft underwent Regional review in the fall of 1985. In an
effort to balance viewpoints, including both principal proponents and
opponents, I conducted additional interviews in the spring of 1986. A more
thorough investigation was also made of the land acquisition controversy with
the Agate Springs Ranch. Thanks to a suggestion from former Agate Fossil
Beds Management Assistant Roy W. Weaver, I researched the Agate Daily Log
which he faithfully and laboriously maintained. These two volumes spanning
1968 to 1973, effectively trace daily on-site developments and should be
maintained by park staff for easy referral.
I did not retrace the history of excavations because to do so would
duplicate the work of Dr. Robert M. Hunt's The Agate Hills (1984). I believe
the Cook Papers Collection, together with the park's excellent files and the
oral history interviews, have provided sufficient, rich archival sources.
Early history of this fascinating area is necessarily sketchy for this
study focuses on matters pertaining to area development and administration.
Elaboration is made, however, on those issues "which demonstrate the Cook's
passionate desire to preserve the Fossil Hills and assorted cultural materials and to make the same available to the public. In the line of future
historical research, the next logical step is for a park Historic Resource
Study to be based on existing knowledge plus the largely untapped wealth of
-2-

the Cook Papers Collection. Only after conducting a Historic Resource Study
can the real significance of the natural and cultural resources of Agate
Fossil Beds be known.
A brief explanation of bibliographical style is also in order. When a
National Park Service file code stands alone (i.e., H1417, L1425, D18), this
indicates the information derives from Agate Fossil Beds' files which are
maintained at the headquarters building of Scotts Bluff National Monument in
Gering, Nebraska. Whenever information originates from Service files other
than Agate Fossil Beds (i.e., Scotts Bluff or Midwest Regional Office), this
is stated. In addition, because the preponderance of Park Service file documentation is the memorandum (in-house/Service correspondence), this designation is omitted, while a letter (out-house or external correspondence) is
clearly identified in the chapter endnotes.
Finally, I would like to thank all of those people who helped along the
way in the compilation of this study. A special note of gratitude goes to
Karen Zimmerman, all interviewees listed in the bibliography, and to Midwest
Region Secretaries Jane Beu and Carla Anderson who diligently transcribed the
oral history interview tapes.
Ron Cockrell
Re search Hi stor ian
National Park Serv ice
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CHAPTER ONE

THE COOKS OF AGATE SPRINGS RANCH

The Story of James H. Cook

James Henry Cook was in his early teens when he ran away from his foster
home to seek his fortune.
amazoo, Michigan.

James H. Cook was born on August 26, 1857, in Kal-

His mother died two years later.

His father, sea captain

Henry Cook, * could not care for his two sons and placed each in a foster
home.

James H. Cook lived with the Titus family in Kalamazoo and ended his

public education at age twelve.

After working two years in a Comstock

machine shop, he set off to pursue a life at sea.

Two years as a sailor on

the Great Lakes only whetted his appetite for adventure; he left the Great
Lakes to see the interior of the continent on his way to the Gulf of Mexico.

*Until the past fi fteen years, the Cook family of Agate, Nebraska, claimed to
be descendants of Captain James Cook (1728-1779), the "Great Navigator" who
circumnavigated the globe, explored the New Zealand and Australian coasts,
and discovered the Hawaiian Islands and Samoa. Recent genealogical research
proved this to be in error and the family subsequently dropped the claim.
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On his journey, Cook met some Midwestern cattlemen who persuaded him to
abandon the sea for the lucrative cattle business.

Enamored by the rough,

independent lifestyle of the frontier cowboy, young Cook agreed and accompanied the cattlemen to southwest Texas.

For five years, James H. Cook worked

on a ranch under the guidance of Mexican vaqueros learning to herd wild
cattle out of the brush, break horses, hunt, shoot, and track.

In the early

1870s, he participated in the first cattle drives to Kansas and Nebraska
helping establish the Ogalala, White Swan Agency, Plum Creek, and Red Cloud
trails.
In 1874 and 1875, Cook first rode through western Nebraska to Wyoming
before returning to Texas.

He visited Fort Laramie and the Red Cloud Agency

as well as other important frontier settlements.

At the Red Cloud Agency,

Cook stayed with Baptiste "Little Bat" Garnier who introduced Cook to Red
Cloud, American Horse, Little Wound, and Young-Man-Afraid-of-His-Horses--all
of whom became lifelong friends and later visited the Cook ranch at Agate,
Nebraska.

It was during one of these trips that Cook first met one of the

pioneer paleontologists of that era, Dr. O. C. Marsh of Yale University, at
~

Fort Robinson.

James H. Cook's fascination with fossils grew as a result of

his lengthy conversations with Dr. Marsh who became a close friend.
Cook was al so an expert scout.
renegades.

He assi sted the Texas Rangers pursue

In 1876, at age nineteen, he scouted for the Fourth and Fifth

U.S. Cavalry.

His services were in especially great demand following the

Battle of the Little Big Horn.

Cook had been hunting near the Little Big

Horn River and served as a trail scout for the Army troops following the
massacre of Lt. Col. George A. Custer's command.

-6-

Cook returned to Texas for the great cattle drives of 1877 and 1878, at
which time he decided he wanted to be a hunter and trapper.

In Cheyenne, Wy-

oming, James H. Cook formed a partnership with "Wild Horse Charley" to provi1e wild game for the booming town.

Cook outfitted, managed, and guided

many big game hunting excursions as well as expeditions of scientists and
explorers.

In 1877, James H. Cook explained to Chief Red Cloud that his

friend O. C. Marsh was actually searching for bones and not for gold as so
many other whi te men were doing.

Red Cloud gave Marsh, dubbed "Man-That-

Picks-Up-Bones," permission to hunt for fossils in the Badlands of South
Dakota.

Cook learned fran these early paleontologists an appreciation of

their discipline and the significance of fossil discoveries to science.
In the fall of 1882, James H. Cook went to New Mexico with two British
big game clients to establish a ranch.

Cook assisted in buying land and

cattle for the new W S Ranch in Alma, New Mexico, a venture in which Cook
himself invested.

The W S grew to about 60,000 cattle.

Cook organized the

first stockgrowers' association in New Mexico and directed the first general
cattle roundup in the region.

A leader for law and order, Cook served in the

campaign against Geronimo's terrori zing band of Apaches.

Although never en-

listing, he was chief scout for the Eighth U.S. Cavalry under Major S. S.
Sumner in 1885.

Since that time he used the honorary title of "Captain.,,1

Discovery of the Fossil Hills Quarries

On September 28, 1886, Captain James H. Cook married Kate Graham, the
-7-

daughter of Cheyenne physician Elisha Barker (E. B.) and Mary Eliza Hutchison
Graham.

Cook first met the Grahams during his Cheyenne hunting days when he

courted and fell in love with Kate.

Living in New Mexico, Cook found many

reasons to travel to Cheyenne to see Kate.

If the Grahams were not at their

home in Cheyenne, he rode to their "0 4 Ranch" in Sioux County, Nebraska,
where the family usually spent the summers.

Established by Dr. Graham with

5,000 cattle in early 1878, the 0 4 (presumably named because the ranch was
near the 4th Meridian) was close to the Niobrara crossing of the Fort
Laramie-Fort Robinson military road.
James and Kate Cook returned to the W S Ranch in New Mexico after their
marriage in 1886, but soon sold their interests and returned to Cheyenne
after Kate became pregnant.

On

July 3, 1887, Harold James Cook was born.

When Harold was only six weeks old, Cook took his wife, son, and mother-inlaw* to the 0 4 Ranch to live;

Cook had purchased his father-in-law's

squatters right to 160 acres of the 0 4 Ranch. 2
The ranch's designation was changed to the" Agate Springs Ranch" in
honor of the native moss agates and the numerous springs in the Niobrara
River Valley.

They planted hundreds of trees (young saplings from along the

Platte River); cottonwood and willows particularly thrived.
house, designed by Kate Graham Cook, was built in 1893.

A new ranch

New furniture for

*Mary Eliza Graham, a matriarchal figure, preferred living with either of her
two daughters for parts of each year. When her husband left Wyoming for
California, she spent each summer with the Cooks at the Agate Springs Ranch.
Mrs. Graham served as Agate postmistress from 1899 to 1902 and 1906 to 1909.
In the 1910s, she moved to California with her daughter's (Clara Graham
Heath) family. Mrs. Graham died on January 31, 1937. See Karen Zimmerman,
The Cook Papers Collection, 1984.
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1

the home was selected when the fanily vi si ted the Columbian Exposi tion/
World's Fair in Chicago where they also selected china, silver, cut glass,
and rugs.

The new goods were then shipped via railroad to western Nebraska.

James H. Cook began his ranching operation with roadsters, draft and
saddle horses, and red and black polled cattle.

He was determined to make

the remote Agate Springs Ranch an economically viable operation.

When a

neighboring ranch folded, he bought it, expanded his holdings, and built
extensive irrigation ditches.

When it became evident horse breeding was not

turning a profit, Cook concentrated on raising Angus cattle. 3
It was during their courtship [circa 1878] that James Cook and Kate
Graham first discovered the fossil deposits later to become known as Agate
Fossil Beds.

In Fi fty Years on the Old Frontier, James H. Cook recounts the

discovery:
Rid ing one day along the picturesque buttes which skirt
the beautiful valley of the Niobrara, we came to two high
conical hills about three miles from the ranch house. From
the tops of these hills there was an unobstructed view of
the country for miles up and down the valley. Dismounting
and leaving the reins of our bridles trailing on the
ground ••• we climbed the steep side of one of the hills.
About halfway to the summit we noticed many fragments of
bones scattered about on the ground. I at once concluded
that at some period, perhaps years back, an Indian brave had
been laid to his last long rest under one of the shelving
rocks near the summit of the hill, arld that, as was the
custom among some tribes of Indians at one time, a number of
his ponies had been killed near his body. Happening to
notice a peculiar glitter on one of the bone fragments. I
picked it up and I then discovered that it was a beautifully
petrified piece of the shaft of some creature's leg bone.
The marrow cavity was filled with tiny calci te crystals,
enough of which were exposed to cause the glitter which had
attracted my attention. Upon our return to the ranch we
carried with us what was doubtless the first fossil material
ever secured from what are now known to men of science as
the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries. 4

-9-

Although James Cook reported the discovery to the Wyoming Territorial
and Nebraska State Geologists, no paleontologist evaluated the fossil
quarries until 1892, when Dr. E. H. Barbour of the University of Nebraska
vi'si ted the Agate Springs Ranch.

Because Barbour's principal interest were

the daemonilices ("Devil's Corkscrews"), he sent an inexperienced student
assistant to investigate the weathered-out bones four miles distant frem the
ranch.

Barbour's student misinterpreted what he uncovered there; the field

team moved on after its brief stop and the fossilized treasures of the Agate
Fossil Beds remained undiscovered.
A decade passed before Cook met J. B. Hatcher of Princeton University
and O. A. Peterson of Pittsburgh's Carnegie Museum.

Both were collecting

fossils in the Sioux County badlands when the chance meeting with James H.
Cook took place in Harrison, Nebraska.
the fossil deposit near Agate.

Cook told the paleontologists about

Because they were engaged in their own field

work and the collecting season was over, neither man came to the Agate
Springs Ranch.

Although Hatcher died in July 1904, O. A. Peterson finally

arrived at Agate at the end of that summer.Seventeen-year-old Harold J.
Cook led Peterson' s wagon by horseback to the quarries.

After a preliminary

"
investigation,
Peterson rode back to the ranch, shouting gleefully to an
assistant:

"Put the team in the barn!

We' aren't going anywhere!"

to the quarries, Harold Cook helped Peterson uncover more bones.

Returning
The deposit

was rich; the men found fossilized bones of a rhinoceros-like animal. hitherto
unknown to science.

Peterson' thus beceme the first professional paleontolo-

gist to discover the wonderful potential of the Agate Fossil Beds.
Because of the si te' s importance, a hemestead petition was filed in the
-10-

name of Harol.d J. Cook who buil t a crude cabin near the quarries to establish
his legal claim.

The structure, which became known as the Harold J. Cook

Homestead Cabin, or Bone Cabin, is extant.

Paleontological Excavations at Agate Springs Fossil Quarries

News of the Peterson findings on behalf of the Carnegie Museum spread
quickly throughout the paleontological community.

A missing link had been

found at Agate representing a phase of the Miocene Epoch during the Tertiary
Period of the on-going Cenozoic Era of Mammals.

In 1905, E. H. Barbour of

the University of Nebraska came to Agate on a collecting expedition funded by
Charles H. Morrill of Lincoln.
yards from Peterson's quarry.

Barbour opened a quarry in a hillside 100·
The rivalry that developed between the various

collecting institutions was intense.
reflect this professional jealousy:

Barbour's names for the principal hills
Carnegie Hill and University Hill.

Amherst Point was named in 1906 when a team from Amherst College arrived to
stake their claim to a portion of the quarries.
Harold Cook was present when Dr. Barbour extracted a large Daemonelix
(paleocaster burrow) from a hill side one-half mile northeast of the ranch
house.

The skeleton of a horned antelope was enclosed in the soil.

Barbour

named a small creature "Syndoceros cooki" after young Harold, who had first
discovered it.
museum.)

(The specimen may be seen today at the University of Nebraska

The pair-horned rhinoceros was named Diceratheri um cooki in honor

of James H. Cook.
-11-

In the summer of 1907, Amherst College collectors prospecting one and
one-half miles southeast of the principal quarries discovered Stenomylus
bones smaller than the known Stencmylus gracilis.

An excavation in 1908

revealed a rich pocket of eighteen skulls and enough disarticulated bones to
reconstruct ccmplete skeletons.

In the ensuing years, other field parties

uncovered an equally impressive number of skeletons.

Some Diceratheriun were

found, as well as the principal part of Daphoenodon superbus peterson.
Harold Cook spent most of his spare time with O. A. Peterson, known as
one of the most skilled fossil collectors in the United States.

The Cooks

also became friends with other professional paleontologists who journeyed to
their remote ranch over the next thirty years.

Among those institutions

represented at the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries were Yale University,
Amherst College, the American Museum of Natural History, Chicago Museun of
Na~ural

History, University of Chicago, Harvard University, Princeton Uni-

versity, Colorado Museum of Natural History, Michigan University, Kansas
University, the Smithsonian Institution and many others.
Agate quarries are in museums throughout the world .5*

Fossils from the

It is important to

note that the Cook family, although in the midst of bitter paleontological
competition, never profited from the exploitation of the Agate Springs Fossil
Quarries. 6
One benefit which Harold J. Cook gained from the early excavations was
the inspiration for his life's work.

Attending the University of Nebraska,

* For a comprehensive history of the Agate excavations, see Dr. Robert M.
Hunt, Jr. The Agate Hills: History of the Paleontological Excavations,
1904-1925. Prepared Under Contract to the National Park Service, Midwest
Regional Office. Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska, 1984.
-12-

Harold Cook first studied geology/paleontology under Dr. E. H. Barbour.
1909, he began graduate studies at Columbia University.

In

Combining two years

of study into one, Cook conducted laboratory work at the American Museum of
Natural History in New York City, becoming an authority in his field.
Harold Cook's formal education ended in early 1910 when he returned to
help manage the Agate Springs Ranch.

His mother, Kate Graham Cook, had

suffered an irreversible mental breakdown.

Al though Harold was needed at

home, his professional development did not end.

Excavations continued at the

Agate Springs Fossil Quarries and contact with his peers was frequent.
Harold Cook was also a voracious writer.

He corresponded with scientists and

was widely published in nearly all professionals journals of the day.

Cook

later became a lecturer at Chadron (Nebraska) State College, Western State
College, Colorado; and Honorary Curator and Curator of the Department of
Paleontology, Colorado Museum of Natural History in Denver.
Later in 1910, Harold married Professor Barbour's daughter, Eleanor.
Harold and Eleanor Cook lived in the "Bone Cabin" until the homestead was
"proved up;" then they moved to the Agate Springs Ranch House.

The couple

subsequently had four daughters--Margaret, Dorothy, Wini fred, and Eleanor-who spent their early childhood on the ranch, experiencing the delightful
stor ies of Grandfather Cook, famous pal eon tol ogi sts, and leaders of the Sioux
Nation.
Soc ial contac t wi th the Ind ian s, beg un wi th Chi e fRed Cloud in the 1 ate
nineteenth century, continued.
friend.

Sioux leaders regarded James H. Cook as a

It was Captain Cook whom the Sioux looked to for assistance before

the incident at Wounded Knee.

And it was he who helped calm Indian/White

-13-

tensions and who agreed to serve as agent of the Pine Ridge Agency if called
upon..
,

Sioux bands came each year to visit their friend at

Ranch, erecting teepees nearby to dance and play games.

th~

Agate Springs

It was the Cook

ranch that Chief Red Cloud wished to visit shortly before his death.

Cook's

hospitality was repaid with Sioux craft items and clothing, the foundation of
tod ay' s famous Cook Ind ian ColI ec tion.7

A State Park at the Fossil Quarr ies?

Since 1909 when Kate Graham Cook was committed to the Nebraska Hosptial
for the Insane in Lincoln, James H. Cook prayed for her recovery.
all hope was abandoned.

By 1920,

To avoid legal difficulties in the event of his

death, Captain Cook petitioned to have hi s son appoin ted as Kate's guardian
to handle all of her affairs.

Ownership of the Agate Springs Ranch trans-

ferred to Harold J. Cook, but was pI aced in a Trust Agreement.

Necessitated

by Kate's mental incompetency, the trust stipulated the son had no right to
sell, divide, or otherwise dispose of any property held in trust.

If he

attempted to do so, all of his rights would cease automatically and revert to
the real owner, James H. Cook. 8

Such were the legal avenues the Cooks used

to retain their property.
By the 1920s, the Agate Springs Ranch was a popular tourist spot.

On

display in the ranch house were not only the Sioux Indian and Old West
objects, but fossil displays.
on-going excavations.

Many went to the quarries to observe the

In 1921, more than 5,000 visitors cane.
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The popular

appeal and in terest prompted James H. Cook to act on a recurr ing idea--how to
preserve this historic and scientific resource.

In the fall of 1921, Cook

mailed a confidential form letter to all of his close friends with an appeal
to help him preserve a portion of the Old West.

Citing Fort Laramie as the

epitome of romance and Old West history, Cook wrote:
It seems fitting, therefore, that there should stand in
this region ••• some sort of a perpetual monument or
memorial, which should represent, in a measure, the old
Plains days and li fe, so that those who are to follow can
actually see and come in personal contact with some phases
of that life and a replica of those early days.
For many years it has been a cherished ambition and
desire of mine to erect at the Agate Springs Ranch, upon a
commanding site, an exact replica, in every detail, of old
Fort Laramie; stockade and bastions to be constructed along
the most solid and substantial lines possible, and yet
preserve all the old original features intact. All building
material used in the construction of the memorial would be
of adobe or cement and cottonwood logs--a monument that
shall stand for all time. The Agate Springs Ranch can
furnish all the required material except for the cement.
The interior of the fort proper would be given over to
sections devoted to displays of Indian art of the old times,
and to replicas of the overland trail days; to the fossilized remains of prehistoric creatures taken from the Agate
Springs quarries, and to such other features as would be
proper and fitting for such a memorial. A lecture room
would be a prominent feature, where learned men could, by
motion pictures or lantel~n slides, furnish entertaining
instruction along scientific lines and lecture on out-ofdoors topics. 9
Cook also envisioned an Indian village on the grounds surrounding the fort
where visi tors could observe the Native American lifestyle and purchase craft
i terns.

He was not interested in the operation becoming a "money-making·

propoSition," but could allow for a small fee for maintenance and upkeep.
Cook added:
-15-

It is my belief that the Fort Laramie memorial, with its
entertaining features and attractions, would soon become the
mecca of all autoists from the East to the West, and vice
versa, and with the contemplated building of a railroad
through this valley, thousands of others would be attracted
to thi s spot. 10
Cook's plea to his close friends proved disappointing.

There were few

posi tive responses to form a joint stock company for a monument commemorating
the old frontier days.

Undaunted, James H. Cook was in Los Angeles in March

1922, lobbying for financial support for his drean.
optimistic that the monument ideal would be realized.

The Cook family was
Harold J. Cook began

hi sown canpaign to establish a State Highway in the area to ensure increased
visitation.

As president of the Good Roads Association in the 19205, he

pushed for a road to replace the rough trail which ran north and south
(Gering to Harrison) and passed by the Agate Springs Ranch. 11

He used his

father's dream of a monument and/or historical museum as well as the fossil
beds to justify the need for a road.

Results came in 1923 when engineers of

the Nebraska Department of Public Works began surveying Nebraska 29 from
Harrison to Agate. 12

By 1929, the last link, Mitchell to Agate, was

completed and opened to motorists. 13
Harold Cook also served on the Nebraska State Park Board in the 1920s.
The movement to preserve Nebraska's natural and historic areas, coupled with
the failure to attract private investment in the monument ideal, inspired him
to suggest the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries as a potential state park.

The

suggestion captured the interest of members of the Nebraska Federation of
'Women's Clubs (NFWC).

Four NFWC members visi ted the Agate Springs Ranch on

October 23, 1925, and discussed the state park proposal with the Cooks. 14
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In

early 1926, the NFWC Conservation Department began working on the details for
establishing the new state park, one of which was a letter of inquiry to
Nebraska Governor Adan McMullen.

Governor McMullen subsequently asked Harold

Cook's opinion of the NFWC's efforts. 15

Cook's response came in an April 22,

1926, letter:
Some little time back, you asked me what I thought of
the proposition made by certain Women's Club members, that
the state take over the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries, which
I own. I appreciate the intention behind this move, but I
question its being very practical. In the first place, if
handled by the state, it is of a nature that should be
handled entirely outside of politics, and be assured
perpetual, proper care and attention ,--and be handled by men
who know such things, and understand and can interpret
than,--or a large degree of their educational use and value
is lost. In the next place, I cannot afford to donate those
quarries or a good sized section of the ranch to the State;
and I very greatly question the legislature being willing to
pay us a sum for those beds that we could afford to
consider. I AM anxious to see these wonderful deposi ts
preserved properly, and perpetuated for public benefi t and
use; but as a practical matter, it does not seem likely to
me that this can at this time be accomplished in just that
way. Possibly it can. If so, I will be glad to consider
any practical suggestions that anyone has to offer to solve
the probl em. 16
Governor McMullen agreed with Cook that the legislature would probably
not be willing to pay what the quarries were worth. 17
Ironically, it was during the summer of 1926 that the deed in which
Harold relinquished fee ownership of the fossil quarries was filed at the
Sioux County Courthouse.

On July 17, 1926, in a preliminary divison of

property prior to divorce, Cook transferred ownership to Eleanor Barbour
Cook, * while retaining the "exclusive right in perpetui ty ••• for the purpose
of digging, excavating for, collecting, examining, or exhibi ting fossils in
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the hills ••• or for preparing the fossil bones contained therein."

Cook also

reserved the right to build a roa.d to the hills and to erect buildings for
"preparing, housing, collecting, and exhibiting" the fossils. 18 **
While the prospect for State involvement at Agate appeared bleak, the
NFWC intensified its efforts.

In October 1926, one member proposed to the

State NFWC Convention that the club itself take over the Agate Springs Ranch
and operate the combined ranch and f:)ssil beds, a suggesti':m which angered
Harold Cook.

Although the proposal was not considered, the convention agreed

that a bill had to be introduced in the winter session of the legislature
before the new State elections brought the possibility of an unfavorable
poli tical clima.te.

A NFWC poll of the legislature revealed many Nebraska

senators favored the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries State Park, but with so
many new state park proposals, chances of passage appeared bleak.

Ey

December 1926, NFWC prepared a. draft bill and submitted it to Harold J. Cook
for review.

The NFWC's philosophy was for the State to acquire the fossil

quarries immediately; details for the park's administration could be worked
out later. 19
In a January 20, 1927, response to NFWC State Chairwoman Elizabeth C.

*Apparently the transaction took place three years prior to the filing of the
deed, July 6, 1923. The conveyance was performed in the presence of Margaret
F. Crozier, the woman Harold Cook married following his divorce in 1927.
Miss Crozier was hereafter noted as "the stimulus for the breaking up of the
family." See Robert Simmons to Senator Roman Hruska, letter, 8 June 1963,
box 192, Departmental Correspondence, 90th Congress 1st session, folder-Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 1967, Rapers of U.S.
Senator Roman 1. Hruska, Nebraska State Historical Society.
**No mention of this change in fee ownership was made in subsequent
correspondence on the state park issue.
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Hoefer, Harold Cook confessed that it was indeed shameful that the wonders of
ancient Nebraska could only be viewed outside of the State, in the Carnegie
Institute in Pennsylvania or American Museum in New York.

Admitting that the

State should act to preserve its own treasures, he stated:
As I have a family to consider, and am not so situated
financially that I can afford to donate these beds, and in
view of what I KNOW their value to be, in dollars and cents,
either developed to sell the material they contain to
educational institutions, or as an attraction to tourists
and students, I am sure I am not asking a high sum in
relation to their value when I put a figure of one hundred
thousand dollars on these fossil beds and the land about
them of sufficient area for all practical purposes.

As you are aware, I have not been at all keen about the
state or anyone else taking this over; I appreciate its
value, and know how to handle it; but I have so many other
interests that take and demand my time and attention that I
find it very hard to protect and develop this as it should
be; and, as there is surely ample evidence to prove, we have
surely contributed very largely and free to the public of
the state and outside, and for years with no charge of any
sort whatsoever, as a contribution we really could not
afford. We can no longer do this, and it is obvious that
such an important natural asset, one that has no known
duplicate in the whole world, should be held in public
trust, and not in private hands, subject to the vicissitude
and caprices of private ownership.20
Cook told Mrs. Hoefer that he had been approached by hotel and other commercial interests, including private developers, but wanted the State to have
the first opportunity to acquire the quarries.
legislature acts favorably upon this and

~;

He concluded, "Unless this
I can say frankly that it is

very apt to be the last chance they can have to get it, at this, or a very
much higher price.

I do not say this to coerce, but as a matter of plain

fact, plainly stated.,,21
At the request of Governor McMullen, Harold Cook postponed his resigna-
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tion from the Nebraska State Park Board until the park board and legislature
acted on the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries question. 22

Cook disliked the

"ticklish situation" he found himself in, sitting on both sides of the fence.
In a lengthy January 22, 1927, letter, Cook presented his position on the
state park issue to the Governor:
I well realize that such deposits SHOULD be handled
ei ther by the sta te, or some other compe tent, perman ent
organization, to assure their not getting into the hands of
either vandals or fanatics--or side-show clap-trap artists!!
And I also well realize that they are NOT secure from just
this, as long as they are in our hands for any accident
could easily happen at any time to father or me which might
precipi tate endless complications. I well know the
commercial possibilities of exploitation of these fossil
beds. In fact various people and interest have already
discussed such possibilities with us seriously. Thousands
of people are already visi ting the place and fossil beds
annually as it is, as you know. I cannot afford to give
them away, and neither have I any desire to hold the state
up, should they decide to take them over. At the value of
$100,000 that I put on those beds, I am sure that it is
possible to make them pay good interest, as a straight
commercial proposi tion, were that the consideration.
In fairness to my family, in case the state does not
see fi t to do this, it is qui te probable that I will be
compelled to resort to some type of Commercial development
of them as things have gone to a point where I cannot afford
any longer to donate all of these things as I have in the
past to the museums from all over the world, and maintain
free exhibits for the benefi t of the increasing thousands
who come there to see and to study. I regret the necessity
of this, and wish that i t might be handled as it should be,
simply for public benefit and at most, enough charged to
make it self sustaining. It really has wonderful possibilities and surely must not be boxed up or lost to the world.
It is as yet hardly scratched--as to the amount of material
present.
in case the state SHOULD decide to take this over
as a state reserve and monument, or park or spot for
research symposiums, or what not, as it may be designated, I
can well see the desirability of my being connected with it
at least long enough to get it properly organized and in
-20-

efficient hands and with a set of proper working regulations
in line with public interests and welfare. I have had to
maintain a similar impartial position in other matters I
have been in before, and so I believe I could in this, if it
is desired that I do so.23
In a March 1927 letter to Nebraska State Senator Emerson R. Purcell,
member of the legislature's Fish and Game Committee, Harold Cook further
elaborated his concept of a state park at Agate.

Reducing his monetary

requirement to $80,000, he stressed the importance of immediate action and
that he would like to use the money to help educate his four daugters.

Of

critical significance to future events however, Cook expressed concern that
the amount of acquired park land be limited.

He professed that surrounding

lands would remain active ranchland free from unsightly development.

Cook

The land is held in fee simple, and is unincumbered and with
clear title. The Bone Hills themselves, at their base, probably
occupy twenty or thirty acres, stating the area offhand. At the
price mentioned, we would deed over with the bone hills
themselves, an acreage of 160 acres, surrounding them and
including them which should be all there if any point in the
state taking over, unless it wants to do it on a much larger
scale, to make a game park or something of that sort, which is a
separate and distinct matter, as I see it, and with no special
relation to the Bone Hills. That would give ample room for
anything the state might want to do with them, and would not be
hard to fence, and would give all the room around them needed in
any manner. As the surrounding lands on three sides are rough
hills, it will remain wild enough, from a scenic standpoint, to
satisfy anyone, without the state needing to take it over to
protect it.2~ [emphasis added]
No positive action had come from the Nebraska Legislature when, in June
1927, President and Mrs. Calvin Coolidge came to the Black Hills of South
Dakota to vacation.

Governor McMullen and Harold Cook both urged the towns
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of Crawford and Harrison to extend official invitations to the First Family
to visit western Nebraska to see the
sites. 25

f~ssil

quarries and

~ther

historic

Unfortunately, the President's secretary wrote from Rapid City that

the Coolidges would be unable to take time out to visit Agate. 26

A presi-

dential visit would have provided the capstone for the establishment of a
state park at the fossil quarries.
In August 1927, NFWC Chairwoman Elizabeth Hoefer arrived at Agate
Springs Ranch to visit with the Cooks and tour the

f~ssil

quarries.

Mrs.

Hoefer contended that the legislature was not eager

t~

state park bill because of funding requirements

the new State Capitol, an

elaborate, but expensive, architectural wonder.

f~r

consider the Agate

She hoped when construction

was completed, the State and/or Nebraska State Historical Society would, at
the very least, acquire the Cook Indian Collection. 27
The Nebraska Legislature finally acted in 1928.
upon the Nebraska State Bark Board*

t~

The senators called

inspect the Agate Springs Fossil

Quarries and make recommendations on its candidacy for addition to the State
Park System.

Following a meeting of the park board at Agate, Cook again

offered his resignation to Governor McMullen citing his precarious conflict
of interest.

Stating he

w~uld

not take part in the park board's recommenda-

* One explanation for the inertia on the state park issue was the ineffectiveness of the State Park Board itself. At this time, Nebraska had only
three units in its park system. The board had no authority, but served as
merely an advisory group for the governor. Harold Cook himself was unable to
attend any meetings in 1927 because he was not even living in the State of
Nebraska, but working as a curator at the Colorado Museum of Natural History
in Denver. See Adam McMullen t~ A. F. Buechler, Editor, Grand Island Iaily
Independent, letter, 8 October 1927, box 7 Departmental Correspondence,
folder 16 Park Board 1926-1927, McMlllen Papers, Nebraska State Historical
Society.
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tions concerning his own property, Cook repeated his offer on December 8,
1928, but with a one-year deadline:
I made the state an offer of these Quarries, providing
the last legislature saw fit to take them over, at a flat
price of $80,000; but said I could not agree to hold that
offer open; I well know they are worth much more than that
amount; and I can capitalize them and make them pay good
interest on a much higher valuation; but I hate to see them
commercialized; and I know they should be in other than
private ownership, for permanent protection and usefulness.
Inasmuch as the last legislature had the matter continued
over pending investigation of the beds, I will now repeat
that offer to the state, of Eighty Thousand Dollars for
those quarries. However, if the present legislature should
not see fit to take them over, the state will not get
another opportunity to get them at anywhere near this figure
as I intend to take active action, one way or another with
them, this coming year.
Should the state take it over, I will be glad to do
anything in our power to act directly, or in an advisory
capacity, to see that this is handled in an efficient
manner, in line with educational and scientific and business
needs in the case. It can easily be put on a self
sustaining basis or be made to return a profit large enough
to carryon and develop extensive and most valuable
scientific research, and prepare some of the finest and most
striking exhibits ever made in America, or anywhere else for
that matter. I have some very definite recommendations to
make in case the state DOES desire to take it over. 28

Nebraska Republican Governor McMullen, who decided against a bid for
re-election, was in the waning months of his term,

He advised Cook against

resignation while the matter was still under consideration.

Because a final

decision would not be made during the McMullen administration, the lame duck
Governor suggested it would be more appropriate to tender any resignation to
his successor.29
The new political machine in Lincoln led by Republican Governor
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Arthur J. Weaver * differed little from the McMullen era.

During 1929, the

Agate Springs Fossil Quarries State Park Bill languished.

It effectively

died in late October when economic catastrophe was triggered on Wall Street

in New York City.

With the nation entering the Great Depression, any notion

of the development of the fossil beds by either the State of Nebraska or the
Cook family vanished.

The state park question was never again revived.

Ironically, the potential financial windfall represented by the fossil
quarries almost became the focal point of a family legal battle.

As early as

1922, El eanor Barbour Cook had left her husband and taken the four Cook
daughters to live in Chadron where she had a teaching posi tion.
1928, Mrs. Cook filed for divorce.

In late

In an initial meeting with his estranged

wife's lawyers, Harold Cook agreed to an amicable property settlement outside
of court.

By September 1929, however, Eleanor Cook was threatening legal

action to acquire a fair share of the ranch for herself and the four Cook
daughters.

In a September 25 letter to the attorneys, Harold Cook explained

the provisions of the trust agreement under which he was the de facto owner
of the Agate Springs Ranch solely because of his mother's mental condition,
with no right to sell, divide, or dispose of any trust property.

Any attempt

by himself or others to do so would resul t in cancellation of the trust and
full rights reverting to the real owner, James H. Cook.

If the divorce re-

*Governor Arthur J. Weaver served a single term, 1929 to 1931. Upon leaving
office, Weaver took the bulk of his administration's papers with him. Of the
small amount deposi ted at the Nebraska State Historical Society, nothing
pertaining to state parks is contained therein. Indeed, succeeding governor
CharI es W. Bryan (Democrat, 1931-1935) did not have a State Park Board. It
is a possiblity, therefore, that this entity ceased to exist following Adam
McMullen's term. See Governor Arthur J. Weaver Papers and Governor Charles
W. Bryan Papers, Nebraska State Hi storical Society.
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suIted in a court fight over the property, Harold Cook stood to lose his interests, but so, too, would Eleanor Cook and the children.

Harold declared:

••• my father naturally resents any attempt to divide
and parcel out his property, while he lives, without consideration either of him or his rights in the matter.
On the other hand, if no such attempt is made to force
a div ision of the property under such a sui t, as I told you
both personally, I will gladly sign any proper and reasonable contract or agreement to the effect that when this
property does come into my hands ••• upon my father's death,
I will at once proceed to a definite assignment of their
respective interests in such amounts as may be agreed upon
at this time as reasonable and proper, in line with accepted
standards of fairness. 3D
Although he married Margaret F. Crozier the following year, this sense
of family obligation and personal honor led Harold Cook to make good on his
1929 promise.

In 1949, seven years after his father's death, Harold Cook

executed a will which provided for his real property to be divided equally
among his four daughters.

This provision is what caused havoc in future

efforts to establi sh a monumen t at the Agate Spr ings Fossil Quarr ies.

The Scotts Bluff Experience and A Persistent Preservation Ethic

Both Captain James Cook and son Harold Cook, although not hi stor ians by
formal training were inherently historically-minded.

They believed that

significant cultural si tes and objects should be preserved and made available
to the public.

It was this fundamental trait which prompted the visi ting

Sioux to give their precious heirlooms to the Cooks because they knew this
special white family appreciated their heritage and wished equally as much to
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preserve it.

This deep sense of social and cultural responsibility resulted

in the transformation of several rooms of the Cook ranchhouse into exhibit
areas with names like the "Bone Room" and the "Indian Room."

Established on

an informal basis, it became known as the "Cook Museum of Natural History"
wi th Captain Cook serving as a gracious host to a continuous stream of
visitors.

The surrounding grove of trees became a favorite spot of

picnickers and campers; heavy visi tation came in the summertime and weekends
and it was not unusual for a hundred automobiles to be parked amidst the
trees at one time.

While all the members of the family took turns serving as

interpretive guides with mul tiple groups squeezing from room to room, Captain
Cook was the one most in demand to recollect his unique experiences.

The

Captain never complained about the long hours spent picking up I i tter in the
area or the many times he suffered laryngitis.

He even had to be coaxed into

. charging a small admission fee following the onset of the Depression to help
make end s meet, al though he d ecl in ed to colI ec t if peo pI e did no t have the
money.3 1
Captain Cook never stopped dreaming about a monument to preserve the
scientific and historical wonders at Agate.

Hoping to record as much of his

own personal experiences as poSSible, much of his time in his later years was
devoted to wri ting about I i fe in the Old West.

James H. Cook's greatest

work, Fifty Years on the Old Frontier, foreshadows such a monument on his own
ranch:
The frontiersmen of the type who used the flintlock and
percussion-cap ri fles, carrying bullets that ran from sixty
to one hundred and twenty to the pound, and whose headgear
and clothing were made almost entirely of the skins of
animals, have practically all journeyed ahead wi th the
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innumerable caravan. The ox team and stage drivers, also
the cowboys of yesterday, are following closely after them.
Were not the early pioneers of scientific research in the
West also worthy of sui table monuments erected in their
honor somewhere in or about the center of their activities?
If so, is not the erection of such monuments a thing worth
our doing at this time? Have we no peopl e of weal th and
culture who would take pleasure in doing something of this
sort-:something which would not only be a credit to the
donors, but which would also give pleasure and comfort to
the generations to come as the centuries pass?32
Together with earlier idea to dupl icate Old Fort Laramie, the monument
concept took preliminary form when archi tectural plans were prepared for a
permanent museum building to house the famous Cook Collections.

Because

funding never became available, the plans remained tucked carefully away.33
The 1916 National Park Service Organic Act, and the establishment of
Dinosaur (1915) and Scotts Bluff (1919) National Monuments, inspired and
exci ted the Cooks.

During a three-day vi si t to examine the feasibility of a

tour road at Scotts Bluff in June 1931, National Park Service Director
Horace M. Albright stopped at the Agate Springs Ranch.

Director Albright and

other Park Service officials met the Cook family, toured the ranch and fossil
quarries, and "expressed great interest in the region and things they saw
here." 34
In early July 1932, Chief Red Cloud's family made their annual visi t to
the Agate Springs Ranch, an event which always attracted much attention.

A

twenty-five to fifty cent museum fee was charged for a guide and lecture
service and fifty cents per vehicle was assessed for parking and use of the
picnic grounds. 35

Following the Sioux celebration, Harold Cook wrote to

Horace Albright to reissue an invi tation to stay overnight at Agate during
Albright's September visi t to Scotts Bluff National Monument.3 6
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Albright re-

turned to western Nebraska to announce the beginning of development at Scotts
Bluff.

Custodian Albert N. Mathers consulted with Harold Cook over architec-

tural drawings for a permanent administration building at the monument.
Cook, seeing an opportunity for a regional scientific and cultural center
based on the School of American Research in Santa Fe, New Mexico, suggested
the pl an s be redrawn to include a museum.
In December 1933, Harold Cook was asked to direct a Civil Works Administration (CWA:

1933-34) team in historical and scientific research for the

new Scotts Bluff museum.

The CWA group was sponsored by the National Park

Service Field Division of Education in Berkeley, California.

Because he

could no longer afford to pay his own expenses out of the ranch operating
funds, Cook was appointed a temporary ranger in May 1934, and placed on the
National Park Service payroll.

CUstodian Mathers resigned on June 15, 1934,

to run for the U. S. House of Representatives, leaving Harold Cook acting
superintendent. 37

On December 11, 1934, a telegram arrived from Acting

National Park Service Director A. E. Demaray:
Due to lack of funds your appointment park ranger was
terminated close November thirtieth stop. Will you accept
appointment nominal rate twelve dollars per annum as
temporary custodian Scotts Bluff until funds are available
for new seasonal ranger appointment next spring stop.
Regret no funds available [to] cover your travel [to]
Berkel ey •••• 38
In a December 14 reply telegram, Cook accepted the position.3 9
Cook continued working with the Berkeley planning team, encouraging the
prehistoric theme for the museum, exemplified by the Agate Springs Fossil
Quarries, as well as the historic period.
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Ironically, the Deputy Secretary

~

of Public Works in the 1920s, a personal friend to whom Cook constantly wrote
encouraging better roads, was now Governor of Nebraska.

On February 4, 1935,

Custodian Cook wrote Democratic Governor Roy Cochran about what he claimed
was the Park Service's idea for a "National Parkway" in the area.*

With the

completion of the ScottsBluff museum, visitors would naturally proceed to
the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries and then to the "Borglum Monument" [Mount
Rushmore National Memorial; authorized March 3, 1925J as well as other Black
Hills sites.

Cook argued the visitor influx would require substantial

improvements for Nebraska Highway 29, the principal north-south route in
western Nebraska. 40
Captain James H. Cook was also involved at Scotts Bluff.

The Park Ser-

vice Berkeley division asked his assistance in organizing museum exhibits,

*The impetus for this idea actually originated from citizens in the
Bridgeport and Scottsbluff communities. They proposed a "National Parks
Area" extending from Bridgeport to Old Fort Laramie, Wyoming, including all
historical areas in the vicinity with Scotts Bluff National Monument at the
core. In January 1935, Nebraska Governor Robert L. Cochran appointed the
"Old Oregon and Mormon Trails, National Parks Area Commission" comprised of
thirteen prominent Nebraskans to study the matter. Wyoming was asked for its
cooperation. A map of the proposed "Oregon Trail National Park" detailed all
the landmarks and recreational facilities of the region and included Agate,
marked by a dinosaur with the caption "Fossil Beds, Capt. Cook's Ranch."
In 1937, the Commission's name was shortened to "Nebraska Old Oregon and
Mormon Trails Commission." The Nebraska and a similar Wyoming commission
worked closely with National Park Service officials and were successful only
in the public acquisition of Old Fort Laramie. On July 16, 1938, Fort
Laramie National Monument entered the National Park System. See Governor
Robert L. Cochran to Leslie Miller, Governor of Wyoming, letter, January 26,
1935; Miller to Cochran, letter, January 30, 1935; map of the "Proposed
Oregon Trail National Park"; Cochran to H.J. Dollinger, Chairman, Nebraska
Old Oregon and Mormon Trails Commission, letter, June 7, 1937; and Dollinger
to Cochran, letter, May 29, 1937, box 46 (1937) Series Two, Records and
Correspondence of State Agencies and Departments 1935-1940, folder--Old
Oregon and Mormon Trails, National Parks Area, Papers of Governor Robert
Leroy Cochran, State of Nebraska Archives, Nebraska State Historical Society.
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donating Old West objects, providing information, and locating original
trail s and ranches on maps .41
Working wi th Nebraska Congressman Terry Carpen ter, Gustod ian Cook was
successful in resuming construction at the monument which hal ted in April
1934 because of lack of funding.

In April 1935, a Civilian Conservation

Corps (CCC) camp opened at Scotts Bluff under the Emergency Conservation Work
(ECW) program.

Construction on the museum/administration building continued,

and Cook worked closely with the young Park Service archi tect, Howard W.
Baker.

In May, Harold Cook was appointed Project Superintendent of CCC Camp

762 with a boost in salary.

The same month Cook invited Acting Director

Demaray, scheduled to arrive at Scotts Bluff on July 4 during a tour of
fourteen National Parks and twelve National Monuments, to vi si t the Agate
Springs Ranch, meet his father, and see the "world famous Agate Fossil
Quarries.,,42

Demaray replied, on May 24, that he looked forward to visiting

the ranch. 43

Eleven days later, on June 4, 1935, a telegram arrived at th,.

Agate Post Office:
Your serv ices will be terminated close June fi fteenth by
director [sic] of Secretary for administrative reasons.
Formal notification to follow.
Demaray44
Although upset and shaken, the action did not catch Cook by surprise.
After his appointment as CCC project superintendent and Scotts Bluff
custed ian, Cook was vi si ted by Scotts Bluff County Democratic Party Chairman
Ray W. Coleman who threatened Cook wi th loss of his job if he did not allow
Coleman to select all camp appointees and laborers according to party
affiliation.

Coleman said he was Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes'
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"personal fingertip" and if Cook did not do as he was told, he would see that
congressman Harry Coffee got Secretary Ickes to fire Cook.

He wanted C. B.

Turner, a loyal Democrat and former employee of Congressman Coffee with no
engineering or scientific training, to be appointed foreman of the CCC camp.
Cook stood firm, cIting the President's and Secretary's instructions that
appointments be nonpartisan and based on qualifications and need .45
In a June 6, 1935, letter to Acting Director Demaray, Cook explained the
si tuation and declared:
Let me assure you that I do not blame the Park Service
or any of its officials for the action taken by the
Secretary in order ing my serv ices terminated June 15th, as
per your wire of June 4th.
In view of the fact that I have donated my time and
training and experience and all expenses including more than
20,000 mil es which I have driven my own car, at my own
expense, on the business and related affairs pertinent to
and of importance to the projects outlined here, for the
National Park Service; have furnished even office equipment
and a background of personal prestige and wide acquaintance
that is certainly of value to the Park Service and that
branch of the Federal Government, in trying to put this
proj ect on its feet in an intelligent, active manner that
will mean an important step in the educational and practical
development of the usefulness of the NPS in certain
directions, I naturally deeply resent the utterly unjust,
unfair and unwarranted action of summary dismissal under
such circumstances, and of course, cannot and will not, take
it lying down, without bringing the facts into the open.
I sent a personal wire to Secretary Ickes, demanding a
fair hearing of facts before accepting this order for my
dismissal. As he has a reputation of being an honest,
fair-minded man, I am confident that a review of the facts
regarding this case will be enlightening to him •••• 46
Harold Cook refused to relinquish his office until an official investigation
was conducted.

His cause was joined by former Congressman Carpenter who
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challenged incumbent Congressman Coffee on a radio program to stop trying to
get Cook fired at the national monument or he would do everything in his
power to defeat Coffee in the next election. 47
Acting Director Demaray's July 4 visit to Scotts Bluff and Agate gave
Harold Cook an opportunity to plead his case personally.

From Gering,

Demaray telegraphed Assistant Director Hillory A. Tolson in the Washington
Office asking for an update on Cook's status.

He related that Cook was non-

partisan and the most qualified man to be project superintendent.

In discus-

sions with locals, Demaray ascertained that C. B. Turner was "utterly incompetent" and of questionable standing in the community.48
Howard Baker and his wife accompanied Arthur Demaray and his wife on a
summer 1935 trek to the western parks.

Baker, headquartered in San Francisco

and working out of a field office in Rocky Mountain National Park from 1930
to 1935, recalled the visit at Agate Springs Ranch.

The Demarays and Bakers

had 1 unch with the Cooks and then journeyed to the fossil quarries for a
personal tour.
area.

According to Baker, Demaray was quite impressed with the

The Cooks discussed the possiblity of the quarries being a unit of the

National Park System.

While no action took place during the Depression in

this regard, it marked the first time serious discussions for a national
monument to preserve the fossil beds were held with National Park Service
officials.

A monument would not be realized for another thirty years. 49

Despi te strong support from the Directorship of the National Park
Service, Secretary Harold Ickes, enraged by Cook's defiance of his orders,
refused to review the incident.

In a July 15 telegram, Ickes stated:
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I have appointed C. B. Turner as Superintendent of the ECW
Camp at Scottsbluff [sic] National Monument pending his
entry on duty. You are directed to turn over all records
and property immediately to associate engineer Charles
Randels. You have never held a civil service position in
this department. I have satisfied myself as to the
advisability of appointment Mr. Turner and this does not
reflect on you. You occupied a non civil service position
which you secured wi thout competi tion and therefore your
appointment carried no rights. In tenure of office you were
separated from the Serv ice at the close of June Fi fteenth
and your action in continuing in office and refusing to turn
over records and property of .the Government not only makes
you guilty of insubordination but cause me to believe that I
made no mistake in separating you from the Service. 50
In reply, Cook asserted that office records were always open to Charles
Randels, but files and equipment were Cook's own personal property:

"In my

enthusiasm for the splendid National Park Service work here I have put in
over one year and over fifteen hundred dollars of my own money above any pay
received in furthering this work and the locating of this camp •••• ,,51

Ickes

retaliated for the continUed insubordination by releasing a scathing statement to the press.
Harold Cook resigned himself to defeat, but his devoted second wife,
Margaret Crozier Cook, appealed to First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt.

In a

September 26 letter, Mrs. Cook explained the si tuation and introduced a new
twist which her husband had refused to use in his own defense.

Congressman

Coffee aspired to purchase the Agate Springs Ranch by ruining her husband.
Apparently, the local Congressman was President of the Coffee Cattle Company.
By crippling the Cooks' finances, he was in a good posi tion to undermine and
buy the ranch--and the priceless Agate Springs Fossil Quarries--at a foreclosure sale.

Mrs. Cook told Mrs. Roosevelt that the congressman was "trying

by every means to force a foreclosure sale of Agate ranch, so that they may
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bid it in.

In fact they have bid it in, and only the fact that fair minded

officials are handling the case has prevented them from forcing Captain Cook
out of his home which he built and has occupied since 1891."

She added:

This was, as you can see, a labor of love. Mr. Cook
put the whole force of his training, his wonderful
enthusiasm, and his vital energy and background, into this
work. He loved it, and was absorbed by it. He worked in
absol ute accord with the Park Serv ice and they were and are,
still, back of him, in everything he has done at Scotts
Bluff. 52
Al though it is unknown i f El eanor Roosevel t actually read or acted on
the emotional appeal, the point became moot when Merrill J. Mattes entered on
duty as the first permanent Service employee at Scotts Bluff on October 1,
1935.

The appointment of Merrill J. Mattes resul ted in a Departmental and

Service resolve to squelch the political bickering in western Nebraska and to
lend stability to the important development project at Scotts Bluff National
Monument.

Mattes served as Junior Historian from 1935 to 1937, and as

Custodian from 1938 to 1946.

Officially, Mattes always held the ti tIe of

Custodian, but until he gained administrative experience, for the first two
years Engineer Charles Randels was "Acting Custodian."

Both Randels and

Mattes were superiors of CCC Project Superintendent C. B. Turner, whose
poli tical appointment terminated with the closure of the CCC camp on May 31,
1938.*

In effect, Harold Cook had scored a victory.

With a permanent

Service employee onsite to act as a watchdog, Turner did not have a free hand

*The lesson of the Cook affair was apparently lost on C.B. Turner. During
Mattes' first year at Scotts Bluff, Turner unsuccessfully pressured Mattes to
make a contribution to the Democratic Party.
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at Scotts Bluff. 53
Harold Cook returned to operating the ranch and to the world of pal eontology, as well as serving as geological consultant to several oil companies
exploring for petroleum in Colorado, Wyoming, and Nebraska .54
with the National Park Service continued.

His contacts

Cook held no grudge or bitterness

against the National Park Service, an organization whose mission he deeply
admired, but recognized he was the victim of local and Departmental politics.
As early as April 1938, Earl A. Trager , Chief, Naturalist Division, Washington Office, requested Cook's assistance with geological and paleontological
exhibits at Scotts Bluff.

Occupied by other business interests, time did not

permit Cook to participate in organizing the museum exhibits at Scotts
Bluff .55

Harold Cook granted the National Park Service permission to obtain

specimens from the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries to display at Scotts Bluff.
Two prime specimens, a slab of Diceratherium (two-horned rhinoceros) and
Stenomylus (gazelle-like camel), were obtained by CCC paleontologist/
archeologist foreman Paul C. McGrew. 56

McGrew was Harold Cook's son-in-law,

having married Winifred Cook in November 1934.
The Cooks became good friends with Scotts Bluff CUstodian Mattes and his
family.

It was Mattes who laid the groundwork for Cook's donation of an Army

Dump Cart to Fort Laramie National Monument.
from a guardhouse which Cook also donated,

The cart, and an old iron lock

w~re

originally from Fort Laramie.

The preservationist was delighted to contribute the items for the Service's
restoration of the old fort. 57
Shortly before his second book, Longhorn Cowboy, was finished, Captain
James H. Cook died on January 27, 1942, at age eighty-four .58
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Operation of

the Agate Springs Ranch went on as before and Harold Cook continued to be
occupied with his scientific work.

With advancing age, his dream of preserv-

ing the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries and memorializing his beloved father
intensified.

In 1955, rumors that Cook did not actually own the quarries--

after he sold the surface grazing rights to other relatives--prexnpted him to
publish and distribute a "Statement on the Ownership and Control of Agate
Springs Fossil Quarries."

This was done on April 30, 1955.

Retracing the

history of the homestead claim and the provisions for quarrying, he stated:
It will be noted that I have at all times, therefore,
owned and controlled the excl usive right to collect or to
grant permission to collect fossils on these lands. This
was done, primarily, to assure proper control of these
fossil deposits at all times, regardless of any possible
change of ownership, to protect them and all that they
represent for Science and scientific research; and to
assure, permanently, their protection from possible vandalism by untrained "specimen hunters" who do not know or
understand the importance of such deposits, scientifically,
and who might destroy important fossils or other scientific
data by lack of knowledge or care, so long as they secured
"spec imens."
It is my intention now, as it always has been in the
past, to grant permiSSion for any reasonable collecting from
these famous deposi ts, when it is done by properly trained
people who know how to collect and preserve specimens and
who are collecting for scientific and educational purposes.
It is my wish and desire to encourage this kind of collecting by trained, responsible people, and I am always glad to
consider the application of responsible people or institutions for permission to work in these deposi ts. Likewise, I
am glad to have educational or scientific institutions bring
students and seriously interested people to see these
deposits. I will always be glad to grant permission for
that purpose, with the provision that anyone going to these
quarr ies will agree to do his part to keep the place free
from trash and rubbish, to help prevent grass fires, to
prevent vandalism and damage to these deposits, and who will
do his part in leaving gates closed when they are found
closed while crossing these lands, and in not disturbing
livestock, unnecessarily. Parties wishing to visit the
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Agate Springs Fossil Quarries. should write, or see me in
advance, when practical to do so .59
The statement was distributed to each visitor to the quarries.
Thousands kept coming every year to see the fossils and the Agate Springs
Ranch's "Cook Museum of Natural History" where Captain Cook's collections
were displayed.

The Cooks realized they could not accommodate everyone or go

on operating the area forever.

The couple traveled frequently, leaving their

unincorporated "town" of Agate in the care of ranchhands or other relatives.
One such time was several weeks in the summer of 1960, when Harold Cook presented a paper before an international paleontological conference in Copenhagen.

Awai ting them upon their return was a letter stating a National Park

Service official wished to visit and evaluate the area's eligibility for
listing on a national inventory of scientific monuments. 60
answer to Harold and Margaret Cooks' prayers.
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The letter was an
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CHAPTER 'IWO

THE ROAD TO A NATIONAL MONUMENT, 1961-1964

The Preliminary Study and Advisory Board Endorsement, 1961

Decades of dreams and hopeful conversations finally bore fruit in 1960
·when the National Park Service, as a component of its "MISSION 66" program,
identified the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries in an inventory of scientific
areas.

In an August 5 letter from Chester C. Brown, Chief of Recreation

Resource Planning of the Region II Office in Cmaha (now called the Midwest
Regional Office), the Service announced, "In connection with our Nationwide
planning activities, we should like to include the Agate Fossil Quarries in
an inventory of scientific monuments.

Our purpose is to provide a readily

consulted file of significant scenic, scientific, and cultural resources.,,1
Jack Eichstedt, a Park Planner from the Omaha Office, vi si ted Harold and
Margaret Cook on October 5, 1960. 2

A more detailed study of the area was

made in November when Ed Alberts and Larry F. Knowles, Division of Proposed
Park Studies, visi ted the ranch for two days.3
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The prospect of Park Service involvement at Agate excited Harold and
Margaret Cook.

In a January 16, 1961, letter to his old friend, Howard W.

Baker, now the Midwest Regional Director, Cook explained that the principal
reason for the establishment of the Cook Museum of Natural History was lito
save and protect collections we have here that are irreplaceable ••• "
We have felt for some time that the best possible arrangements should be made to carryon the ownership of the Agate
Springs Fossil Quarries, in hands that will not only
appreciate and use it, but will prevent vandalism and waste
of these irreplaceable resources. To that end I have
considered some sort of a trusteeship by one or more of the
larger institutions, universities, and organizations, such
as the Geological SoCiety of Amer ica; and whil e that would
be fine in some respects, in each case and to which we have
given some direct thought, there are limiting factors and
reasons why THAT ONE, might not work out as it should. I
have the feeling that the N.P.S. could do this to the best
possible advantage, even if it did require a bit in the way
of special or unusual arranging of the usual patterns of
activity. Certainly, from the widest viewP9ints, it IS
worthy of careful thought by all concerned. 4
Authored by Larry Knowles, the "Preliminary Study of the Agate Springs
Quarries Area, Sioux County, Nebraska" was completed on April 14, 1961, and
forwarded to Director Conrad Wirth for approval.

The Preliminary Study out-

lined the extent of the National Park Service's plans for a new national mo
ument in northwest Nebraska.

The study served not only as the basis of the

Service's argument for establishment of an Agate Fossil Beds National Monument before Congress, but for all subsequent ini tial planning efforts in the
new park.
The 1961 Preliminary Study noted that the si te was of "national significance and met the Evolutionary Development of Modern Mammals portion of Subtheme VII, Golden Age of Mammals, of the National Park System Plan Handbook.
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If included, the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries would be unique in the System
and "as outstanding to the chapter of life pertaining to Miocene mammals as
Dinosaur National Monument is to Jurassic reptiles.,,5
A prefatory remark revealed that Dr. Harold J. Cook "is qui te concerned
about the future of this classic scientific site when he can no longer care
for it.

He has indicated he would like to donate his paleontological collec-

tion and quarry area to the Service.,,6

The report admitted that although the

Agate Springs Fossil Quarries had been worked by scientists for more than
seventy years, the landscape had been only slightly disturbed.

Further, it

cited Harold Cook's assertion that "large representative remains" could be
found within the untouched portions of Carnegie and University Hills, and
Amherst Point--an estimated seventy-five percent of the quarries.
The interpretive potential, according to the Preliminary Study, was
great and followed the often-ci ted National Park System's model, Dinosaur
National Monument, Colorado:
An unusual opportunity presents itself for display of
in situ fossils by tooling beneath the burden at Carnegie
Hill to the two- to three-foot thick horizontal fossil beds.
Through use of electric lighting and imaginative interpretive display techniques, a visitor could more closely feel
himself associated with conditions of this now vanished
landscape than is possible even at the elaborately developed
Mesozoic fossil quarry at Dinosaur National Monument. Here,
he could be made to feel he's right there wi thin the
Miocene, so to speak.
In addition, other methods could be used to present the
story to the public, including visitor opportunity to
observe scientists exposing the deposi ts, reconstruction of
some of the creatures in place, and other interpretive
techniques. 7
Wi th fossil reliefing on-going, there was a natural need for pal eonto-
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logical laboratory facilities at Agate which would then evolve into a Miocene'
"
research center complete with a reference library and fossil collection.
This added attraction could then be made an important facet of the area's
in terpretation.
S1 te feasibility was termed "unusually high" wi th Cook's intention to .
make available land to preserve the fossil hills and "any addi tional land in
the family that the Service feels is necessary to preserve the quarries and
provide for public use and enjoyment.,,8

At the time of the report, Cook hac

placed no condi tions on his offer to donate the land, but several future considerations were discussed:
He would be very pleased if his ranch headquarters area
could be retained as a base of operations for research
workers in the area since i t has so long a tradition of
established hospi tality to nearly all the noted vertebrate
paleontologists of the past half century. He also feels
that the achievements of his father in settling this
territory and encouraging paleontological work should be
memorialized in some way. In addition, he is concerned with
the preservation of his father's priceless Indian collection
and is very hesi tant to break it up. He showed only
lukewarm interest in the possible donation of it presently
for display at Fort Laramie.
There are about 7 ownerships involved ••• totaling about
2,600 arcres. Assuming Dr. Cook donated the approximate
1,600 acres of family land, there would be about 1,000 acres
at an average cost per acre of $50 for the Service to
acquir e. 9
The Preliminary Study outlined the "ideal" solution for a national monument consisting of 2,600 acres.

The principal area, which included the

three fossil quarries, was a 2,200-acre rectangle measuring one and one-half
by two miles.

Carnegie Hill, the site of the in situ fossil display area,

was the focal point of the proposed boundary which was drawn to prevent any
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adverse development to the natural scene along the east-west road.

The

Stenomylus Quarry should be attached to the principal monument segment by a
new road.

The study admitted, however, that little was known about the area.

Similarly, a portion of the Devil's Corkscrew (daemonelix) area was
incorporated into the remaining 400-acre tract which included the Agate
Springs Ranch headquarters and a strip of State Highway 29.

Described as an

"interesting secondary feature," the Devil' s Corkscrew was "desirable but not
essential."

With subsequent study, both the Stenomylus and Devil's Corkscrew

features could be detached or deleted from the proposed monument.

If

included, the Service should control a narrow strip of land centering on the
county road connecting the two detached areas to prevent adverse development.
Control through scenic easement or fee acquisition was recommended for up to
350 acres per mile of roadway.
The Agate Springs Ranch headquarters was envisioned. as the si te of a
visitor center and park headquarters to include orientation and information,
laboratory, research 1 ibrary, camping, picnicking, administrative, resid ential, and utility facilities.

Except for the in

~

fossil site, interpre-

tive services were also to be a principal function of the park headquarters.
The site was chosen "because of the existence of mature trees, a good water
supply from springs, both of which would provide pleasant and inviting surroundings and proximity to a state highway.,\10

In addition, the facilities

would not intrude upon the natural scene of the in situ feature.
The Cooks continued intimate involvement at the Agate Springs Ranch
headquarters was seen as an added incentive to place park facili ties there:
There is ample room for Dr. Cook to continue liv ing at
his home even with the addition of the facilities suggested.
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In fact, he should be encouraged to stay because of the
great contribution and intimate knowledge of the scientific
discovery and research aspects 'of the area's paleontology
and the Indian history would indeed be assets to draw upon.
His Indian collection is of such a high quality as to be
worthy of representation in the Visitor Center as an
interesting chapter subordinate to the paleontological
theme.
This part of Nebraska can be very hot in the summer and
cold and windy in the winter. An invi ting oasis such as the
Agate Ranch in this Great Plains setting of grassland would
encourage the visi tor to stay awhile and obtain a more
meaningful understanding of the area. For many years,
scientists have camped in a portion of the attractive wooded
area as a base of operations for study; this type [of] use
could continue. More recently, lay visi tors to the site
have camped here also. 11

Following this outline of the area's attractiveness, the report hinted
at the opposition of Harold Cook:
i t is not minimum.

in its entirety.

"Although the area described is optimum,

Prehaps Dr. Cook would not be agreeable to this solution
If this turns out to be the case after discussions with

him, there are other possibilities."

Later, it stated, "Prehaps Dr. Cook

. would prefer not to include a portion of his ranch for Visitor Center-Park
Headquarters site.

In this event, a minimum solution has been worked out.,,12

Clearly, the National Park Service wished to include the Cook ranch headquarters wi thin the boundaries, but was prepared to compromise in the face of
Harold Cook's objections.
The alternate proposal called for the same provisions listed under the
ideal, except for control of the roadway leading to the two detached areas.
The minimum solution outlined the minimal elements acceptable for a national
monument.

The minimum differed from the ideal only by the absence of the

Agate Springs .Ranch as the visitor center/headquarters.
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The Preliminary Study recommended the Director of the National Park
Service approve the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries site as a national monument
proposal.

Subsequent to the Director's approval, the Midwest Regional Office

would commence negotiations with Harold J. Cook, "striving for the Ideal
solution, as soon as possible so that the necessary steps can be taken and
action initiated to achieve the establishment of this area as a National
Monument.,,13
Years later, this entire early park planning process was denounced by
Park Service veteran Historian Merrill J. Mattes.

Mattes, intimately

acquainted with the Cook family from his service at Scotts Bluff, was Midwest
Regional Historian during this time.

Mattes accused his Omaha colleagues of

failing to do their homework:
When the Agate Fossil bed proposition came up the
landscape architects, planners, and naturalists took over,
notwithstanding the fact that the historical elements were
important. As Regional Historian I was left entirely out of
it; all the planning and consulting was done without considering historical interpretation or preservation. Also
ignored was the fact that I was acquainted with the Cook
family, the principals as well as the daughters. Had I not
been excluded (for whatever reason) from the process, not
only would there have been a better grasp of the historical
dimenSion, thOere would have been a better understanding of
the people the NPS was dealing with. I was fully aware of
the antagonism between the four daughters and their stepmother, but when that surfaced later, everyone else was
amazed. Had I been consulted I could have warned that any
agreement with the NPS that did not include an understanding
with the girls would be an agreement in jeopardy. 14
Also from retrospect, former Midwest Regional Director Howard W. Baker did
not recall that the Regional Historian was left out of planning, but Baker
believed early planning was broad enough to include all the aspects:
collections, and quarries. 15
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ranch,

At its April 15-19, 1961 meeting, the Advisory Board on National Parks,
Historic Sites, Buildings, and Monuments considered the Preliminary Study.
The Advisory Board concurred that the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries should be
acquired for establishment as a national monument. 16

A news release from

. Interior Secretary Stewart L. Udall's office on May 30 announced the Board's
decision. 17
Serious negotiations commenced June 26, 1961, when Regional Director
Howard Baker and Chet Brown, Chief of Recreational Resources and Planning,
went to Agate.

Accompanied by Scotts Bluff Superintendent John W. Henneber-

ger, the group conferred with the Cooks.

It marked the first time since the

development of Scotts Bluff National Monument in the mid-1930s that Cook and
Baker had worked together.

Baker remarked:

I am greatly enthused about the future of the Agate
Quarries and hope something can be worked out. We shall let
you know as soon as we can arrange for our planner to come
to the area to work out preliminary development plans. 18
Two months later another Service team arrived.
Off~ce,

Richard W. Barnett (Western

Design and Construction, San Francisco) and Harry Robinson (Chief,

National Park System Planning) and Larry Knowles (Chief, Proposed-Park
Studies), both of the Qnaha Office, came for further discussions. 19
In a show of good faith, Harold Cook donated an additional assortment of
frontier styl e furniture to Fort Laramie National Historic Site. 20

While

confidence with the National Park Service boomed, dissention began to grow
wi thin the family.

A grandson studying economics at the Universi ty of

Nebraska asserted that the investment of tax dollars at Agate would be wasteful as the majority of Americans would rather see the fossils displayed in a
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museum.

Castigating him for short-sightedness, Margaret C. Cook responded

that "your attitude toward his life-long dream of this development of the
fossil quarries will hurt [Harold] very much. ,,21

Harold J. Cook's Death, 1962

Following the fast-moving, posi tive developments of 1961, the momentum
for the proposed national monument evaporated with surprising swiftness in
1962.

Had the National Park Service proceeded to obtain prompt Congressional

approval, the course of development at Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
may have been quite different.

In the first nine months, there had been no

action taken by the Park Service.
The sole initiative came from Harold Cook.

In a seven-page letter to

Howard Baker dated March 5, 1962, Cook delineated terms for relinquishing his
rights to the government.
an operating ranch.

Cook wanted the Agate Springs Ranch to continue as

Clearly he was concerned that land required for the

monument not impede ranch operations.

He specifically cited the "6l!O acres

of the quarry hills area" and his donation of rights to the area providing
"related considerations" were agreed upon.

As background for his posi tion,

Cook explained:
The situation which my father laid out here, and which
we have further developed at Agate around our home, with its
groves and other buildings, corrals, ditches, etc., is
something that has required almost 75 years to grow,
develop, and produce and it could not be duplicated, since
unal terable topographic and physical factors are involved,
in ways vital to make this possible as it is today. It
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would take completely prohibitive expense and time to make
even a workable inferior substitute.
Our whole ranch operations and economy are based on the
irrigated valley sections of this ranch, with its hub and
operational center at Agate; and in and around this area our
main grove is situated. Consequently, the problems we face
in your wanting to take over this grove area, go far beyond
the old home in which we live, or any sort of life-tenancy
arrangement for us to continue to occupy it, while we live.
This actually strikes at the very foundation of our ranch
operations here, from which we derive our principal income.
[Emphasis added by author.]
This is a vital, key area, necessary for the continuation 0:
our ranch operations, as long as we operate this Agate
Springs Ranch, in many ways, that I could show you in detail
• •• might no t be seen or re ali zed by peo pl e 10 ng di stance s
away, who are not practical ranch operators. 22
Cook further explained:
We were particularly delighted when the National Park
Serv ice approached us, proposing to develop these famous
deposits properly, and make them available to the public in
a safe and proper mann'er. It is exactly the sort of thing
my father, my wife, and I have all hoped to be able to do
for many years in some practical manner. This suggestion
which you people made would offer a most practical solution.
Anticipating the possibility of some such development many
years ago, when it became necessary for me to transfer
surface title to the land on which the fossil quarries are
si tuated to others, I inserted in the deed a clause by which
I retained, in perpetuity, all rights for the exploration
and development of these quarries for scientific and
educational purposes, and together with rights of ingress
and egress to and from the quarry areas, which means the
right to build roads and a right-of-way across the adjoining
lands later acquired by George H. Hoffman, as well. 23

George Hoffman was Harold Cook's son-in-law.

In 1934, Hoffman married

Margaret ("Margy") Cook and acquired Eleanor Barbour Cook's property-including the quarries, but not the quarrying rights which Harold Cook
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retained-and began ranching.

The Hofflnans purchased another large tract

from Harold Cook in 1948 and lived in the Bone Cabin for several years until
their own ranchhouse was built in 1952. 24

Cook stated that Hoffman would

have to be bought out as he Ilis unwilling to deal with you, since he does not
have the background, perspectives, or interest in scientific and educational
matters that we have, and since he is completely dependent for his present
and future income on this property."

If the government purchased Hoffman's

.

surface rights, preparatory to developing the fossil beds in situ, "I will,
as I told you, convey all my rights and title to the quarries to the N.P.S.
as a donation, in appreciation of their being put to this splendid public

use."

Cook also promised, if a museum and research center were buil t at

Agate, to donate his extensive research library "for permanent use and
safekeeping, if it is kept here, catalogued and made available to properly
accredited research people.,,25
Cook's primary concern was that land, water rights, and windbreaks not
be taken by the Federal Government.
Springs Ranch would be impossible.

Without these, operation of the Agate
Preliminary plans called for Service

headquarters to be buH t in the cottonwood grove enveloping the ranchhouse.
Cook made a counter-offer:
••• since the suggestions made to place this in our grove
here are impractical from our ranch operations standpoint •••
I am willing to give to this project enough land adjoining
Highway 29, and just east of the oiled State road, on which
to locate your headquarters facilities, such as you,
personally mentioned to me, and space for the proposed
Museum and Research Center, to house the present collections
of the Cook Museum of Natural History, appropriately and
safely in fireproof quarters, properly exhibited, and, in
the case of the library and research specimens, kept here
permanently, catalogued, and with appropriate supervision
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and protection at all times. I must have posi tive,
unal terable guarantees that these collections are to be kept
in thi s area perman en tly, and no t tr ans ferr ed for stor age,
or any other purposes, away from this area where they
belong, and are of most effective use .26

Until the Service planted its own trees to shade and protect its
facility, the Cook grove across the highway would provide this assistance.
The use of the Agate Springs Ranch picnic grounds was also offered.

As for

the Park Service's desire to own and control all adjoining lands to prevent
commercial development, Cook stated that he owned all the land within a mile
in each direction, had never permitted any outside developments, and would
cooperate on this point.

He added:

Some features ••• like Daemonilix ••• can be worked into
development without our having to run our ranch under
serious handicaps, or you buying the whole thing from us.
We know that the N.P.S. has long been wanting a Grasslands
National Park, and it is possible you might want to consider
these two ranches as the nucleus of, or a type unit of, such
an area. In that event, of course, the N.P.S. would have to
pay the commercial price for these lands, scme 5,000 acres,
as we cannot afford to donate them .27
In Qnaha, great enthusiasm followed Harold Cook's posi tive letter.

In

the following six months, the National Park Service studied Cook's letter and
discussed various planning alternatives.

The delay proved costly.

On

September 29, following a bout of viral pneumonia, Harold J. Cook died from a
massive coronary thrcmbosis.

The result of Cook's sudden death, although an

obstacle in the road to a national monument, did not beccme clear for several
years.

A Pandora's box of troubles opened.

Within the Cook family a

simmering rift--largely unknown to the Service--becane much deeper and·
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gradually manifested itself, much to the distress of the National Park
Service.
Eight days after Harold Cook's death, Margaret C. Cook informed Regional
Director Howard Baker of her intention to see the monument established and to
work with the Midwest Regional Office on the basi s of her· husband's March 5
letter to Baker.

Scottsbluff attorney Lester Danielson joined Margaret Cook

in her campaign.

With Danielson's strong support, the widow announced her

plan to form the "Agate Springs National Monument Association," a lobby group
to further the establishment of the monument.

Mrs. Cook also asked for a

prompt meeting with Service officials "to carryon as if Harold were here.,,28
When Harold Cook's will was probated on October 5, 1962, the provisions
were disappointing for the Service.

Cook had failed to update his will.

Executed in 1949, the document did not include a codicil for donating any
portion of the Agate Springs Ranch for a national monument.

Howard Baker

later recalled how "aghast" Park Service officials were when they discovered
Harold Cook never updated his will, but felt justified that no prompting or
"looking over the shoulder" of Harold Cook was ever done. 29
Harold Cook's widow was named executrix and was given "all land and real
estate and interests during the term of her natural life."

His four

daughters, Margaret, Wini fred, Dorothy, and Eleanor, were bequeathed equal
shares of this life estate.

Therein lay the basis for the widening

disagreement between stepmother and stepdaughters.

Margaret Crozier Cook

welcomed the National Park Service with open arms to fulfill her late
husband's wishes while her stepdaughters were less enthused by the FederAl
Government appropriating any part of the ranch headquarters.
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The remainder

of the estate, which included personal papers and the famous Indian
collection, went to Margaret Crozier Cook.3 0
Harold Cook had clearly stated his objection to an all-encanpassing
National Monument in his March 1962 letter.

His intention of a ranch

operating under the control of his heirs in coexistence with the monument
became clouded and eventually diverted by his widow.

Margaret C. Cook,

portraying herself as sole owner and excluding her stepdaughters in the
decision-making process, advocated a "shrine concept" whereby to honor her
late husband.

The Agate Springs Ranch headquarters would becane incorporated

into the monument, the house to be used for exhibits and the grove for a
picnic and camping area.

Her vision of Agate Fossil Beds National Monument

emphasized not simply the fossil quarries, but enshrining both Harold Cook
and Captain James H. Cook in the new park.
This vision, nurtured by early park planning, provided for an expansive
park area, and did not allow for the positions of Harold Cook's four
daughters or the future operation of the Agate Springs Ranch.

It was

Margaret C. Cook's vision, acting as spokesman for the Cook family, that the
National Park Service and the Nebraska Congressional Delegation eagerly
embraced.

Commenting later on her stepmother's actions and favored sale of

ranch headquarters, Dorothy Cook Meade wrote:

Naturally she did all in her power to further this aim; and
under her guidance, all publicity for years was based on the
assumption that this sale could be treated as an accomplished fact.
Mrs. Margaret Cook, however, had only a life estate in
the ranch. This gave her control of ranching operations and
all income during her life, and all personal property to
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dispose of as she liked; b;Jt it did not give her ownership
of land.
Harold Cook, our father, liked the idea of an Agate
Fossil Beds National Monument, but not in the fonn it was
threatening to take before he died. He opposed purchase of
large tracts of ranchland for the Monument, regardless of
the owner. It was his opinion that 350 acres would be ample
for the Monumen t and all its fac ili ties; an opin ion shar ed
by many infonned observers.
He was adamant in his refusal to consider sale of any
part of Agate Ranch headquarters for Monument purposes.
Nevertheless, after his death in 1962, plans for Agate
Fossil Beds National Monument rolled ahead, expanding
rapidly ••• up to 3,150 acres of ranchland, including the
entire headquarters of our ranch. These plans were at all
times represented as fulfilling Harold Cook's great dream,
although his letter of March 1962 ••• was on record to the
contrary.31

The conflicting visions caused a deep rift wi thin the Cook family wi th
Margaret C. Cook portraying herself as the monument's enthusiastic champion
able to mediate and overcome any opposition from within her own family.

Mrs.

Meade later asserted:
Since our existence was never referred to, it was the
logical assumption that Mrs. Margaret Cook was the owner 0 f
Agate Springs Ranch, and could make the various donations of
land and quarrying rights frequently publicized. There were
those within the National Park Service who knew that Mrs.
Cook did not own a great deal of that which she was credi ted
wi th donating; but no doubt they founc! it awkward to correct
this impression with the publicity campaign well under way.
We also found it awkward, difficul t to combat, and simply
let it go.3 2
On November 7, Chester Brown and Larry Knowles, accompanied by Scotts
Bluff's new superintendent, Harold R. ("Bob") Jones, met with Mrs. Cook and
attorney Danielson. 33

Also present to discuss the monument proposal from the
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standpoint of paleontological significance were Malcolm McKenna and Morris
Skinner from New York's American Museum of Natural History.

Among other

topics, Mrs. Cook gained assurances that the Service had no objection to the
donation of Harold Cook's fossil collection found outside Agate Springs
Fossil Quarries to the New York insti tution,3 4 a decision later regretted by
some Park Service personnel.
Scotts Bluff Superintendent Bob Jones soon became a close, personal
friend of Mrs. Cook, and a devoted advocate of the proposed monument.

In a

November 23 memorandum to Midwest Regional Director Howard Baker, Superintendent Jones accepted the title of "Special National Park Service Representative of the Agate Quarry Project."

Jones continued discussions with area

landowners and reported that at a meeting in Scottsbluff of 100 businessmen,
there was considerable local support for the new monument.3 5

The Cook Collection Goes To Scotts Bluff, 1963

On November 30, 1962, Mrs. Cook and attorney Lester Danielson visited
Scotts Bluff National Monument to discuss storing the Cook library and Indian
and Western gun collection there.

Because of her periodic absences from the

ranch, Margaret Cook expressed concern that the valuable i terns were not safe
from fire, or from family members who wanted to possess some of the articles.
Mrs. Cook repeated her intention to donate most, if not all, of the i terns to
the Park Service.

The fireproof walk-in vaul t at Scotts Bluff was an ideal

place for the artifacts.

Superintendent Jones noted:
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She is very anxious not to have either the library or
the artifact collection broken up. She will not be willing
to donate this material until there is reasonable assurance
that the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries National Monument
will be established and the material can be used and
exhibited there. 36
Jones asked Regional Director Baker for special authority from the Director
to store the historic, but not Federally-owned, items at Scotts Bluff, and
forwarded a draft agreement for review. 37
Following a ruling of the Interior Department's Field Solicitor in
Omaha, the Regional Director reported on January 25, 1963, that since the
loan was advantageous to the Service, "there is authority for accepting such
loans where there is no unusual expense to the Government for maintenance,
protection, and/or display."

With the assistance of Field Solicitor Morris

Cook (no relation), the Regional Office developed a proposed
based on Jones' draft. 38

l~an

agreement

On February 17 and 18, while Jones discussed the

agreement, Mrs. Cook declared she would donate the collection when the fossil
beds became a national monument. 39

During the review of the draft agreement,

Field Solicitor Cook stated that since the estate of Harold J. Cook had not
been officially closed, Mrs. Cook as an individual had no right to loan the
objects until title to the objects had been transferred to her by the Sioux
County Probate Court.

The field solicitor urged that Mrs. Cook not only sign

as an individual and as executrix, but a COU?t order voicing approval should
also be required. 40
Margaret C. Cook signed the loan agreement in her Scottsbluff attorney's
office on March 4, 1963.
behalf of the Service.

Scotts Bluff Superintendent Bob Jones signed on
Lester Danielson did not agree to the need for a
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Sioux County Probate Court order, and Jones did not pursue the stipulation. 41
The agreement formalized Mrs. Cook's desire to donate the collection "if the
establishment of the Monument in the vicinity of Agate, Nebraska, is assured
before January 1, 1967," the centennial of the State of Nebraska. 42
The transfer of the Cook Collection to Scotts Bluff began in the following weeks.

Regional Museum Curator Newell F. Joyner was at the Agate Springs

Ranch from May 13 to 15 to
collection. 43

as~ist

in packaging and fumigating the bulk of the

On May 16, Mrs. Cook received an official receipt for the

loaned collection which acknowledged that the items would be stored at Scotts
Bluff until "the establishment of Agate Fossil Beds National Monument and the
construction of suitable facilities for the storage and research use of the
material.,,44

On

the same day, Mrs. Cook, with her personal secretary Mrs.

Teresa Forsling (wife of the foreman of the Agate Springs Ranch), helped Fort
Laramie Museum Curator Robert Murray in conducting an inventory of the items.
Stored in the vault at Scotts Bluff were thirty-eight cartons containing a
paleontological research library of 5,656 books, periodicals, journals, research papers, and other scientific papers and publications.

In addition,

the Cook Indian Collection of artifacts and wearing apparel, and the Western
gun collection were also in safekeeping at Scotts Bluff. 45

Legislative Efforts Fizzle, 1963-1964

During the first week of January 1963, Senator Roman L. Hruska called
Howard Baker and offered his strong support for the proposed monument.
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Hruska had already been approached by a Nebraska press delegation lobbying
for a National Park Service unit at Agate.

Among that group (whose other

members are not known) was Joe Seacrest, a reporter for the Lincoln Journal.
Seacrest's enthusiasm and appreciation for the quarries was contagious, both
in his writing and his lobbying effort, and served to spark the staunch
"advocacy of Roman Hruska.

The Cooks and the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries

were by no means unfamiliar to Hruska who had toured the ranch and the fossil
beds on a swing through the Nebraska Panhandle several years before.

The

press delegation approached Omaha-based Senator Hruska (elected to Congress
in 1952 and the Senate in 1954) because of his important appropriations
committee positions and other primary contacts vital to advancing the Agate
initiative.

Nebraska's other U.S. Senator, Carl T. Curtis from "out-state"

Kearney County near Minden (elected to Congress in 1939 and appointed to the
Senate in 1955), also supported the measure, but did not emerge as its
principal Senate advocate.
Hruska thus began close consultations with the National Park Service,
primarily with personnel at Scotts Bluff and the Midwest Regional Office, and
later during the legislative process with the Washington Office.

Hruska had

considerable respect for the National Park Service and the dedication of its
employees.

He enjoyed particularly close working relationships with Park

Service directors Conrad Wirth and George Hartzog and discussed the Agate
program with them on several occasions.
acquaintance with Margaret C. Cook.
several meetings.

Close, too, was Hruska's

The two corresponded frequently and" held

The Senator admired Mrs. Cook's determination and

dedication to the proposed park and believed her personal lobbying and
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testimony convinced members of Congree to support Agate F~ssil Beds also.' It
was not until after the park's authorization, however, that Roman Hruska
became aware of the different views of Mrs. Cook's stepdaughters.

At no time

did Mrs. Cook discuss this with Senat~r Hruska.~6

On January 15, Howard Baker informed Mrs. Cook that it would be
adVisable to introduce a bill to establish the Agate Fossil Beds National
Monument soon if it was to receive consideration and action during 1963.
Baker offered Mrs. Cook a life tenancy; the Service would purchase her land
within the proposed boundary and the ranching operations could continue for
the rest of her life.

Baker said a solution could be found to provide

suitable access for the Cook cattle to and from the corral area, either by a
bridge or culvert.

As for the location of land donated for administrative

and residential purposes, he suggested twenty acres east of Highway 29 for a
Service residential area and six acres west of the highway for the visitor'
center and administrative offices.

The later site would be bounded on the

north by the Niobrara, on the east by Highway 29, on the

s~uth

by an

irrigation ditch, and the west by the old State Highway 29 alignment.

Baker

concluded:
Your offer to donate perhaps 30 or ~O acres of land and
the scientific and historical library and collections to the
Federal Government on the condition that the National
Monument be established could not but help impress the
Congress favorably. Authority to accept donations should
be, and customarily is, included in any bill authorizing a .
new park or monument •
... 1 wanted particularly to point out to you that we
should strive for earrY introduction of legislation and that
many details concerning land acquisition, donations, and
other matters can be worked out later. The big objective"
now is to get the Monument authorized.~7
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Predictably, Mrs. Cook signalled her concurrence by authorizing Senator
Hruska to proceed and get the monument authorized.
would be no insoluable problems. 48
speed.

She assured Baker there

The wheels of progress did not gain much

During the, same March 4 meeting with Superintendent Jones when the

loan agreement was signed, Lester Danielson announced his intention to write
Senator Hruska outlining his client's plan to donate the Cook Collection as
well as land for an administrative site for the national monument.

He agreed

to delay sending the letter until Midwest Regional Director Baker contacted
Senator Hruska about introducing the requisite legislation. 49
The Agate proposal first came to public attention in mid-March 1963.
The Omaha World-Herald featured the initiative, announcing Senator Hruska's
interest and his impending trip to the area to meet with National Park
Service personnel.

The newspaper reported the Midwest Regional Office was

preparing a study for Congress outlining the proposal and that "a good deal
of the land is owned by Mrs. Harold J. Cook."

Howard Baker told the news-

paper that "Mrs. Cook is anxious to carry out his [Harold Cook's] wishes that
the National Park Service take over the site.

Other owners of the land are

favorable to the development. ,,50
Thus began a succession of favorable press accounts in Nebraska.

The

World-Herald editorialized that the price for developing the new park would
be $1,750,000, but that "Preservation of one of the greatest of scientific
treasures should be worth that much, and more.,,51

'Ihe Lincoln Journal

believed it would assist in the continued growth of the Nebraska Panhandle
while providing a "great educational service" in helping the State realize it
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possessed one of the richest fossil concentrations in the United States.

The

newspaper added, "The national monument would not only be a fine thing in
itself, but it could further stimulate Nebraskans to greater development of
points of interest and recreation.

The fossil monument is evidence of the

potential that could be realized by this state .,,52
The Midwest Regional Office's "Summary Statement for a Proposed Agate
Fossil Beds National Monument" was ready for distribution on April 15, 1963
It stated that park headquarters--a visitor center, campground, staff
housing, and administrative facilities--would be "in the vicinity of the
Agate Springs Ranch," and that "Mrs. Cook has expressed the desire to donate
sufficient land for these' headquarters developments."
an area of 3,150 acres for the monument.

The report recommended

It continued, "The proposal has

been discussed with the owners who have all indicated an interest in it and
willingness to negoti tate with the National Park Service concerning their
property."

The Summary Statement concluded with a map, drawn originally in,

March 1961 and revised in April 1963.

All of the Agate Springs Ranch

headquarters area on the west side of Nebraska Highway 29 fell wi thin the
"Developed Area" for park headquarters. 53
On April 17, Senator Hruska led a press delegation to the Agate Springs
Ranch for an inspection tour of the proposed monument.

Declaring his full

support, Hruska told reporters, "It is my intention to introduce such a bill
[authorizing Agate Fossil Beds National Monument] at a very early date.,,5 4
Hruska advised that Nebraska 3rd District Representative David Martin would
introduce a simil ar bill in the House.

Regional Director Howard Baker added

that if the bill passed during the current session, the Park Service would bE:
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authorized to seek funds to begin construction in fiscal 1965, but it was
unlikely development would be completed by Nebraska's centennial year.
Scotts Bluff Superintendent Jones commented that the proposed visitor center
at the Agate Springs Ranch headquarters could be finished as early as 1967.
Mrs. Margaret Cook hosted the delegation of twenty-three with a dinner and
then led them on a tour of the Carnegie Hill quarry.

She made it clear that

"establishment of a museum and paleontologic[al] study center was a dream of
her late husband and that she was attempting to bring that dream to a
reality. ,,55
One of the most significant questions newsmen asked during the Hruska
visit concerned the land acquisition program.

Service officials responded

that since no appropriation was available, no offers had been made.

They

quickly added, however, that the landowners involved were all contacted and
"agreeable," and they foresaw no obstacles.

In

direct opposition to these

statements, however, was George Hoffman who stated no one had even discussed
land acquisition with him or any of his neighbors, with the obvious exception
of Margaret C. Cook.

Indeed, Mrs. Cook had not even invited the Hoffmans to

participate in any of the events of Hruska's visit.*

Subsequent to his

visit, however, a Park Service official did discuss the matter with Hoffman

*While Mrs. Cook declined to include the Hoffmans (and thereby prevent
dissenting viewpoints from being aired), the Hoffmans were not dropped from
Senator Hruska's mailing list for the occasion. The Senator's staff sent out
letters under his signature expressing how he "enjoyed the day with you," and
"we will keep in close touch." It continued, "Again, my thanks for your long
standing and active support of legislation to preserve this historic area."
A search of the files revealed no further correspondence to the Hoffmans.
See Roman Hruska to Mr. and Mrs. George Hoffman, letter, 20 April 1963, Box
24: Correspondence, Alphabetical, 88-89th Congress, folder 123, Rapers of
U.S. Senator Roman L. Hruska, Nebraska State Historical Society.
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and showed him a map.

Prior to this, Hoffman asserted he had no idea how

much land the Service wanted to take for the park.

When he learned he would

be left with only a small strip of land which would effectively make future
ranching impoSSible, he was told the Park Service would take his entire ranch
to all ev ia te thi s probl em. 56
It was during the early spring of 1963 that Margaret C. Cook terminated
all communications--up to her death five years later--with her four stepdaughters (whether this occurred before or after the Hruska visi t is not
known).

As for her local relatives, Mrs. Cook requested that Margaret

Hoffman discontinue receiving her mail at the Agate Post Office in order to
avoid contact.

Apparently, Mrs. Cook was angry over the suggestion that, if

deemed appropriate by a judge, she pay her equal share of the Federal estate
tax and mortgage encumbered on the ranch.

She viewed this as a personal,"

affront and, combined with her stepdaughters' unwillingness to embrace her
posi tion on the monument, Margaret C. Cook redoubled her efforts to ensure
Congressional authorization for the park wi th boundaries which encompassed
the ranch headquarters.

Ingrained with this bitter attitude, Mrs. Cook

referred to her stepdaughters' legal appeal as a blatant attempt to brea'
Harold Cook's will and, thereby, her prerogatives. 57
Hruska believed in the importance of including the Agate Springs Ranch
headquarters wi thin the boundaries of the national monument.

He later

recalled :
I think it is of prime importance for the normal
tourist--aside from those who are scientifically qualified
and :i,.nterested--or the normal tourist that has a more or
less superficial appreciation of paleontology. Unless there
is on-si te concrete evidence of the products of that site,
it is most difficult to enlist support, enthusian, or
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interest. Without a display and without the ranch
headquarters and exhibit hall, it's almost impossible to get
attendance and interest .58
The Hruska visit spurred Margaret Cook to intensify her vigorous letterwriting campaign lobbying for legislation.

People of influence, particularly

members of Congress, were invited to come to the Agate Springs Ranch as her
guest and see the fabulous fossil quarries firsthand.

Referring to the bone-

wearying effort, "I have to live outside of myself," she declared to a family
member to whom she also confessed disappointment and frustration:
I do wish so much that the family would all get back of
Harold's plans for the Monument. It grieves me that M. and
G. [Margaret and George Hoffman] are behaving so queerly. I
only wish them the best, and George will be the only one in
the family to really profit by the project. He will receive
a v er y fine pr ice for hi s 1 and. As he wa s go ing to sell
anyway, it seems to me this is merely putting a very unusual
opportunity for profit in his path. Why he behaves as he
does is perplexing to me. I have studied psychology, but I
confess these two baffle me.
I feel very, very strongly that since Harold and I have
saved the ranch, have put it on a fine, businesslike,
profitable basis, and have improved it considerably, and
then have so drawn our Wills that it goes to the family, we
both deserve fair consideration and deserve to have Harold's
wishes and those of his father respected. This is my strong
feeling .59

In an attempt to involve and inspire other family members in the
monument proposal, Margaret Cook discussed the possibility of her son-in-law
Grayson Meade's employment as the paleontologist at Agate Fossil Beds.

The

poSition, according to Bob Jones, could probably be arranged, although the
potential salary would not be an incentive. 60
A severe disappointment for Margaret Cook came in May 1963 when Director
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Conrad Wirth demanded Bob Jones' immediate transfer to the Washington Office
to head the Park System Studies Division.

To Margaret Cook, Bob Jones was

the National Park Service official most committed to the proposed monument.
His transfer would be a severe blow.

Both Howard Baker and Margaret Cook

wrote Director Wirth asking for a delay of the transfer until authorization
occurred.

Thanking Mrs. Cook for her effort, Jones admitted, "Our requests

may not prevent my transfer, but at least we tried our best.,,61
corr ect.

Jones was

By early June, he wa s on d ut y in the Wa shing ton Office.

The long-awaited day for introducing legislation for establishment of
Agate Fossil Beds National Monument came on May 8, 1963, during the First
Session of the 88th Congress.

In the Senate, Roman Hruska introduced S.

1481, while in the House, Dave Martin submitted H.R. 6149.

The identical

bills were referred to each chamber's Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs. 62
If Roman Hruska did not already know about the dispute in the land

acquisi tion at Agate, he became informed through a June 8 letter fran
Scottsbluff attorney Robert Simmons, Jr.

Written in response to statements

in the Congressional Record upon the introduction of legislation, Simmons
wrote that the quarries were not on Agate Springs Ranch land, but owned by
George and Margaret Hoftman.

Simmons explained that Harold Cook had conveyed

the land in a property settlement to his first wife, Eleanor B. Cook, in the
1920s.

Eleanor Cook later conveyed the property to her daughter and son-in-

law to form the Hoftman Ranch.

Simmons stated that Margaret C. Cook,

responsible for breaking up the marriage of Harold and Eleanor Cook, was
fully aware of the quarries ownership, but chose not to elaborate the fact
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during Hruska's April visit.

He added that the Hoffman Ranch was quite small

with only 140 cows and the Hoffman could not understand why they had to
relinquish all of their land when a mere thirty-acre area was involved.

The

Hoffmans contended that not even Harold Cook had favored such a large area.
"Now that Harold J. Cook is deceased, Mrs. Cook has made it as her personal
project, to create a monument there and has suggested an area which included
all of Mr. Hoffman's ranch and has offered very little addi tonal land that is
ac tuall y own ed by her sel f ." 63
The new superintendent of Scotts Bluff, Keith E. Miller, first met
Margaret Cook at the Agate Springs Ranch on July 23.

During the four-hour.

meeting, the two discussed the problem of George Hoffman.

Hoffman's lawyers

had already contacted the Midwest Regional Office proclaiming Hoffman's
opposition to the national monument.

Superintendent Miller reported to the

Regional Director:
She [Mrs. Cook] requested that I not approach Mr.
Hoffman on the proposal at this time. She stated that there
was some difficulty, but that it was a family affair; and,
a+though there were friendly relations between all members
of the family, that Mr. Hoffman was uncooperative. She was
certain that Mrs. Hoffman would see the value of the project
and would bring him around. She also stated that she was
certain the government would pay what Mr. Hoffman wanted for
his land and probably more than he expected. I did not
attempt to enlighten her on that prospect at this time.
On our return from the tour of the quarry, we drove
behind Mr. Hoffman's pickup through the gate and by the
Hoffman residence. Mrs. Cook indicated that she would
prefer not stopping at the house although she was sure Mr.
Hoffman would be quite friendly.
My general impression at this point is that there is
considerable conflict in the family and that Mr. Hoffman
will not cooperate to the extent that has been previously
indicated. Some mention was made by Mrs. Cook of the land
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that Mr. Hoffman claims an option on of $10.00 an acre. Her
statement was that he desired to acquire the land for $10.00
so he could sell i t to the government for $40.00. 64
Miller also conveyed Mrs. Cook's plans to occupy a three-room sui te in
the Agate Springs Ranch House, while visitors could see the remaining rooms.
She also wished to retain the old Agate Post Office (of which she remained
the postmistress) as part of the historic scene of the ranch.

Miller con-

cluded he was impressed with the woman's desire "to be closely associated
wi th the National Park Service.

This was manifested in many ways, some too

subtle to attempt to delineate.

The presumption here is the probable alien-

ation of George Hoffman and possibly other principals •••• ,,65
While the April 1963 "Summary Statement" failed to clarify the land
acquisition situation, the August 1963 Agate Fossil Beds National Monument:
A Proposal, which was published by the Midwest Regional Office for public
in formation, did el aborate on the po in t:
Mrs. Cook ••• has expressed a desire to donate
sufficient land in the vicinity of the Agate Spings Ranch
quarters for the Monument headquarters, and to donate
quarrying rights at the principal Agate Springs Fossil
Quarries (an area including Carnegie and University Hills).
These rights include prOVisions for exploration and
development of the quarries for scientific and educational
purposes and for road access.* The surface rights for this
area belong to Mr. George Hoffman. 66
The August 1963 report repeated the figure of 3,150 acres recommended
for the new park.

The boundaries were justified in order to preserve princi-

*The "quarrying rights" refer to the stipulations Harold Cook inserted in
the 1926 deed conveying surface rights to Eleanor B. Cook. The legali~y of
these rights upon his death passing to Margaret C. Cook was never challenged
in court.
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pal paleontological sites and a "scenic stretch of the Niobrara River bluffs
which today is somewhat indicative of the ancient scene here in Miocene
times."

It further explained that the proposed boundaries would "protect

from unsightly developments the unspoiled scene along the existing roads;
preserve the locale at the Agate Springs Ranch where scientific groups based
their early historic operations; and provide space for the necessary public
and administrative facilities.,,67
On February 7, 1964, following a report by the Budget Bureau that the
Johnson administration did not object to the establishing legislation, Senator Hruska pred icted speedy congressional approval before the fall adj ournmente

Unlike H.R. 6149, S. 1481 was blessed with a broad base of support.

Joining Senator Hruska as co-sponsors were Carl Curtis (R.-Nebr.), Milward
Simpson (R.-Wyo.), Gordon Allott and Petere Dominick (R.-Colo.), Gale McGee
(D.-Wyo.), and Karl Mundt (R.-S.Dak.).68

A week later, the Department

endorsed the legi slation and submitted recommendations to the Senate and
House committees on Interior and Insular Affairs.

In March, the Secretary of

the Interior presented each member of the Nebraska Congressional Delegation
and other sponsors of the bills copies of the Department's full report on the
proposal. 69

Hruska confided to Margaret Cook confidence that his bill would

pass the Senate by Easter, and clear the House by early summer. 70
On ~~arch 11, 1964 following Baker's* transfer as Assistant Director for

*Howard Baker stated he never considered acquisi tion of the Agate Springs
Ranch headquarters vi tal to the authori zation of the park. His pr imary
concern was for the protection of the fossil quarries and a natural entranceway into the park. See Howard W. Baker, interview with author, Qnaha,
Nebraska, 13 May 1986, transcript, p. 4.
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Operations under new Direcwr George B. Hartzog, Jr., Mrs. Cook wrote
Lemuel A. ("Lon") Garrison welcoming him as Baker's replacement.

Baker's

move, coming less than a year after Jones', was another setback.

While the

constant shift of personnel must have proven mystifying as well as unsettling, Margaret C. Cook expressed full confidence in the National Park
Service.

She invited the new, regional director to attend the April 17

organi zational meeting of the Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
Association)1
On March 17, Superintendent Miller drove to the Agate Springs Ranch to
di scuss the forma tion of the Agate Fossil Beds National Monument Association.
He wrote, "I was unable to determine the specific motive for the formation of
the organization except that i t will undoubtedly be a prime pressure group.
It can be hoped that their efforts can be directed primarily in assisting the
National Park Service." 72
Because Garrison had not yet entered on duty in CAn aha ,* Acting Regional
Director Harry Robinson and Superintendent Miller attended the April 17
event.

Earl Cherry, a Mitchell rancher and member of the Nebraska Centennial

Committee, was elected president.

Gene Ramsey, Crawford (Nebraska) Tribune

publisher, was elected vice-president; Father Robert L. O'Neill, Harrison,
was elected secretary, and Paul Hefti, executive vice-president of the Bank
of Chadron, was elected treasurer.

Other members of the board of directors
";s..

*Lon Garrison did meet wi th Mrs. Cook at the Agate Springs Ranch on the
morning of May 14, and was reported to be "impressed with the quality of the
area and in the possibilities for development." See Harry Robinson to
Margaret Cook, letter, 18 May 1964, box 46, Cook Papers.
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were Margaret C. Cook; Lester Danielson; Gene Kemperp publisher of the
Alliance (Nebraska) Times-Herald; W. E. Mumby, Harrison attorney; and Gerald
Bardo, copublisher of the The Harrison (Nebraska) Sun and Lusk (Wyoming)
Herald. 73
The Agate Fossil Beds National Monument Association was incorporated
with the State of Nebraska on May 19, 1964, with the purpose of promoting the
establishment of "Agate Springs National Monument."

The day before, the same

officers and directors filed incorporation papers for a separate entity, the
"Agate Springs Foundation."

Its purpose was to "receive and maintain a fund

for charitable, scientific, and educational purposes in connection with the
Agate Springs National Monument.,,74
During the early weeks of spring the uneasy truce in the Cook family
shattered.

No longer willing to sit idly by and allow their stepmother free

reign regarding the future of the family ranch, Winifred C. McGrew Howard
wrote a cand id letter in which she expressed the four daughters' position
that they, not Margaret C. Cook with her life interest, were the actual
owners of the Agate Springs Ranch.

The letter, which received only polite

responses from public officials, along with other circumstances served to
rupture the already strained relationship between stepmother and stepdaughters.

Margaret C. Cook continued not to

speal~

to Margaret and George

Hoffman or any other family member who opposed her views.

With this communi-

cation source terminated, information concerning Park Service plans at Agate
had to be obtained by direct request as no attempt was made to inform the
four heirs. 75
Another chapter in the growing public anticipation for the monument came
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in April.

Senior architecture students at the University of Nebraska in

Lincoln revealed plans and sketches for visitor facilities at Carnegie Hill.
The students proposed elaborate plans for multi-level chambers to view excavations and a subterranean auditorium for interpretive purposes. 76

Covered

extensively in the press, the students' concepts were more grandiose than the
popular public conception which held Dinosaur National Monument as the model.
The University hoped the Park Service would incorporate these ideas when construction drawings were prepared.

The highly imaginative plans served to

heighten public expectations throughout Nebraska for the Congress to act
quickl y on the Agate Fossil Bed s propo sal.
Swift congressional action was not to be.

The Senate became bogged down

with the debate over the proposed Civil Rights Act and other Kennedy era New
Frontier legislation advocated by the Johnson administration.

Senator Roman

. HrUSka vowed to Mrs. Cook that he would press for prompt consideration of S.
1481 "in every way possible.,,77

Under Roman Hruska's direction, the Senate

approved the bill on August 3, authorizing "$275,000 land acquisition of the
Agate Springs Ranch."

The bill went to the House where no action was taken

by the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee despi te repeated pleas fran
Dave Martin. 78

The reason for the lack of lateral support in the House

involved a failure to solicit the hearty support of the Nebrska and other
regional state delegations. 79
At a September 3 meeting of the Western Nebraska United Chambers of
Commerce (WNUCC), Keith Miller read a telegran from Senator Hruska confirming
the bad news:

the House would not likely act on the bill before adjournment

for the fall general election.

Hruska expressed optimism that strong support
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in the Senate would ensure early approval in the next Congress.
While the announcement was met with general disappointment throughout
the state, there were few more chagrined than Nebraska Governor Frank B.
Morrison.

Midwest Regional Director Lemuel A. Garrison met with Governor

Morrison in Lincoln on June 24 to discuss Agate Fossil Beds.

Garrison

praised Morrison's letter to Senator Henry Jackson, Chairman of the Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs in which he pledged full support of the State
of Nebraska to the bill. 80

Governor Morrison sent a similar letter to

Jackson's House counterpart, Wayne N. Aspinall, who also happened to be a
good friend.

In a response explaining the matter would have to be held over

for the 89th Congress, Aspinall included a handwritten note:

"I'm sorry,

Frank, but if I'm back next year this will have priority.,,81

Governor

Morrison also personally lobbied Secretary of the Interior Stuart Udall and
the Washington establishment which doubted Nebraska's commitment to Federal
involvement.

In a letter to father Robert 0 'Neill, he wrote:
I am dedicated to the matter of the Agate Beds Monument
and am working for it. I discussed the matter fully with
Secretary Udall when he was here recently.
It is difficult to get these things when the representatives are always giving the administration fits for
spending money. If it hadn't been for this sort of thing it
probably would have been obtained.
There is a question in Wasl)ington whether people in
Nebraska want federal projects. I have been doing all I can
in spite of this difficulty.82

More than 200 people attended the WNUCC meeting which was held at the
Agate Springs Ranch.

Superintendent Miller informed the WNUCC that the

establishment would result in nearly $2,000,000 in land acquisitions and con-
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struction funding, and provide an annual payroll of more than $100,000.

With

surrounding national monuments and State areas, the Agate si te would naturally become a major tourist attraction. 83
Evidence of the intra-family disagreement over the scope of the monument
surfaced when one stepdaughter, Mrs. Grayson (Dorothy Cook) Meade, wrote to
Director Conrad Wirth and other officials complaining that she and her
Sisters, having equal interests in the ranch, were being ignored.*

Acting

Assistant Director Ira B. Lykes responded that the Service had dealt with
Mrs. Harold Cook as the family representative, but would require the Midwest
Regional Office to keep all the daughters in fonned.

Lykes a ffinned the Park

Service would not retreat on any planning goals:
In following out the wi shes of your father, Mrs. Cook
has discussed the possibility of a donation of a headquarters site for the national monument with the full
understanding that this could only be done with the concurrence of all of the daughters. Although the exact
acreage or location of this site was not finally determined,
it was felt that the daughters would approve of this donation on behalf of their father. Your father's original
offer of this donation was predicated on his active continuation of the ranching operations as a primary source
of income. The new set of circumstances brought about by
your father's death increases the urgency for the National
Park Service to acquire those lands needed for development
of a visitor and service facilities for national monument

*Because Mrs. Margaret C. Cook had decided to cease communications wi th her
stepdaughters, Mrs. Meade emerged as the spokesman for her sisters and began
writing to Senator Roman Hruska to forward copies of the Senate hearing and
draft legislation. A copy of the final bill was obtained in this same
manner. See Roman Hruska to Mrs. Grayson E. Meade, Calgary, Alberta, Canada,
letter, September 29, 1964, Box 26 Correspondence Alphabetical 88-89th
Congress, folder 178, Hruska papers, Nebraska State Historical Society; and
Mrs. Grayson E. (Dorothy Cook) Meade, interview with author, Agate Springs
Ranch, 22 May 1986, transcript, p. 9.
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purposes before the occasion arises in which these lands
might be sold to settle an estate. However, we are willing
to negotiate with the members of the Cook family and the
Hoffmans for the purctase the other lands involved with
reservations for a life tenancy or a term estate for a
specified number of years at the option of the present
owners. We realize that none of the lands in the Cook
estate can be purchased without the concurrence of all four
daughters and Mrs. Cook. 8li

The dispute even reached the attention of Representative Dave
Martin.

In a reassuring letter, Margaret Cook convinced him to continue

his efforts in Congress:
I can assure you, very strongly, that I am not opposing
the view of Harold's daughters as to the reduced acreage,
but I do not agree. I know Harold's views and wishes and I
sent copies of his letter to the National Park Service to
his daughters. Harold thought carefully, with a scientific
thoroughness, for six months before~he wrote his letter
longhand, then I copied it and we sent it to [Regional]
Director Howard W. Baker in Omaha. In this letter Harold
stated his wish to give land to the N.P.S. for their Visitor
Center, Indian and Historical Museum and headquarters
buildings. This land is opposite the post office, on the
east side of Highway 29, as described in Harold's letter.
This is why I am devoting my time, health, and the best
of my abilities and wisdom to carrying out his dearest wish:
that of establishing a Monument to protect the fossil
quarries at Agate for future generations. 55

Why did the four Cook daughters choose to remain virtually silent while
Margaret C. Cook acted as family spokesman and monument champion?
reasons are personal and rooted in family loyalty and love.

The

Margaret Cook

Hoffman, an extremely shy woman and fearful of public controversy, was the
only daughter residing in the area and the one most directly affected by the
new park.

Her other three sisters had their own families and lived far from
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Agate.

Because they did not wish to be "quarrelsome wi thin the family" and

did not want to embarrass Margaret Hoffman, they resigned themselves to
writing letters stating their positions to Congressional and Park Service
officials.

That decision, Dorothy Cook Meade later admitted, was a mistake:
We just shut-up and said nothing. That's how we went
through the whole thing. It was more or less just
shutting-up and saying nothing. I feel now we made a
serious mistake. I feel now we would have had less trouble
with the Park Service actually if we had expressed ourselves
strongly, early. All we did was write and say in a very
civilized way that we were the actual owners, and that they
should know that, and that we'd like to be kept informed.
And then we didn't nag or carryon or anything else. I
think probably we should have tried to because, you see, she
was talking to the Rotary and Kiwanis and so forth, and my
sister would sometimes send a copy of the report of the
talk. She was talking about how she was going to give this
land and give that land. Right then a person should have
xeroxed that and sent a copy of it to the relevant Park
SerVice individual, whoever that might be, and say, "Now,
this is a mistake. If you'll look up the deeds, you'll see.
If you look up the will, you'll see." Perhaps we would have
gotten into less trouble if we would have done that, b~t we
were trying not to be quarrelsome within the family.,,86

An October 196~ meeting of Midwest Region superintendents held at Fort

Robinson (Nebraska) State Park included a field trip to the proposed Agate
Fossil Beds area.

On October 2, the group arrived at the Agate Springs Ranch

where Margaret Cook, Father O'Neill, and Charles Mumby greeted them.

As she

had done on countless opportunities, Mrs. Cook delivered a speech on the
area's history.87
On November 1, Keith Miller visited Agate to meet with Mr. and Mrs.
George Hoffman.

Miller informed the couple of an impending appraisal of the

Hoffman Ranch to be used in a supplemental report to Congress.
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Mr. Hoffman

was primarily concerned that local ranchers were trying to keep land prices
down so that he would not receive a favorable appraisal.

Miller assured him

that it would be conducted by an independent certi fied appraiser. 88

When

approval by the Regional Office was received to permit Mr. Elmer Magdanz of
Scottsbluff to make the appraisal, Miller met with Margaret C. Cook, George
Hoffman, and Harold Skavdahl, the three principal landowners.

Miller

experienced great difficulty wi th George Hoffman who finally agreed to the
appraisal only after considerable coaxing.
Miller's goal was to have the Magdanz appraisal ready for submission to
the 89th Congress by mid-January.89

The Service hoped that the appraisal,

together with the Department's report, would make a strong case and result in
early passage of the Agate Fossil Beds National Monument organic act.
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--------------CHAPTER THREE

------------------------AUTHORIZATION OF AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT, 1965

-----------------------------------Statistics for a National Monument

The Department of the Interior's background report, Proposed Agate
Fossil Beds National Monument, was updated for the new 89th Congress.

Com-

piled by the Midwest Regional Office, the report was an admirable document.
In straight-forward terms it spelled out the precise dimension of the initiative and left few "holes" open to question by meticulous congressmen.
The Magdanz land appraisal was completed on January 14, 1965, and incorporated into the updated report."

Magdanz prorated the appraised and assessed

values which included both land and improvements.

The following is an

excerpt from his report: 1
SIOUX COUNTY
Appraised
Val ue for
1964

Assessed
Value for
1964

$32,003,733.

$8,400,980.
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Total 1964
tax for all
purposes
$406,848.69

TCWNSHIP 28, RANGE 55
$591,771.

$6,558.82

$155,340.
SCHOOL DISTRICT 1143
177,03 o.

674,400.
ACRES
TAKEN

APPRAISED
VALUE

1,664.08

ASSESSED
VALUE

SCHOOL
TAX

TOTAL
TAX

$76.88

$322.05

224.85

941.73

20.97

87.83

8.37

35.04

2.60

10.83

7.13

29.84

$340.80

$1,427.32

Harold J. Cook Estate
1104

$31,163.

$8,180.
George H. Hoffman

1350

91,123.

23,920.
Harold Skavdahl

240

8,500.

2,231.
Mabel Morgan

165

3,390.

890.
Hazel Harris

60

1,050.

275.
William F. Buckley

130

3,000.

758.
TOTAL OF LAND TAKEN

3049

$138,226.

$36,254.

The Department report stated that all the privately-owned land was used
primarily for grazing with some native hay production along the Niobrara
River.

The Service recommended grazing eventually be eliminated, but current

grazing could be continued during the lifetime of the landowners only in
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areas not needed for park development.

Of the six landowners, only three

families actually lived within the proposed boundary at two ranch headquarterse

The Hoffman ranch consisted of a house, cattle sheds, corrals, and

other support structures at an estimated value of $25,000.

The second was

the Cook's Agate Springs Ranch wi th two houses, one for Mrs. Cook and the
other for her ranch foreman and family.

Together with cattle sheds, corrals,

irrigation systems, and other support facilities, the improvements were estimated at $50,000.

With severance damages (five ownerships) combined with

total values of land and improvements and road rights-of-way, the Service
offer on the six ownerships of 3,080 acres was: 2
Harold J. Cook Estate
George H. Hoffman, et ale
Harold Skavdahl
Will iam F. Buckl ey, et ale
Mab el Mo rg an
Hazel D. Harris
Total:
Contingency and Administrative Costs:
Grand Total:

$ 76,800
143,050
22,675
8,415
8,025
2,900
$261,865
$ 39,285
$301, 150

The report recounted Margaret C. Cook's offer to donate sufficient land
for a monument headquarters and quarrying rights at the fossil beds, includins road access and provisions for exploration and development for scientific
and educational purposes.

Also outlined was the promised donation of the

famous Cook Collection if the monument was established before the Nebraska
centennial.

Statements on the interests and attitudes of the other principal

landowners along with long-range preservation goals. were also included:
Three of the six owners appear to be willing to
consider the sale of their affected land. One of these,
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Mr. George H. Hoffman, is willing to consider the sale of
land essential for developnent of the quarries, but is not
interested in the sale of any other land now. He wants to
continue his cattle ranching operations. The other owner,
Mr. Harold Skavdahl, does not want to sell any land that is
near the Niobrara River. He is willing, however, to
negotiate for the sale of right-of-way for a road to the
StenOOlylus Quarry. One property, the estate of the late Dr.
Harold J. Cook, is now under jOint ownership between his
four daughters with his wife retaining a life estate and
control of livestock. The collective attitude of this group
is not known. [Fmphasis added by author.]
Preservation of portions of the area by easement might
be a possibility provided the costs were considerably less
than acquisi tion in fee simple. Certain arrangements, such
as continued grazing and li fe tenancy, probably could be
worked out so as to achieve the long-range preservation objectives of the National Park Service, and also minimize the
inconvenience to present landowners. Zoning in this portion
of the State does not appear to be effective enough at this
time to be a realistic means of assuring preservation)

A staffing summary was included to prove the extent of the Service's
commitment to the future development of Agate Fossil Beds National Monument:

YEAR AND NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

POSITION AND GRADE
(Permanent Full Time)

1st

Superintendent GS-11
Museum Geologist (vertebrate pal eontology) GS-11
Park Naturalist (Chief of Interpretation) GS-09
Chief Park Ranger GS-09
* Museum Technician GS-07
Clerk-Stenographer GS-04
Caretaker
Foreman I--Maintenance
TOTAL PERMANENT

2nd

1

1

1

1
1

4

6

3rd

4th

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

8

1
1
1

1

8

5th

1
1
1
1
1

8"

*The Museum Technician would assist the Museum Geologist in the preparation
of fossil eXhibits, and his work, including quarrying and reliefing of
fossils in the presence of visi tors, would be an important part of the
in ter pre t i ve progr an •
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POSITION AND GRADE

YEAR AND NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

(Seasonal)
Park Naturalist GS-04
Park Ranger GS-04
Laborer
Truck Dr iver
* Museum Technician
TOTAL SEASONAL

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.0
2.0

1.0
2.0

1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
3 0
0

1.5
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
4.5

1.5
1.0
1.5
0.5
4.5 4

Progress of House and Senate Hearings

In the initial hours of the First Session of the 89th Congress,
identical bills "To provide for the establishment of the Agate Fossil Beds
National Monument in the State of Nebraska, and for other purposes" were
again introduced.
H.R. 500.

In the Senate, the measure was S. 339, while in the House,

On January 10, 1965, the directors of the Agate Fossil Beds

National Monument Association met at the Agate Spr ings Ranch.

They voted to

send Father Robert O'Neill to the capital to lobby committee members and
other officials to ensure early passage of the two bills.

Father 0 'Neill

left for Washington, D.C., on January 18. 5
On February 2, Representative Dave Martin urged the House Interior
Committee to hold early hearings on his bill.

In an appeal to each member of

the National Parks and Recreation Subcommittee, he called for immediate
action to preserve the site. 6

Martin's effort bore fruit.

Three weeks

*This position would be abolished after the fourth year when the fossil
reliefing planned at Carnegie Hill si te as the major in-place exhibit would
be completed.
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later, a March 2 hearing date was scheduled)
Scotts Bluff Superintendent Keith Miller met with Margaret Cook and
Lester Danielson on February 16 to draft a letter which Dave Martin requested
from the Agate Fossil Beds National Monument Association.
indicated the Association's support of H.R. 500.
meeting where Father

a 'Neill

The letter

In a subsequent public

related his discussions with various congressmen

in Washington, D. C., Miller was startled that the Service's land appraisal
was prematurely divulged.

Miller informed the Regional Director:

I was surprised to find that Father O'Neill not only
knew the apprai sal figure, but gave i t in hi s talk. It was
not picked up in the Mitchell newspaper as yet, and I am
hopeful it will come out in the congressional hearings so it
can be released officially. I would assume that the figure
is qui te well kno wn in the Harr i so n ar ea. 8
On March 1, Assistant Secretary of the Interior John M. Kelly supplied a
report on H. R. 500 to Rep. Wayne N. Aspinall, Chairman of the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs.
partment's proposal.

Assistant Secretary Kelly set forth the De-

With acquisition limitation of 3,150 acres at an esti-

mated $301,150, the Department set the cost of development at $1,842,000, and
anticipated annual operating expenditures of $51,000 the first year and
$106,000 after the five-year developnent plan.
three amendments.

The Department suggested

The first amendment clarified the language in the section

on land acquisition.

A second amendment provided authorization to acquire a

road right-of-way between the principal quarries and the Stenomylus Quarry.
The final amendment revised the sentence dealing with establishment and
boundary adjustments to read:
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1

When the Secretary finds that lands constituting an
initially administrable unit are in Federal ownership, he
shall establish such national monument by publication of
notice thereof in the Federal Register, and any subsequent
adjustment of its boundaries shall be effectuated in the
same manner .9,

On March 2, the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Subcommi ttee on National Parks and Recreation, held a fi fty-minute hearing.
Margar et C. Cook, Dr. C. C. Bl ack

0

f the Carneg ie Museum, and Dr. Mal colm C.

McKenna of the American Museum of Natural History were present to testify.
With Chairman Ralph J. Rivers (D.-Alaska) presiding, Rep. Dave Martin introduced his bill and briefly discussed the historical significance of the Agate
Fossil Beds.

Rep. Roy A. Taylor (D.-N.C.) demanded to know why the State of

Nebraska did not use the Land and Water Conservation Fund to acquire the
land.

Martin dismissed the inquiry, stating Nebraska could not manage the

area even with the new funds ,* but Congress should act to authori ze the area
before the 1967 centennial.

He then submitted for the record letters of

recommendation by Senators Hruska and Curtis, Society of Vertebrate
Paleontology, Western Nebraska United Chambers of Commerce, and Agate Fossil

*Senator Roman L. Hruska scoffed at the notion of Nebraska owning and
operating the Agate Fossil Beds: "The response of the State would not have
been in keeping with the importance of the location and the essence of that
project. Knowing of the financial limitations on states generally, it's no
afflic'l~ion unique to the Nebraska Legislature.
But they do not have that
vision and that stability of purpose and of development and of the historical
significance to a point where there could be assured the necessary funds to
purchase, and even more important, to maintain and to develop the park. So
it was a matter of putting it on a national basis because it is a national
resource, a national asset. It's more than just a State or local situation."
See Honorable Roman L. Hruska (former U.S. Senator from Nebraska), interview
with author, Omaha, Nebraska, 26 June 1986, transcript, p. 3.
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Beds National Monument Association. 10
A statement by Assistant Director Howard W. Baker was submitted for the
record 11 before Margaret Cook recited a brief history of the area for the
commi ttee.

No mention was made of ownership or donation rights.

The most

persuasive testimony came from Dr. Malcolm C. McKenna:
Ever since 1904 this locality has been the source of
display specimens for the major museums of this country and
of the world, and ever since 1904 there has been a steady
stream of not only vertebrate paleontologists but others
interested in fossils from all over the world. There is not
a year that goes by wi thout a number of very famous foreign
paleontologists as well as Americans visiting the Agate
area.
Ag ate ha sal so mad e its mar k 0 n the te x tb 00 ks • Ever y
textbook that I know about of historical geology or vertebrate paleontology will have in it murals or illustrations
of murals made of the animals that once lived at Agate. Our
whole idea of the history of the Myocene has grown up wi th
Agate as a main part of our knowledge about the life of the
past in the United States. 12

Dr. McKenna testi fied that the fossil beds were not mined out, but
seventy-five percent of the bones remained.

"It is like a good many mines,"

he commented:
The more you dig, the more there is. This site is of international importance from a paleontological standpoint. It
is not just a local spot. It is not just something of
interest only to Americans. It is a very famous source of
paleontological information. And I certainly believe that
it is very important that this become a national monument
and be preserved in that way for posterity.13

In response to the statement that the boundaries appeared to encompass
an area greater than required, Dr. C. C. Black declared that fossils existed
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throughout the area.

Although it was true the richest concentrations were in

the hill quarries, the banks of the Niobrara were also fossiliferous .14
Director George B. Hartzog, Jr., testified before the same House subcommittee in a fifteen-minute hearing on March 16.

In a prepared statement,

Hartzog declared approval of the bill would allow the Park Service to:
preserve an outstanding paleontological site with significant related geological features. It would also provide a
center for continuing paleontological research, for the
display and interpretation of scientific specimens J and for
the protection and exhibition of a valuable collection of
Indian artifacts and relics.
National Park Serv ice stud ies of the fossil quarr ies at
Agate Springs indicate that they are nationally significant
and represent an important chapter in the evolution of
mammals, a chapter which is not now adequately represented
in the l~ational Park System.
Planned developments include a major interpretive facility in the vicinity of Carnegie and University Hills ••••
The exposure of fossils for in-place exhibits, reconstructing and reliefing certain skeletons and the preparation of
museum exhibits will require a paleontological laboratory to
assist the scientists in their work, along with a reference
library and a collection of fossil materials. The Indian
artifacts and historical materials of the famous Cook family
collection would be exhibited at a combination visi tor and
administrative office facility near the present-day ranch
headquarters. 15

Rep. John P. Saylor (R.-Pa.) asked Director Hartzog his opinion of the
meaning of a telegram the committee received from the law firm of Wright,
Simmons and Hancock of Scottsbluff:

"Re Agate Springs Park, committee should

realize that tender donation does not include land on which fossil deposits
are located, that donor has only a life estate of heavily encumbered land to
donate."

Hartzog was at a loss to explain the telegram, but guessed it
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originated from the interests in the Cook estate:

"Now, wi th respect to the

legal rights that Mrs. Cook may have with respect to that estate, I am not
acquainted; ••• she proposes to donate whatever interest she has in it, and if
that is not in accordance with the facts, we will clarify it for the
record." 16

The hearing concluded with a weak request to look into the land

dona tion que stion.
There is no record the Service ever clarified the matter. The evidence
is clear, however, that Park Service officials were fully aware of the four
Cook daughters oppostion to Service plans in regard to the Agate Springs
Ranch headquarters.
bill.

The same applied to the legislators pushing for the

Kirk Coul ter, an aide to Senator Roman Hruska, later wrote:

"At the

time the legislation was passed authorizing the Agate Monument, I do recall
there was a sharp difference of feeling between Dr. Cook's widow (his second
wife), and the four children by the first wife.

The Park Service sided with

the widOW, and we went along, in order to put over the legislation,,,17

It

was Senator Roman L. Hruska's intent--and by extension, the intent of
Congress--that the ranch headquarters fall wi thin the boundaries of the
proposed monument. 18
On the Senate side of the Capi tol, on March 8, the Department sent a
status report on S. 339 to Henry M. Jackson, Chainnan of the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs. 19

On April 6, the first and only hearing was

held on S. 339 before the Subcommittee on Parks and Recreation.

Because of

the favorable outcome of the previous hearings, the proceedings of 1964 were
reincorporated by reference in the 1965 session.

Assistant Director Howard

Baker submitted a statement similar to the one prepared for the House .20
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Baker was the only witness testifying.

When asked to explain the discrepancy

between the $275,000 for acquisition in 1964 and the current $301,000 price,
Baker explained the independent Magdanz appraisal.

Senator Milward L.

Simpson criticized the difference stating, "The Park Service for some reason
is notoriously low'on their appraisals.

In some instances I have seen it

where it has tripled over their appraisal figures."

Citing the case of Fort

Larned National Historic Site, Kansas (established August 31, 1964), he
declared, "I don't want to be chinchsy [sic] about it.

It is unfortunate it

did not get through last year when we would have paid less.,,21

After

twenty-five minutes the subcomi ttee went into executive session.

Congress Endorses the National Monument

On April 5, the House subcommittee approved H.R. 500. 22
day, the Senate subcommittee followed suit. 23
Comi ttee passed H. R. 500.

The following

On April 7, the House Interior

On April 8, the Senate Interior Committee endorsed

the bill, and sent i t on to the floor of the Senate. 24
passed the Senate without opposi tion. 25

On April 9, S. 339

The House bill did not come to a

vote before the one-week Easter recess, but it was passed on May 3, 1965.
The House immediately voted to consider S. 339.
amendment:

It was also passed with one

to insert the language of H.R. 500's enacting clause. 26

The primary difference between the two bills involved the ceiling for
land acquisition.

S. 339 provided for "not more than $315,000," while H.R.

500 called for "not more than $301,150 for acquisition of lands and interests
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in land and not more than $1,842,000 for development."
On May 24, the difference in the legislation necessitated it being re-

turned for consideration by the Senate.
version.

The Senate concurred with the House

The bill was on its way to the White House .27

Curtis jubilantly proclaimed to their constituency:

Senators Hruska and

"We are very pleased to

report this happy conclusion in the prolonged effort to secure enactment of
this measure, which will mean much to the touri st attractiveness and economic
development of Nebraska .,,28
Residents of the Nebraska panhandle followed the progress of the Agate
Fossil Beds National Monument legislation closely.

The high public

int~rest

and enthusiasm prompted a softening in George Hoffman's stoic posi tion.

On

March 31, he told Superintendent Miller that he would like to remain on his
ranch and expressed a willingness to sell any land needed for immediate
development purposes. 29

Congressional approval in May prompted Miller to

write about a new headache in his monthly report, increasing visitation:

Big news this month was the passage of the bill by the
House and Senate. Newspaper coverage has created interest
and visitation with some negative results. Several visitors
commented on their disappointment at not seeing what they
expected. They evidently expected to see a large exposure
of fOSSil s and read y access to the area.
Access is a problem as it is necessary to drive across
Mr. Hoffman's land on his road, through his corrals and up
the hill on a rough road across his pastureland. It is
hoped that we can have a seasonal unifonned employee
stationed at Agate to explain the area and the si tuation and
to discourage people from traveling to the fossil site until
an adequate access can be provided.30
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President Johnson Signs Public Law 89-33

On June 2, 1965, Mrs. Margaret C. Cook wrote Superintendent Keith Miller
and offered the Agate Post Office as an interim headquarters.

Reasoning that

few patrons came since the advent of thrice-weekly mail delivery and that the
structure was fenced off from the cattle feed lot, she added, "It should be a
pleasant, shaded place for a headquarters while permanent arrangements are
pend ing." 31
The offer came at a propi tious time.

Three days later, on June 5,

President Lyndon Baines Johnson signed P.L. 89-33.

With the program clearly

spelled out in Congress, no special lobbying of the White House was
necessary.

The Act authorizing Agate Fossil Beds National Monument was

finally Federal law.3 2

Agate Fossil Beds' legislative purpose is:

to preserve for the benefit and enjoyment of present and
future generations the outstanding paleontological si tes
known as the Agate Spr ings Fossil Quarries, and nearby
related geological phenomena, to provide for continuing
paleontological research and for the display and
interpretation of the scientific specimens uncovered at such
sites, and to facilitate the protection and exhibition of a
valuable collection of Indian artifacts and relics that are
representative of an important phase of Indian history.
Two pens the President used to sign the bill were sent to Margaret Cook and
Father Robert 0 'Neill.3 3 *

In a congratulatory tel egram from Qnaha, Regional

Director Lon Garrison stated:

"The passage of the Agate Fossil Beds National

*The third pen President Johnson used was given to Senator Roman L. Hruska.
Hruska donated it to the National Park Service in 1986. See Honorable Roman
L. Hruska (former U.S. Senator from Nebraska), interview with author, Qnaha,
Nebraska, 26 June 1986, transcript, pp. 5-6.
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Monument bill has been a cooperative endeavor.

Your time and effort through

personal interest and the Agate Fossil Beds National Monument Association
were a contributing factor in its passage.

My personal thanks for this

interest and your help.,,3 4
Even before the bill got to President Johnson's desk, Margaret C. Cook
appealed to Senator Hruska for help in getting a National Park Service ranger
onsi te as soon as possible.

Hruska, foreseeing this need, had already

submi tted a formal request to the Park Service.

He reported, "I am advised

that the proposal is being given consideration ••• and [I] am very hopeful
that some arrangement will be made.

If there is any difficulty about this,

please advise, and any assistance you desire will be forthcoming.,,35

In

fact, as early a April 22, Hruska requested Senator Carl Hayden, Chairman of
the Subcommittee on Interior Appropriations, to provide funds for Agate
Fossil Beds development during the mark-up sessions of the Department of the
Interior's Fiscal Year 1966 budget.

Hruska explained:

The need for promptness in providing funds is based on
an agreement by the NPS wi th Mrs. Margaret C. Cook, occupant
of the Agate Springs Ranch which is to be used as headquarters of the Monument. [She will donate the Cook
Collection] provided the proposal for the Monument is
realized by January 1, 1967 ••• by which date it is hoped
that the Monument will be a "going concern" as a tourist
attraction. It is my thought that, if an initial appropriation can be made for the fiscal year 1966, this whole
timetable can be met. 36
Four days following the President's action, a meeting was held in Qnaha
between Regional personnel and Keith Miller to establish the objectives of
the new park by completing the draft Master Plan.
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The process was finished

on June 11, signed by Regional Director Garrison, and forwarded to the Washington Office for approval by Director George Hartzog.

An Exciting First Visitor Season

On June 15, Superintendent Miller met wi th Mrs. Cook and the Hoffmans.
He reported that "the Hofflnans were greatly interested in the progression of
events which will take place.

They were reassured that we wouldn't be rush-

ing in and taking their place.

They.have been very cooperative, and I feel

have considerable trust in the National Park Service.,,37

On June 30, Miller

returned to Agate to supervise the installation of a trailer, the quarters
for the seasonal ranger.

Clearance to use the lobby area of the Agate Post

Office had been secured from the U.S. Postal Service.

There the seasonal

employee could dispense interpretive brochures and answer questions. 38
Frank W. Frailey, the first employee of Agate Fossil Beds, entered on
duty July 1, 1965.

The seasonal park ranger (general), a biology teacher at

Scottsbluff High School, arrived at Agate after two days of orientation at
Scotts Bluff National Monument.

Frailey had a desk in the post office while

nearby he and his family occupied the rental trailer.

Since the Service had

no actual authority in the area, visitors were not encouraged to go to the
fossil beds.

Those who persisted were told they had to make their own

arrangements wi th the landowners.

The only physical evidence of visi tor

facili ties were two pit toilets, borrowed from Fort Laramie National Hi storie
Site, which arrived on site July 3.
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Ranger Frailey maintained a daily log of events which he submitted each
week to Scotts Bluff.
were from out-of-state.
already developed.

In July, he counted 460 visitors, eighty-seven of whom
Most of the latter came believing the monument was

Local people were only interested in fishing the Niobrara

or using the Cook's picnic area.

In between visi ts by Keith Miller, Margaret

Cook was interviewed on July 14 by Scotts Bluff Historian Earl R. Harris and
Seasonal Historian R. Jay Roberts.

Roberts was charged wi th writing a

history of the area to be used in future planning efforts.3 9
In September, Keith Miller transferred to the Midwest Regional Office,
and a new superintendent arrived at Scotts Bluff.

Richard L. Holder's first

visit at Agate Fossil Beds was on August 9, to meet with Mrs. Cook, the
Hoffrnans, and others.

Reporting 367 visitors during August, Holder informed

the Regional Director:
There is little doubt that the presence of a National
Park Service employee (in uniform) has been most beneficial.
Hr. Frailey has carefully logged all of his contacts, and
has worked very well with Mrs. Cook and the other landowners
in the vicinity. In addition to his other duties, Mr.
Frailey has compiled a list of the flora and birdlife at
Agate,
Practically all visi tors are interested in fossils, and
have stopped because of a desire to look at or dig for them.
Publicity about the area (from non-NPS sources) does not
rna ke it cl e ar t ha t d ev el 0 pm en t ha s no t beg un, t ha t no
fossils are presently exposed to view, and that permission
to visi t the quarry si tes must come from the landowners. 40

Holder commended the Region's preparation of an excellent public folder.
Although the text plainly stated the site was undeveloped, for those who did
not read the "fine print," stamped on the front of each folder was a simple
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message: "At the present time there are no visitor facilities at the Monument, nor are there any exposed fossils to be seen at the quarry si tes.,,41
Only people known to Mrs. Cook were permitted to go to the quarries.
On August 26, the Agate Fossil Beds National Monument Association held
its first annual meeting since passage of the organic act.

Richard Holder

addressed a crowd of 200 people gathered at the Agate Springs Ranch on the
Service's development plans.

After the meeting, Nebraska Governor Frank

Morrison officiated at a ribbon-cuttirig ceremony for the new Mi tchell to
Harrison highway followed by a steak dinner on the lawn of the ranch. 42
Frank Frailey's final day at Agate Fossil Beds was September 6, Labor
Day.

With the end of the first visitor season, the rented trailer residence

was taken away.

Richard Holder looked forward to the establishment of a

permanent Agate Fossil Beds employee to take charge of more mundane affairs
which would then allow Holder to concentrate two- to three-days a week at
Agate on development, master planning, land acquisition, and visitor contact
concerns.
In this context, Regional Chief of National Park System Studies Harry
Robinson and Dinosaur National Monument Paleontologist Dr. Theodore White
came to the new park on September 28.

On a preconstruction survey, their

purpose was to appraise paleontological values and formulate opinions on
development. 43

On October 14, William Pulford, Recreation Specialist from

the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, came to conduct a physical review of all
lands included in the 1967 fiscal year acquisition program.
October brought the welcome news that the Regional Director approved a
new position at Scotts Bluff, Management Assistant GS-09.
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Holder decided to

locate the employee at Agate by the time the 1966 visi tor season began. 44
The final field data were gathered November 15 and 16 by members of the
Master Plan team: Park Planners Frank Hirst, Don Rickey, and Keith Miller of
the Midwest Regional Office, and Land ~cape Archi teet John Adams and Engineer
Jim Bainbridge of the Western Office of Design and Construction.

By keeping

local landowners informed of these planning efforts, Superintendent Holder
cultivated trust and friendship.

On the biggest obstacle, Holder noted:

Relations with the principal landowner, Mr. George
Hoffman, are steadily improving. Mr. Hoffman is not in good
health, and the uncertainty of the situation has aggravated
his ulcers to the point that an operation is needed. I feel
relatively certain that it will be possible to deal with the
Hoffmans when the time comes. 45

Fran a Service viewpoint, a court ruling in early November was a positive development in the internal squabbling of the Cook family.

The Nebraska

Supreme Court affirmed the Sioux County District Court ruling which favored
Mrs. Margaret C. Cook in a dispute with three stepdaughters over the
Harold J. Cook will. 46

The status quo--Mrs. Cook's promise to donate the

Cook Collection as well as land for administrative purposes--remained
unchanged •

A Management Assistant Arrives

Management Assistant Albert E. Werking, the first permanent employee of
Agate Fossil Beds National Monument, entered on duty at Scotts Bluff on
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December 5, 1965.

During his orientation meeting at Agate on December 16,

both Holder and Werking were startled when Mrs. Cook commented that her four
stepdaughters, as heirs to the estate, would sell some of their land to pay
the inheritance taxes.* A subsequent meeting on December 23 with the Hoffmans
revealed that the supposi tion was "completely unfounded .,,47

*Dorothy Cook Meade later commented that she and her sisters agreed to sell
the tract where the group of trailers were placed, across the road to the
hill tops, to the National Park Service. They settled the Federal estate
taxes with this money, but "there was [n]ever any discussion of selling
anything else." See Mrs. Grayson E. (Dorothy Cook) Meade, interview wi th
author, Agate Springs Ranch, 22 May 1986, transcript, p. 14.
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CHAPTER FOUR

YEARS OF EXPECTATIONS, 1966-1970

The First Calendar Year of Operation, 1966

Positive developments characterized the first month of 1966 as Agate
Fossil Beds National Monument officially became an operating unit of the
National Park System's Midwest Region. 1

President Johnson's fiscal 1967

budget to Congress recommended $137,200 for an access road, parking, office
trailers, and picnic area developments as well as $231,200 to acquire 2,679
acres.

The administration's budget projection for Agate Fossil Beds totaled

$411,700. 2
Another change in leadership occurred when Lon Garrison transferred to
the directorship of the Northeast Region in Philadelphia, and Fred Fagergren,
former Superintendent of Grand Teton National Park, came to Omaha to head the
Midwest Regional Office.

Acting Regional Director Harry Robinson assured

Margaret Cook that the Region was awaiting approval from washington on the
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Master Plan, but was proceeding wi th appraisals "so we will be ready to move
on land acquisition when funds become available.

We are still working for an

early start at Agate, and hope to get moving soon.,,3
Following a February 18 review, Acting Director Howard Baker approved
the Master Plan, but some reservations were noted.

One concern involved

staffing levels which appeared excessive, but with other buil t-in controls
and limitations, the plan was not altered.

Criticism of the headquarters

development layout (that it be closer to the fossil beds, not near the ranch)
was also voiced, but a consensus opinion held that the final evolution of the
design would come only through the San Francisco Planning and Service Center
planning process. 4

The approved Master Plan established the following

visitor use objectives:
To encourage maximum appropriate visi tor use of all Area resources, through development of the outstanding paleontological features; interpretation of the several resources,
personal services and optimum provision of facilities for
the sa fe use 0 f the Area.
To enc our ag e and fac il ita te r es~ arc h use 0 f Mo num en t
resources by qualified individuals and agencies.
To make maximum appropriate use of facilities.
To focus pr imary patterns of use, in pr iori ty order, on:
the major paleontological resources, wi th emphasis on the
story of paleontological research and excavation and the
related geologic context. Secondary emphasis will be
focused on the Indian ethno-history derived from Captain
James Cook's association with the Oglala Sioux and their
chief, Red Cloud.
To coordinate visi tor uses and facilities w~ th those for
the western Nebraska-eastern Wyoming region, including both
local and state, and fed erally admin istered Parks,
Monuments, ReQreation Areas, and Historic Si tes. 5
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Resources Management objectives follow:
To base conservation of Mo num en t resources on the best
possible plans and programs for their utilization and
management, on sound research-based knowledge of all
resources.
To maintain all resources and physical facilities in a
fashion to insure their longest useful life.
To complete adequate identification and evaluation of
Monument paleontological resources.
To identify and evaluate the historic ranch and Indian
ethnohistory resources for their selective preservation and
use.
To limit the scope of Monument museum collections to
appropriate paleontological, geological, biological,
archeological and historical objects and materials directly
related to Monument resources.
To define limits of development commensurate wi th optimum
preservation of Monument resources.
The present ranching scene may be retained wi thin the
Monument boundaries where it does not detract fran
preservation and visitor enjoyment of the Monument's primary
resources. 6
Finally, principal management considerations focused on two points:
To establish an operational administrative unit, to include
lands containing the paleontological resources and si tes
necessary for development of facilities, as soon as
possible.
To accomplish all research and development required for
optimum visi tor use and conservation of the Monument's
resources; with special attention to the interpretive
challenge involved in the on-si te presentations of the
Miocene fossil quarries and their contents. 7

With park objectives firmly established, the Master Plan delineated
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policy into specific cases.

Lands known to contain primary paleontological

resources were targeted as priority-one for acquisition for both monument
establishment and resources protection via boundary fencing.

A complete

paleontological-geological survey was necessary to identify primary deposits
and record them on a base map.

Excavation at the "Devil' s Corkscrew"

(daemonelix) burrows would determine their extent and uncover fossilized
evidence of their theorized beaver occupants.

Reliefed fossils, sheltered as

soon as exposed, should be thoroughly researched, catalogued, and adequately
housed.

Quarry permits would not be issued until research indicated the

location, nature, extent, and optimum visitor use potential of the area. 8
Identification and evaluation of historical and archeological resources
was essential.

Historical investigation of early trails through Agate, the

establishment and development of the ranch (with historic structure reports
prepared for selected buildings), paleontological activities, and the
ethno-history of the Oglala Sioux and Chief Red Cloud relating to Captain
Cook was required.
and catalogued.

Additionally, the Cook Collection should be researched

An archeological survey would locate and evaluate sites,9

most of which had already been identified by the local landowners.
In the area of natural resources, the Bark Service would have to consult
with Nebraska officials to ascertain the State's long-range goals for cyclic
poisoning of the upper Niobrara to remove rough fish in favor of trout.
Grazing by permit in areas not affecting visitor use or resource development
would also be beneficial in fire prevention as well as facilitate equitable
land acquisition.
Regulations.

Hunting was of course prohibited by the Code of Federal

Intrusive structures on acquired lands, including roads and
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other developments, should be removed and the natural landscape restored .10
Master Plan provisions for visi tor use and enjoyment required adequate
entance signs at the north and south boundary crossings on Nebraska 29 and a
d irectiona:" sign to the vi si tor center-headquarters area at the county road
junction.

The place for fee collection, if approved, would be at an entrance

station or visitor center.

Monument orientation would cane in the form of a

free folder, an exhibit, and personal attention by a uniformed employee at an
information desk. 11
Probably because of the uncertainty over Margaret Cook's right to donate
land fran her life estate, the Master Plan negated all previous discussions
for a facility at the Agate Springs Ranch.

The plan called for a mul ti-

purpose structure to house a visitor center, headquarters, and the Center for
Continuing Paleontological Research as provided in the authorizing act.
Including all exhibits and collections, the facility would be constructed in
the "Headquarters Developed Area"--the Niobrara valley north of Carnegie and
University Hills.

A minimum of five permanent residential units and eight

seasonal apartment units obscured by landscaping was proposed adjacent to
this facility.

A road would connect this canplex to a parking lot at the

base of the quarry hills from where foot trails led to the reliefed fossil
shelters.

Another road to the Stenanylus quarry would be built when reliefed

fossils could be seen there, while a spur off the county road could take
visitors to the "Devil's Corkscrew" area. 12
Development plans for the Agate Springs Ranch depended on historical and
archeological research.

In the interim, no development was planned, but in-

terpretive signs describing area significance could be placed at the ranch.
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Because the average visitor stay did not surpass two-hours, no overnight
accommodations or other services were required, although those wishing to eat
prepared lunches could use the picnic grounds at the Agate Springs Ranch. 13
As for administrative concerns, the Master Plan called for Agate Fossil
Beds to function as a Group A Management unit.

Principal authority was

vested in the Coordinating Superintendent of Scotts Bluff National Monument
with the Midwest Regional Office providing facilitating and technical
services.

Daily operation of the monument was the responsibility of the

resident Management Assistant with authority for management and administration, resource management and visi tor protection, and interpretation and
v isi tor serv ices.

Spec ial ized si te-spec ific duties relating to research,

preparation, display and care of paleontological resources would cane under
the purview of the Museum Geologist (Vertebrate Paleontologist).

Personnel

and fiscal affairs, procurement, and property management would be handled by
Scotts Bluff.

It suggested the coordinating concept· be expanded to include

Fort Laramie National Historic Si te to form a regional canplex under the
Superintendent of Scotts Bluff National Monument. 14
A final provision of the 1966 Master Plan established park priori ties
for ac tion :
Priority I:

Acquire lands necessary for an administrable unit.
Rec rui t in itial sta ff.
Complete required paleontological, historical and
archeological research.
Find and develop adequate water supply.

·The coordinating concept was not seriously contemplated by Midwest Region
officials. The idea became impossible in the early 1970s when the State of
Wyoming fell under the guidance of the newly-created Rocky Mountain Region
with the Regional Office in Denver.
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Prepare interpretive prospectus.
Establish and mark boundaries.
Proceed with interim programs, Headquarters Developed Area
(temporary trailers and utilities, etc.)
Prepare Headquarters Developed Area Plan.
Priority II:

Road s, tr ail s and parking.
Provide permanent physical improvements (Visi tor,
Resources and Staff).
Provide visitor interpretive programs.
Utili ties (completion of systems).
Boundary fencing.

Priority III:

Complete staff programs.
Provide protection programs.
Provide publications.
Train employees.
Complete land acquisitions.
PrOVide on-site interpretation of Oglala Sioux
ethno-history at Agate Springs Ranch. 15

Superintendent Richard Holder and Management Assistant Albert Werking
attended an April session of the Sioux County Commissioners to lay the
groundwork for a cooperative effort for reconstruction and relocation of the
county road within the park boundaries. 16

After a meeting in early May,

Assistant Regional Director for Operations Harvey B. Reynolds recommended the
county reI inquish its ownership rights to the government in exchange for an
adequate road in the appro x imate location .17
Upon the recommendation of Richard Holder that the Park Serv ice not
share space wi th the Agate Springs Post Office for another season, an office
trailer--the interim visitor contact station--was delivered to the ranch on
June 2.

Seasonal Park Ranger William W. Taylor was onsi te June 6 to assist

Albert Werking during the 1966 visi tor season.

Other seasonal workers

included Laborers CarlO. Nelson and Charles S. Upp who helped Ray Wyrick of
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the San Francisco Service and Planning Center conduct a topographical survey.
Exhibits for the trailer, prepared by the Region's Interpretation and Visi tor
Services Division, arrived June 16 and were installed by the laborers. 18
The same men, assisted by student aids, helped Archeologist Jackson W.
Moore with preliminary excavations at the quarries.

On temporary assignment

fran Bent's Old Fort National Historic Site, Moore arrived on June 13.

His

mission was to determine the extent and posi tion of the remaining fossil
deposits in order for planning and site location of interpretive facilities
to proceed.

Moore was joined on June 19 by Dr. Ted White, Paleontologist

fran Dinosaur National Monument, along with Regional Archeologi st Dr. Wi! fred
Logan and Acting Regional Maintenance Chief Charles Novak.

At Mrs. Cook's

request, two men intimately familiar with past Agate excavations also came:
Dr. Ray Lemley, paleontologist, rancher, and retired surgeon from Rapid City,
and Morris Skinner, geologist and head preparator for the Frick Laboratories
of the American Museum of Natural History.

Both promised to supply all

records of their Agate findings to the Park Service.

Others involved in the

work were Dr. Craig Black, Carnegie Insti tute; Dr. Haus de Brunze, the
Netherlands; and Jean Allen, Universi ty of Nebraska .19
More than 3,000 visitors came during the season.
interest were shown an audio/slide presentation.
fossils and/or agates, others to hunt and fish.

Those who expressed an

Some came in search of
Many were misled by the AAA

Motor Club and National Geographic Society which listed the newly authorized
monument on 1966 maps.

A recording in the handwritten daily log explained:

Still have visi tors who are disgruntled by the premature
placing of Agate Fossil Beds National Monument on the maps.
Many are obviously reading into news releases--news that
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isn't there. Most are immediately cooled off when they find
that there are no fossils. Sure are paci fied when directed
to the Corkscrews. Unquestionably to see and touch the
fossils at the beds is i t and until we have that--we have
disappointed the visitors. 20
At season's end, a weekends-only policy began at the visitor contact trailer,
but visitation dropped so low that a Sunday-only schedule was adopted. 21
Approval of construction drawings of the headquarters developed area was
delayed when Holder asked that a drive-up fee collecting station be attached
to the principal facility.22

The drawings were then approved by Regional

Director Fred Fagergren on August 31, subject to further study on the
location of an exhibit-in-place structure. 23
The Assistant Regional Director for Development * declared in mid-October
that a structure in the immediate fossil quarry was not feasible because of
the steep terrain and the extensive construction-related damage to the si te.
The in situ display could either be at the quarry parking area or at the
headquarters site in the Niobrara valley.

With slight visitation and a small

work force, one facility would be more efficient. 24

The opinion represented

one of many in the on-going planning process.

Land Acqui si tion Program Begins, 1966

Joseph T. Shubert of the San Francisco Planning and Service Center completed staff appraisal s of all authori zed Agate Fossil Beds National Monument

*An effort to match a name with this title proved unsuccessful.
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lands on June 8, 1966, and an appropriation from the Land and Water Conservation Fund covering $231,200 for land acquisition came the same month. 25
Unfortunately, little progress in acquisition negotiations transpired during
the remainder of the year.
Senator Roman Hruska's behind-the-scene efforts secured the land acquisition appropriation.

At the same time, the Senate Appropriations Committee

also authorized $137,200 to begin construction at Agate.

In a letter to Mrs.

Cook, Hruska states, "It is a real pleasure to be able to give you this news,
which means the first long step towards making the Monument a physical
reality. ,,26
During the annual meeting of the Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
Association on October 3, the group discussed the formal dedication ceremony
in the context of the Nebraska centennial celebration.

As Richard Holder

stressed, however, the dedication of the national monument depended on a
successful land acquisition program. 27
Realty Specialist Gene Lyttle arrived on October 31 for a week of
negotiations with landowners, all except three of the heirs of the Cook
estate who lived outside the area.

Official letters followed Lyttle's visit.

The letters restated the government's offer and requested the landowners to
take prompt action. 28

In early fall of 1966, George Hoffman, flour landowner

of chief concern," underwent extensive surgery for the removal of stomach
ulcers.

Although personally unfortunate, Holder believed the long

convalescence would convince Hoffman that his "active days of ranching are
over.,,29

None of the ranchers, including George and Mirgaret Hoffman*, were

going to be pushed into a speedy settlement.
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By the end of the year, not a

single landowner had responded to the Federal acquisition offer, and the only
tangible resul t of the construction and development programmed for fiscal
1967 was the purchase of the temporary visi tor center)O
By

February 1967, no settlements had been made.

Gene Lyttle revisited

the area in early March to conduct a number of "final" face-to-face negotiations. 31

On March 6 and 7, Lyttle met wi th the Hoffmans and Mrs. Cook.

While the Hoffmans made no commitment, Margaret Cook signed over all rights
and interests to the quarries. 32

When Lyttle returned on April 11 and 12 to

conduct additional conferences, he met with success.

Both the Hoffmans and

Mrs. Cook signed options which were then forwarded to Washington for review.
Other ranchers linked their intention to sign upon the sucgess of the Hoffman
deal ,32 which came after a fourth Lyttle visit on May 9, 1967.

The land

acqui si tion success chart looked like this:

Tract No. 1
4
8
9
5 & 6
2

Hoffman
Harris
Buckley
Skavdahl
Morgan
Margaret Cook

( fee)
( fee)
( fee)
(scenic easement)
( ro ad easem en t/ fee)
(life estate)

Still under negotiation were various remaindermen interests in Tract Nos. 1,
2, 3, and 7.

The only immediate obstacle was the Cook parcel (Tract No.2)

*While Margaret Hoffman favored selling, accepting a life tenancy, and
traveling, her husband did not want to quit working and become inactive.
Margaret C. Cook's opinion was that George Hoffman merely was holding out for
a better price, an attitude later characterized as "ungenerous" and "unkind."
See Mrs. Grayson E. (Dorothy Cook) Meade, interview wi th author, Agate
Springs Ranch, 22 May 1986, transcript, pp. 10-11.
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as the construction program hinged on its settlement.

While Tract No.2 was

soon settled, Tract Nos. 3 and 7, representing the ranch headquarters of the
Cook estate, remained outstanding throughout 1967.

Interim Headquarters Development, 1967-1968

The 1967 visitor season began in earnest when Seasonal Ranger William W.
Taylor returned for a second year on May 30.

Superintendent Richard Holder

hoped 1967 would be the last year of operating a temporary visitor center at
the Agate Springs Ranch headquarters adjacent to Highway 29.

With settlement

of the Hoffman tract, bids for construction of a test well were opened on May
24 in San Francisco and Meder-Smith, Inc., of Alliance, Nebraska, was lowbidder. 34

Work began on July 5, and on July 27, Richard Holder staged an

onsite press conference to publicize the monument's first construction
project. 35

A pumping test of the 200-foot well on August 8 revealed an

excellent supply of water, producing 165 gallons per minute at maximum pump
speed. 36

This was confirmed on August 11 after a final inspection by

representatives of the State of Nebraska and the United States Geological
Survey.37
With the first project finished, an informal August 20 ground breaking
ceremony was held "chiefly to reassure the public that the monument is actually going ahead .,,38

Symbolic spadefuls of earth were overturned by Margaret

Cook and Earl Cherry, President of the Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
Association.

Participants expressed the hope that a more elaborate formal
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dedication could be held the following summer after the interim visitor
facilities were in place. 39
Communications between Scotts Bluff and the remote headquarters site at
the base of the quarries beyond the Niobrara was a problem.

Holder ruled

against the installation of intrusive and expensive radio towers at both
sites.

He preferred to wait until December when Northwestern Bell Telephone

Company crews could install underground cables and thereby provide normal
telephone service to the area. 40
At the end of October, the temporary visitor center trailer closed for
the season having served 3,744 visitors.

This represented a more than

twenty-four percent increase in visita.tion over 1966 (3,013).

Boundary line

survey work concluded on October 12.41
Included in President Johnson's January 1968 budget to Congress was
$60,200 for Agate Fossil Beds:
tenance. 42

$45,100 for management and $15,100 for main-

A freeze on new Federal construction activity imposed in early

February, however, caused much local alarm that the interim headquarters complex at Agate would be affected.

Holder issued assurances that the Agate

project would proceed as an authorized project because only $51,000 of the
allocated $137,200 construction funds had been spent. 43

Nevertheless, Holder

fielded constant media inquiries for exact dates on the beginning and completion of the spring construction program. 44
Holder's assurances proved correct.

During the third week of March, bid

invitations for trailers were issued marking the "real beginning of construction-related activity."

The contract to furnish three of the five traFers

at the interim headquarters went to the A. C. Nelsen Company of Omaha.
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The

positive news was tempered at the same time by an ominous disappointment in
the land acquisition effort.

With only Tract Nos. 3 and 7 (Cook estate) out-

standing, the Service rejected a compranise offer submitted by the four coowners and emphasized again the Service's commitment to acquire the land.
Following an appeal by the Cook daughters to the Nebraska Congressional Delegation, Holder warned Fred Fagergren, "The owners are apparently preparing to
resist in every possible way.,,45

Margaret C. Cook Donates the Collection, April 1968

On April 2, 1968, Mrs. Margaret C. Cook signed a bill of sale giving the
pr ic eless Cook ColI ection--Ind ian arti facts, wear ing apparel, works

0

f art,

Western gun collection, and the paleontological library--to the National Park
Service.

The same terms listed in the March 4, 1963, agreement transferring

the collection to the vault at Scotts Bluff were still binding. 46
The abrupt move was surprising, but intentional, caning on the heels of
the unsuccessful acquisition negotiations with the heirs of her life estate.
The Park Service welcomed the donation of the collection which was still in
storage at Scotts Bluff, but dreaded its potential Volume.

The scope of the

Cook materials far surpassed that which was locked in the vaul t at Scotts
Bluff.

Along with the paleontological library and Cook Papers Collection,

Margaret C. Cook let it be known that the National Park Service would
eventually own every item inside the Agate Springs Ranch House.
memorandum to Fred Fagergren captures Richard Holder's dilemma:
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A May 3

Mrs. Cook, when approached today, about donating the
items without stipulations made it very clear that she
expects all of the items of the original agreement to be
binding upon us. She does not want any items of the Cook
Collection to be transferred anywhere, anytime. She admits
that certain i terns may well be surplus to our needs, but she
leaves no doubt in our minds that she intends to be in on
any decision, as it relates to a specific item.
Mrs. Cook has the mistaken idea (going back to her
relationship with Superintendent Bob Jones) that there is:
(1) a firm decision to preserve the house as a museum and
(2) finn plans to exhibit in the house, each and every item
the Cook family ever owned.
We attempt to dissuade her from this notion at every
opportunity, but we are only partially successful. When I
drink a cup of coffee at her house, I am often reminded that
I'm using a National Park Service cup, because "everything I
have is yours."
In retrospect, we believe it is unfortunate that
certain verbal and written statements were made during the
period of March 1962 to May 1963. This, however, is water
under the br idge. We must now either:
(1)
(2)

live with the situation, and store forever many,
many items that do not relate to the story being
told, or
determine what we really want, and return the
balance to the donor. I do not seriously suggest
this course of action (as much as I'd like to).
Mrs. Cook could probably react very negatively,
and might even involve the Congressional
Delegation. 47

Mrs. Cook was so alarmed by the suggestion (from non-NPS sources) that
the Cook Collection might be dispersed throughout the Park System that she
made a deeply emotional appeal to Associate Director Howard Baker.

Mrs. Cook

received immediate assurances that the collection would be preserved under
the terms of the 1963 agreement and the April 1968 bill of sale. 48
Management Assistant Albert E. Werking took up residence at Agate on
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Ma.y 27, 1968, occupying one trailer while Seasonal Ranger William Taylor
occupied the other.

Werking's move from Scotts Bluff represented the first

permanent onsite employee for management, protection, and interpretation of
the area.

Three days later, the temporary visitor information trailer opened

on a year-round basis.

The trailer complex was adjacent to the Agate Springs

Ranch headquarters area (in front of ranch manager Bud Forsling's house) only
until the utilities, access roads, and parking area were constructed at the
interim headquarters site.
Short-lived, however.

Al Werking's tenure at Agate Fossil Beds was

On July 3, he was notified of his acceptance to a

one-year administrative training course with the Canadian Service Commission's National and Historic Barks Branch in Ottawa.
on July 17, and his position became vacant.

Werking left for Canada

With only seasonal assistance

present at Agate, Holder contemplated closing the monument to visitors after
Labor Iay.1I9

Frustration Over Cook Remaindermen Interests

The National Park Service's San Francisco Planning and Service Center's
Office of Land and Water Rights handled the principal mechanics of land
acquisition.

From San Francisco, Land and Water Rights Chief Thomas Kornelis

supervised negotiations with Robert Simmons, the Cook sister's Scottsbluff,
Nebraska, attorney.

These discussions began in earnest in 1966 and redoubled

f::>llowing &rgaret C. Cook's &rch 1967 relinquishment of quarrying rights
(under Harold J. Cook's will) to the government in exchange for informal
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agreement to retain her life tenancy from the National Park Service.

At the

onset, Midwest Regional Director Fred Fagergren authorized Kornelis to
acquire Tracts 3 and 7 from the Agate Springs Ranch.

With Mrs. Cook's life

tenancy estimated at fifteen years, Kornelis focused on acquiring the
remainderman interests of Harold J. Cook's four daughters.

Without title

vested clearly in the United States it would be impossible to accomplish any
planning for permanent development there.

Determined to achieve outright,

unencumbered ownership as soon as possible, Kornelis soon discovered the Cook
heir's stubborn determination to oppose this goal.
Leaders of the "Cook remaindermen" were Grayson and Dorothy Cook Meade.
From their home in Calgary, Alberta, Canada (where they moved from Houston,
Texas), the Meades were formidable opponents.

Both were geologists by

training, and Grayson Meade (Ph.D., University of Chicago), taught at the
university level before becoming a geologist for Union Oil in Canada for
twenty years.

Dorothy and Grayson Meade shared a deep love for the Agate

Springs Ranch and the rich family legacy spawned there.

In concert with the

other three heirs (Margaret Hoffman, Winifred McGrew, and Eleanor Naffziger),
the Meades vowed to resist acquisition of any more lands outside the
immediate principal quarry areas in an effort to retain the ranch and pass it
on to their heirs.

Without the ranch headquarters--ranch and foreman's

houses, barns and corrals, windmill, irrigation system, bridges, and mature
windbreak--they argued that the remainder of ·Agate Springs Ranch would be
economically unviable.
~

November 1967, the Cook sisters were willing to negotiate concerning

land east of Highway 29 and only devil's corkscrews west of the road.
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Ranch

headquarters was non-negotiable.

Late the same month, Fagergren agreed to

proceed wi th condemnation on both tracts.

Stating the land was necessary and

the Service encouraged negotiation, Kornelis informed Robert Simmons on
December 15 that failure of the talks would resul t in invocation of eminent
domain.

He offered $36,800 for Tracts 3 and 7; if no response came in

forty-five days, condemnation would resul t.

While discussions centered on

access rights and fencing, Fagergren recommended a settlement via fee
acquisi tion.

In mid-February 1968, Simmons offered a scenic easement on the

contested lands.

Kornelis rejected this on March 4.50

Grayson Meade appealed by letter directly to Thomas Kornelis--and the
Nebraska Congressional Delegation. *

Ci.ting his family's pleasure at the

presence of the monument at the fossil quarries, Meade questioned the need
for acquistion of Tracts 3 and 7, particularly ranch headquarters in Tract 3
"as needlessly disruptive to an operating ranch, and a pointless waste of the
taxpayers' money."

The loss of the 849.22 acres--one-fifth of the ranch--

would be devastating.

Meade continued:

We have offered to donate to the Park Service those
features on tracts 3 and 7 in which your office is

*Grayson Meade's letter piqued the interest--and sympathy--of a member of
Senator Hruska's staff who decided to involve himself in the controversy.
Kirk Coulter wrote: "I don't really like to stir up hornet's nests, but [I]
can't help feeling that the Cook children by the first marriage deserve a
review of the situation before the die is finally cast. I thought I might at
least talk to the Park Service people about the matter before they start
condemnation." See Kirk Coulter to Senator Roman Hruska, U.S. Senate
memorandum, undated (circa March 1968), Box 196 Departmental Correspondence
90th Congress, 2nd session, folder--Department of the Interior, National Park
Service 1968, Hruska papers, Nebraska State Historical Society. See also the
resul ts of this compromise initiative in the next section (September 1968 in
the chronological narrative).
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interested. We have offered scenic easements and use
guarantees, to accommodate your needs. We have asked for a
clear statement from you as to the use intended for this land,
in order that we may make our offer of donation more precisely
tailored to your requirements. In return, we have asked only
that the Bark Service not attempt to force sale of the bulk of
the land in tracts 3 and 7, particularly of the headquarters
area.
This offer you have turned down with no explanation other
than generalizing about orderly development of the Monument.
As owners, we are acutely interested in specifics. If your
plans include valid, concrete use for this land, or any of its
features, that would not be covered by our offer of donation, we
need to know what it is. We will attempt to adjust our offer
and guarantees accordingly.
We asked you to reconsider your decision; to give yourself
and us the opportunity to find an agreeable solution that will
satisfy the needs of the Bark Service, and at the same time
leave us a reasonable basis for an operating ranch. 51

Park Service Deputy Director Harthon L. Bill provided a response to the
Meade letter on May 27, 1968.

Ranch headquarters was unaffected, but the

Service agreed to amend the monument boundary by deleting twenty acres in the
northwest section to permit cattle access to other ranch lands.

In addition,

the entire appraisal would be reviewed. 52

On May 29, a meeting with Simmons, Margaret Hoffman, Richard Holder, and
George Sandberg (field representative of the Office of Land and Water Rights)
brought forth a new offer:

$40,000 for the two tracts including all ranch

improvements and severance damages.

Mrs. Hoffman requested a mid-June

meeting in Spokane, Washington, the site of a family reunion, where the Cook
sisters would be present to discuss the new offer with George Sandberg.
Kornelis agreed to the arrangement provided all four sisters attended.
advised Robert Simmons:
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He

In the event your clients do not wish to discuss the
acquisition further this offer represents the United States'
final offer. As you are aware negotiations for this land
were commenced over a year ago and cannot be allowed to drag
on indefinitely. Therefore, unless we receive a responsive
reply to our offer or arrangements are made to meet with the
remaindermen we will proceed accordingly.53

The proposed Spokane meeting was aborted because the Meades were unable
to attend.

Nevertheless, Dorothy Meade* put forth a new proposal on June 4:

the Service should restore the Bone Cabin and other early ranch structures to
reveal the high point of the fossil excavations.

She argued this structure

was the most significant in telling the story of the area.

Parties led by

America's noted paleontologists used the Harold Cook's homestead claim cabin
as a base of operations throughout the excavations.

Many tools and fur-

nishings once associated with the Bone Cabin could be provided by Margaret C.
Cook, Mrs. Meade reasoned.
Further, Dorothy Meade stated, the north end of the bunk house, which
was the original 0 4 Ranch house, could be moved and restored to represent
early ranching conditions.

Moved outside the grove of trees east of the

*Mrs. Meade also appealed to Senator Hruska explaining that Mrs. Cook had
"pushed her views on Congress" while the heirs were "never asked to express
an opinion." She decried the Park Service's treatment of Mrs. Cook as the
representa tive of the Cook family stating, "Unfortunately, since Mrs. Cook,
by her own choice, has been out of touch with the rest of the family since
March 1964, she could not possibly represent us." Finally, she questioned
why Service planners were willing to respect Harold J. Cook's wishes that the
ranch headquarters not be included (via the 1961 Preliminary Study), but upon
his death, it was opposed to respecting his heirs' needs. See Mrs. Grayson
Meade to Senator Roman Hruska, letter, 28 May 1968, Box 196 Departmental
Correspondence, 90th Congress, 2nd session, folder-Department of the
Interior, National Park Service, 1968, Hruska papers, Nebraska State
Historical Society.
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highway, the con trast of the barren terrain. wi th the comfortable, modern--and
privately-owned and operating--ranch across the road would be striking.

Mrs.

Meade also suggested the addition of the old post office to the group of
moved and donated structures.

To restore the main ranch house to an earl ier

period would create havoc for the much-al tered interior and pose exhibit
problems for many of the furnishings acquired in later years.

Finally, Mrs.

Meade concluded the Service's decision to display the Cook collections in a
visi tor center and not on the walls of three rooms where they had been for
sixty-four years made the whole concept of restoring the ranch house
"absurd." 54
Almost as if in answer to Mrs. Meade, Assistant Director C. P.
Montgomery revealed a policy shift in a June 14, 1968, letter to Senator
Roman Hruska.

Negating a provision in the Master Plan to interpret the

historical theme in the visitor center, Montogermy stated "we now plan to
tell the story of the Cook ranch, including early Indian contact with the
Cooks, and the archeological story in the Cook ranch headquarters building,,55
[emphasis added].

Further, the Park Service rejected as inadequate Dorothy

Meade's offer to donate small portions of land and the relocation of certain
buildings for restoration. 56
None of the Cook heirs appreciated the manner in which the San Francisco
Office handled the acquisition process, i.e •. the standard procedure of
threatening condemnation proceedings if no settlement could be reached.

One

particularly abhorrent tactic was "divide and conquer" by choosing the
"weakest link."

According to Dorothy Cook Meade, Winifred Cook McGrew was

the only sister without a husband and because of this preceived "vulnerabili-
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ty," Mrs. McGrew was singled out and received a number of unpleasant
telephone calls at her place of employment threatening immediate condemnation
unless a favorable settlement was soon reached.

Mrs. Meade later commented:

"He ••• was just threatening her in a very unpleasant way with condemnation
and deadlines and it was so obvious that he was trying to stampede her into
stampeding the rest of us.

I just think that's atrocious.

You can't treat

people that way, but they did .,,57
Holder, determined to press forward, offered one last compromise to
settle acquisition of Tract Nos. 3 and 7 (hereafter designated jointly as
Tract No.3).

"If it is rejected either by us or by the four daughters of

Harold Cook," Holder wrote, "there will be no alternative short of condemnation."

One way or the other, the authorized national monument would soon be

established:
With an administrable unit in Federal ownership, the
time for establishment seems to be near. I have recommended
that the area be formally established at an early date. A
ceremony to mark the event might be held this fall, if
construction progress is such that it could be combined with
formal opening of the interim headquarters complex. 58

Another Death and A Harsh Reality, August 1968

On August 9, 1968, Mrs. Margaret C. Cook died unexpectedly of a blood
clot following routine surgery. 59

The death of the woman wh'J almost single-

handedly led the fight for the 1965 authorization act left the National Park
Service to deal with her four stepdaughters:
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Margaret Hoffman, Dorothy

Meade, Winifred McGrew Howard, and Eleanor Naffziger.

With Margaret C.

Cook's life tenancy thus terminated, her stepdaughters asserted their full
ownership rights to the Agate Springs Ranch.

At the request of Grayson

Meade, negotiations were immediately opened.

Superintendent Richard Holder

lamented, "The daughters oppose our plans, and will resist our efforts to
obtain the land in fee. ,,60
The renewal of negotiations saw an August 28 meeting in Robert Simmons'
Scottsbluff office between Simmons, Fred Fagergren, William Gray of the San
Francisco Land Office, the Meades, and the Hoffmans.

Objectives were

discussed and Fagergren, before the meeting ended, indicated he had not been
aware of all the factors involved.

The strongest Park Service argument for

acquistion of disputed Agate Springs Ranch land centered around daemonelices.
Grayson Meade, however, had previously identified 137 daimonelices on land
wbich was cut off from the main ranch.

He argued these were better for

display purposes and more conveniently located than the three principal
formations on the disputed tract.

The Meades and Hoffmans offered to donate

the headquarters ranch buildings if the Service would remove them from their
grove. 61
The Scottsbluff meeting resulted in a land acquisition program review by
Midwest Regional Director Fred Fagergren on Septmcber 5, 1968.
day Fagergren issued five possible alternatives.

The following

His recommendations were

notable for the omission of immediate condemnation of the two tracts and the
acceptance of the concept of scenic easements. 62
Three days following Mrs. Cook's death, the Western Plains Construction
Company of Lincoln, Nebraska, began construction of roads, parking areas, and
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utilities in the Niobrara Valley opposite the Fossil Hills. 63

With the

receipt of the final two trailers, Richard Holder set a target date of
November 1 for an unofficial opening before winter halted construction.

A

formal opening in conjunction with an establishment ceremony (which depended
upon the success of land acquisition) was forecast for late spring or early
summer of 1969. 64
On September 9, Margaret C. Cook's will was filed in probate court wi thout challenge.

Attorney Lester A. Danielson and the First State Bank of

Scottsbluff were appointed executors.

The April 2, 1968, document bequeathed

to the National Park Service items in the ranch house and post office* "wi th
the hope that they will be kept at Agate Fossil Beds National Monument."
Mrs. Cook gave the government a blank check for almost everything inside the
ranch house, but those articles not desired by the Service were to go to
three relatives:

nephews Stephen A. Chase and Rupert W. Crozier, and sister

Laura C. Chase. 65
As the will underwent probate, staff members of both Senator Roman
Hruska and Carl Curtis devised a "change in position" which urged Director
George Hartzog to hal t the effort to acquire the core of the Agate Springs
Ranch. 66

Senator Hruska himsel f, upon learning about it, vetoed the

initiative 67 and the two proposed compromise letters to Hartzog and Simmons
were redrafted .68

The letter, dated September 30, 1968, and signed by

*U.S. Postal officials closed the Agate Post Office on November 30, 1968,
with no objection from the National Park Service. Antique furnishings, also
park property under Margaret C. Cook's will, were removed for storage by Roy
Weaver. Sane area residents expressed dismay that the Park Service did not
act to keep the facility open. See Holder to Regional Director, 2 December
1968, H14.
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Hruska, Curtis, and Congressman Dave Martin, infonned Simmons:
It should be noted that the ranch headquarters area has been
included wi thin the Monument boundaries since before enactment of the legislation, and all the land to the east of the
Cook Ranch has already been acquired by the Park Service on
that assumption. For that reason, it has seemed doubtful
that -the Service will give up its plan to acquire the ranch
headquarters area. The Service has now advised us that the
Cook Collection of Indian artifacts is to be displayed in
the ranch home, not in the Visitor Center yet to be built. 69
The vacancy created by Management Assistant Al Werking's departure in
July was finally filled on September 22, when Park Ranger Roy W. Weaver entered on duty.

Weaver, a ranger trainee, had served three months at Albright

Training Center and nine months at Yellowstone National Park.

Ranger-in-

Charge Roy Weaver re-established a pennanent Park Service presence at Agate
Fossil Beds, relieving some of the heavy burden from Richard Holder.

A week-

ends-only policy was reinstituted at the visitor contact trailer.7°
Among Weaver's duties was oversight of the security and maintenance of
the Cook ranch house in coordination with the Hoffmans and ranch foreman Bud
For sl ing •

Weaver readied the hane for winter by draining the pipes and

adding anti-freeze, and shutting off the gas and electricity.

He installed a

lock on the "Bone Room" and securely stored the valuable silver and cut-glass
i terns in an upstairs room.

In cooperation wi th Margaret Hoffman, Weaver

collected the late Mrs. Cook's files for both the Service and attorney Lester
Danielson.

In early November, Weaver patrolled the grounds during the

auction of the Fosling and Cook machinery.

He arranged with Mrs. Hoffman to

keep the visitor contact trailer at the Agate Springs Ranch for the winter at
a rental fee of five dollars per month for a seven-month period.
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Meanwhile

the office and residence trailers were relocated to the interim headquarters
si te. 71
In late September, Lester Danielson pressed for a speedy disposition of
the Cook estate.

Complicating the situation was the development that not all

of the items were at the Agate Springs Ranch.

In 1966, Mrs. Cook had trans-

ferred a large number of antiques to Fort Robinson State Park for storage.
Eighty-five separate items ranging from vintage automobiles to buggies to
furniture were at Fort Robinson under the care of the Nebraska Games and Park
Commission.

A new superintendent was in charge of Fort Robinson and it was

feared the items might be dispersed if the Service did not act quickly.
Holder asked Fagergren for a museum curator and/or historian to conduct an
inventory and determine what items could be used at Agate Fossil Beds, other
parks, or offered to the heirs. 72

That the Park Service sought to establish

priorities for the objects reveals an early management interest in setting
limits on the Cook Collection, if not preliminary preparation for an eventual
divestiture of unwanted objects.
A comprehensive inventory came on October 9, 10, and 11.

Mrs. Nan

Rickey, a curator from the Washington Office; the Regional Solicitor; two
daughters of Harold Cook; Roy Weaver; and Richard Holder participated.
Curator Rickey went room-by-room and building-by-building compiling a list of
historical items desired by the National Park Service. 73

Holder noted that

it represented "a vi tal step in determining our entire future course of
action, with regard to both land acquisition and development."

Referring to

a simultaneous land acquisition compromise submitted to Fagergren, Holder
mused it "could solve many of the problems which have plagued us for over
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three years, [but] without prompt action on this proposal, we will be forced
to enter into arrangements for hasty (and expensive) storage of a vast
quantity of material, at some location off the immediate premises.,,74
The compromise, rejected by the Cook sisters, prompted Richard Holder to
recommend condemnation action.

On a more posi tive note, interim headquarters

construction concluded on November 20.

The complex lacked only directional

signs and exhibits for full operation.

The Serv ice wi thheld final payment

pending adjustments on the water chlorination system by the Western Plains
Construc tion Company. 75

Evacuating the Ranch House, 1969

Roy Weaver, wi fe Carol, and son Je ff were the fir st National Park
Service family to experience an Agate winter in late 1968 to early 1969.
Their experience was hard, but valuable lessons were learned.

The National

Weather Serv ice had installed a weather-monitor ing station at the monument
six weeks before the first major snowstorm struck the area in mid-December.
The storm was typical for the region.

Thirty-mile-per-hour winds and wind

chills averaging forty degrees below zero hal ted the already sparse
visitation.

The county road to the interim headquarters area drifted closed

in several places prompting Weaver to request the future use of snow fences.
Vehicles failed to start.
lines froze.

Telephone and electrical lines went down.

Water

The harshness of the elements nevertheless brought area

residents closer together.

George Hoffman and his ranch hands helped clear
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the roads and start frozen vehicles.*

The Weavers spent Christmas Day in the

Hoffman's home. 76
Roy Weaver spent January 18, 1969, clearing pathways through the
cluttered attic of the Agate Springs Ranch House.

He did not reorganize any

of the items, fearing that any over-concentration of weighty objects might
cause the attic floor to collapse.

Five days later, Weaver went to historic

Fort Robinson to empty the fort's stable, hotel attic, and dining hall of
Cook Collection items in storage there.
trucks.

The material filled two pickup

On January 31, another load was transported to Agate for storage.

The items half-filled "Uncle Jack's House" (the fonner residence of John
Cook, Captain Cook's brother), a small house among the cluster of buildings
at the Agate Springs Ranch headquarters.

Larger items such as horse-drawn

carriages and other vehicles remained at Fort Robinson. 77
With the coming of spring, Weaver found himself spending his lieu days
branding cattle and fighting small fires on neighboring ranches.

With the

seasonal assistance of laborer Terry Osborne, he also installed directional
signs, set a flagpole in a concrete base, and planted trees, shrubs, and
grass in the interim development area. 78
About 250 cottonwoods and Russian olive trees were planted and had to be
watered by hand two times a week during the hot summer and once a week during

*In a related vein, winter was not the only hazardous season. Summertime
brought with it the proliferation of wildlife, particularly rattlesnakes. In
one summer, a total of twenty-two rattlesnakes were removed from around the
Park Service trailers. One of Carol Weaver's unpleasant tasks before
allowing her son to play in the yard was to patrol with a shovel in all the
areas the snakes were likely to hide. Such were some of the not-so-unusual
happenings of life at Agate, Nebraska.
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the remainder of the growing season.
complete.

The task required all morning to

Because there was no maintenance work space, craft activity took

place outdoors on sawhorses.

The comfort station trailer, divided into male

and female sections, possessed a center section used for storage of tools.
Whenever the seasonal ranger vacated his trailer, Weaver converted it into a
temporary maintenance shop.
& RM concept.

Weaver later recalled:

"We operated under the I

Tradi tion all y that is known as Interpretation and Resource

Management but the AFGO modification was Interpretation, Rangerin' (resource
management/protection), and Maintenance.,,79
Richard L. Holder transferred to the position of Programs Specialist in
the Southeast Regional Office in Atlanta on March 23, 1969.

Scotts Bluff's

Chief of Interpretation and Resources Management Benjamin Ladd served as
Acting Superintendent of the two monuments in the interim administrative
per iod.
On May 16, Robert G. Simmons, Jr., legal representative of the four Cook

daughters, noti fied the Park Service that family members intended to occupy
the ranch house for the summer on June 1.

He wrote that while his clients

respected the government's rights and property interests, they would not be
responsible for the care or maintenance of the historical items. 80
In mid-June, Dinosaur's Geologist/Paleontologist Ted White arrived to
sort geological and paleontological material of the Cook estate for exhibit
and storage.

White gave the Diceratherium slab (placed next to the ranch

house in 1934) a new plaster jacket and readied it for removal to the interim
visitor center.

White found the slab, a right-angle triangle, incompatible

wi th the concrete exhibit base and cover, equilateral triangles.
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White had

~
I

1,

to cut the slab in half so that the facilities for exhibiting it could be
utilized.

The half containing a skull would be exhibited while the other

half was jacketed for storage.
White expressed dismay at t-hrgaret C. Cook's donation of the Cook fossil
mammal collection* to the American Museum of Natural History:

"In as much as

it is impossible to establish a paleontological research center without
fossils, that activity must be postponed indefinitely.,,81

He also assessed

the precarious political situation and telephoned Omaha with an urgent plea
for a twelve- by sixty-foot storage trailer to contain the most precious
items.

Acting Superintendent Benjamin Ladd concurred, stating the

collections at the ranch were there "at the sufferance of the daughters, and
it is possible that we might be told to remove the material within 24 hours.
We would have no choice but to comply."

He added that some fossils and

furniture were already ruined by the weather.

At the family's request, a

small outbuilding was vacated for their use as sleeping quarters and the
structure's contents were crowded into other buildings. 82
New Superintendent Homer L. Rouse, formerly of Joshua Tree National
Monument, California, who entered on duty in late June 1969, arrived just in
time to participate in the first evacuation phase of the Agate Springs Ranch
House.

Dr. and Mrs. Grayson E. Meade, the family residents who had asked

that ranch buildings be cleaned out, were pleased that the Cook Collection
materials were being moved into outbuildings which the Meades did not plan
to use immediately.

The Meades indicated they considered the arrangement

*This was the collection Harold J. Cook amassed throughout his life from
fossil areas other than Agate.
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temporary, only until the Service could remove all the objects in a couple of
weeks.
Interpretive Specialist Charles H. McCurdy from the Midwest Regional
Office was present on July 31, 1969, * for the removal of the Diceratherium
slab to headquarters.

Benjanin Ladd operated a lowboy and forklift.

Every-

thing went well until the slab was being lowered into position at the visitor
center trailer when it began to break up.

The plaster jacket held it

together, but a week of intricate stabilization work was required before it
could be put into final position.

Whi te instructed Weaver on the techniques

of fossil reI iefing on the unbandaged portion of the slab.

McCurdy was

struck by Weaver's dedication:
One might well wonder what there is for a ranger to do at
AGFO. Well, Roy Weaver has been putting in a lot of extra
time, much of it dealing with the Cook collection. He has
good relations with the Meades. He used most of his lieu
days to work with Dr. White. His knowledge of the Cook
collection is amazing, almost photographic. I got the
feeling that he knows every item even though the collection
was inventoried on a very general basis. Under his
watchfulness, the collection is in good hands until it can
be pac ked up. 83

On July 7, Regional officials decided the Cook Collection material at
the Agate Springs Ranch would be transported to Fort Larned National Historic
Site, Kansas, for storage. 84

In Homer Rouse's first meeting with the Meades,

Dorothy Meade asked to keep some of the furniture, but remained adamant on

*At 7:45 p.m. on this same day, Weaver responded to a lightning-ignited fire
at the Agate Springs Ranch. The only pumper at the scene of the range fire
belonged to the Park Service. The fire was under control in ninety minutes.
See Agate Daily Log No.1, entry 31 July 1969.
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fighting the Service's land acquisition effort:
Mrs. Meade brought up the subject of National Park
Serv ice acqui si tion 0 f the ranch, and she in fonned me that
the Park Service would have to condemn the land to ever get
it as they plan to retain ownership indefini tely. I advised
her that there was no immediate plans concerning the ranch.
This exchange was all very cordial, she just wanted to let
me know wher e we stand. 85

Rouse recommended that, as a goodwill gesture to maintain amicable
relations with the family, a special loan agreement be issued to pennit the
Meades to retain some furniture.

Allied Van Lines workmen arrived on July

31, to begin a four-day packing effort, phase two of the ranch house evacuation.

Photographs and family records were separated to be stored at Scotts

Bluff along with the remainder of the collection already there under the 1963
agreement.

The workmen

Cl.J. ...A)

moved the items from Fort Robinson. 86 *

Dr. Ted

White and Historian Nan Rickey arrived on July 29 to lend their expertise on
sorting and evaluating historical and paleontological items.
members assisted, as did Homer Rouse and Roy Weaver.
on all items desired by the Park Service.

Cook family

Manila tags were placed

Historian Rickey, overwhelmed that

a three-generation family had kept every scrap of wri tten correspondence,
asked the heirs to help her sort through what was known as the "Cook Papers

*The objects stored at Fort Robinson originally came from a large barn at the
Agate Springs Ranch. Mrs. Cook had tenninated all insurance coverage on the
ranch buildings--including the house--and did not want to spend any money to
repair the dilapidated barn which then had to be torn down. Keeping
build ings in repair and fully in sured was a stipul ation of Harold Cook's
will, a provision his second wife chose to ignore. See Mrs. Grayson E.
(Dorothy Cook) Meade, interview with author, Agate Springs Ranch, 22 May
1986, transcript, p. 14.
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Collection."

Things of historical significance were separated from the

mundane (bank stubs, canceled checks, etc.).

Private material, that which

the Cook daughters did not want to become public property, were also placed
in a separate pile and later examined by Rickey.87
The movers started in the attic and removed an estimated three tons of
material through an opening twenty-three inches in diameter.
only half of the items were packed.

After sorting,

On the third day, two small moving vans

arrived and all but eight items were loaded.

Mrs. Margaret Hoffman signed a

museum loan form for two beds and six pieces of bedroom furniture with the
understanding that when the house closed in September, Roy Weaver could then
load them in a pickup and take them to Larned, Kansas.
The evacuation effort ended at 6:30 p.m.,
pounds were shipped at a cost of $1,777.91.

August~.

A total of 18,070

Rouse reported that without

Rickey and White "to weed out junk," the weight and volume of the shipment
would have doubled.

He concluded:

Seeing their family treasures packed and moved out was
somewhat of a traumatic experience for all three of the
sisters who were present throughout the entire operation.
They remained amiable even at times of stress, which are
inevitable under such conditions. I wish to commend the
outstanding efforts of Ranger Weaver, Doctor White, and Mrs.
Rickey in accomplishing this project with such consideration
for the family. I believe that their efforts have greatly
improved our public relations standing with the three
sisters. 88

The Diceratherium slab was jockeyed into final position on July 19.
Eugene Kingman of the Joslyn Art Museum in Omaha, contractor for four interpretive exhibits, arrived for an inspection tour on September 11 to review
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plans and measurements.

An entrance sign, constructed by Lindell Signs and

Display, Ralston, Nebraska, was placed on Highway 29, as were other
markers.

bound~ary

The same month, a portable compressor for the chlorination system

went on-line, but caused a malfunction of the hypoclorinator.

Rouse notified

Western Plains Construction Company, the original contractor, to repair the
system.

Rouse recommended delaying any progress in land acquisition until

spring when he hoped the Cook sisters would be more receptive.

Rouse called

for postponing establishment ceremonies further, also until the following
year when exhibits could be in place. 89
On September 3, 1969, three Midwest Regional Office personnel conducted
a management appraisal report for Agate Fossil Beds National Monument.

J. L.

Dunning, Fred Dicki son, and LeRoy Brown called the Agate Fossil Beds interpretive program "especially well done" in light of limited staff and temporary facilities.

The appraisers noted the principal resource, the fossil

beds, "are ignored at the present time because of budgetary and personnel
ceilings.

This area could become a real attraction if on the site (in situ)

exhibits are uncovered and displayed in a manner appropriate for this important paleontological story.,,90
spectus to be prepared.

The report called for an interpretive pro-

As for planning and development:

As long as the visitor has to wade the river to view the
fossil beds, there does not appear to be any need for
further expansion of existing facilities. Construction of
an access road in 1975 will require an expanded interpretive
program. Additional seasonal housing as well as visi tor
contact facilities will be required. 91
The study also recommended the addi tion of a utility building to serve as a
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fire cache, vehicle storage, paleontological storage and maintenance shop.92
In October 1969, Weaver devoted considerable attention to exploring

monument lands in search of fossils for exhibit purposes.

With a rented

horse from the Hoffman Ranch, Weaver found an excellent devil's corkscrew
specimen which he reliefed off a cliff face and transported to the visitor
center for display.

In the course of exploring the Stenomylus Quarry, the

ranger unwittingly stumbled upon a rattlesnake den near the top of the quarry
hill.

Noting his narrow escape from snakebites, Weaver recorded in the Agate

Daily Log, "I was more careful from then on.,,93
Among tasks in December 1969 was gathering data for the park's resource
management plan.

Over the next several years, Roy Weaver complied checklists

of all flowering plants and grasses as well as the mammals, birds, and
reptiles which he had personally viewed and identified.

A second checklist

contained those species of flora and fauna which visitors reported seeing on
the monument or in the area. 94

Weaver also arranged the negatives in the

park's photographic archives and began organizing a print segment of the same
photography file. 95

Land Woes and Organizing the Exhibits, 1970

The new year 1970 began with Homer Rouse and personnel from the Office
of Land Acquisition and water Resources, Western Service Center,* compiling
*Following a reorganization, these were the new appellations for the Office
of Land and Water Rights and the San Francisco Planning and Service Center.
John E. Ritchie replaced Thomas Kornelis as chief of the WSC division.
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yet another compromise to present to the Cook heirs while at the same time
preparing a condemnation complaint.

Submitted by Fagergren on March 21, the

compromise called for a scenic easement on all ranchlands inside the
legislative boundaries as well as a right-of-way along the county road with
the future goal of an improved roadway to the quarries.

Also included was

the "right of first refusal" giving the government the first opportunity to
buy the ranch in the event the heirs decided to sell it.

Part of the

proposal not written in the easement was a request for a letter signed by all
the heirs granting the Service permission to enter the grounds to study the
area and structures.

Confident of a settlement, Homer Rouse declared:

"It

is our belief that this will meet wi th their whole hearted approval.,,96
Gloom descended when Robert Simmons, on behalf of the Cook heirs,
rejected the March 23 compromise out of hand.

Disagreeing with the standard

terms of a scenic easement agreement, the family planned to submit its own
terms which did not promise to bring a settlement any closer.

In a May 8

telephone conversation with Simmons, Fagergren again failed to reach an
agreement.

The National Park Service promptly filed a complaint action with

the Department of Justice to acquire the scenic easement and access road
easement on the disputed 850.39 acres.

Superintendent Homer Rouse preferred

to wait for site establishment, already long delayed, after a court
settlement. 91
Despite the initiation of legal proceedings, the National Park Service
continued to negotiate for a settlement.

The heirs, led by Dorothy and

Grayson Meade, wanted to retain gas and oil exploration rights or be compen-

•

sated for the loss of their present lease while retaining the right to lease
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for future directional drilling.

They also wished to secure area concession

rights to open a gift shop or other commercial establishment.

Another scenic

easement proposal was rejected in July as too restrictive.
A setback in the negotiations cane in the early morning of November 6,
1970, when Midwest Regional Director Fred Fagergren died in his sleep.

The

loss of this key player contributed to complications which delayed a final
settlement for several years.

The Midwest Regional Office pressed ahead by

injecting a monetary incentive for a settlement.

Previously, the Cook heirs

had always expressed a willingness to donate scenic easements.

The Park

Service added $10,000, which Simmons rejected while countering with an asking
price of $50,000 with other amendments.

By the end of the year, the Justice

Department called for continued negotiations by the Park Serv ice with the
Cook heirs for an out-of-court settlement.
submitted another revision.

On November 27, Service attorneys

It cited a more attractive purchase price, the

hope being that five years of continuous negotiations might finally come to
an end .98
While land acquisition remained a perpetual thorn in the side of park
development, other programs showed real progress.

Installation of vi si tor

center exhibits, delayed nearly a year, were finally approaching completion.
By

March, the Miocene Age wall mural was pain ted and exhibit bases were under

construction.

The Midwest Regional Office

a~sured

the park of a May 1

completion date, and sent two other professionals to conduct preliminary
studies on a trail bridge to cross the Niobrara as well as a self-guiding
nature trail to the quarries. 99
On schedule, contract supervisors Eugene Kingman of Qnaha and Charles
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McLauglin of Lubbock, Texas, arrived on May 1 and installed the visitor
center exhibits.

They were aided by monument staff, augmented by a

historian and a seasonal laborer. 100

seasonal

The trail, footbridge, and a fossil

exhibit were all canpleted in the spr ing of 1970.

Br idge abutments were

poured in mid-May wi th great difficul ty because bags of cement had to be
floated across the Niobrara on logs.

The focal attraction on the one-mile

trail was the twelve-foot reliefed remains of a two-horned rhinoceros at
Carnegie Hill.

Project reliefing work was directed by Ted White with the

assistance of Tobe Wilkens of Dinosaur National Monument, Roy Weaver, and
seasonal laborer Terry Osborne.

The tractor front end loader fran Scotts

Bluff, operated by Homer Rouse, widened the initial trench.

On May 20, the

reliefing crew began cutting into the cliff to uncover virgin deposits.

Work

continued up to the July 13 opening date of the "Fossil Hills Trail."
Additional reliefing came in the fall.

On Septmeber 15, a team from

Dinosaur National Monument arrived and worked wi th Weaver on Carnegie Hill.
They reliefed a four- by fifteen- by twenty-foot area, reaching a rich bone
layer on September 17.

During the work, visi tors were constantly warned not

to disturb the exposed fossil specimens.

In the ensuing weeks, Roy Weaver

and Terry Osborne finished the relief work.

In order to ensure protection

until permanent plexiglass exhibit cases could be installed the following
year, they back-filled the bone layer. 101
Relations with the Cook heirs remained correct and cordial.

Haner

Rouse's request for permission to measure and photograIil the ranch buildings
was granted.

Mrs. Dorothy Meade responded that she had no objection to the

Park Service having accurate recordings in case some or all of the structures
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were destroyed by fire or other disaster. 102

Because the family rented the

ranch house during the winter, -the Service's Historic American Buildings
Survey (HABS) dispatched Charles Lessig to the area.

Lessig, accompanied by

Tom Weeks from Qnaha, arrived October 13 to accomplish the task before the
new tenants moved in. 1 03
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CHAPTER FIVE

A DECADE OF CHALLENGES AND REASSESSMENTS, 1971-1980

Challenging the Cook Estate, 1971

Superintendent Homer L. Rouse began the new year 1971 with a status of
operations report to Regional Director Leonard J. Volz who filled that
position following the November 1970 death of Fred Fagergren.
tion was ranked as the number-one concern.

Land acquisi-

Pessimistic on the forthcoming

response from the Cook heirs to the compromise for scenic and access road
easements, Rouse wanted to proceed with the condemnation action:
You will no doubt become involved in this final action as
will the local congressmen. It has been their practice to
solicit congressional help each time final action appears
imminent. The case history is quite lengthy and has had a
great bearing on the development of the area. This change
to scenic easement with no other rights to the Agate Springs
Ranch makes it imperative that a Master Plan be developed
with a strong statement on history.1

In the curatorial area, Harpers Ferry Center authorized $3,000 for cura-153-

ting and cataloging the Cook Collection.

Rouse expressed dismay at having

responsibility for the care and protection of irreplaceable materials stored
at far-away Fort Larned. 2
The answer from Margaret Cooks' stepdaughters on the question of scenic
easements came in a letter from their attorney, Robert G. Simmons, Jr., on
February 8, 1971.

While the letter never mentioned the easement question, it

threw National Park Service plans at Agate Fossil Beds National Monument into
confusion.

Enclosed in the letter were photocopies of two legal documents

recently discovered by two of the daughters, Eleanor Naffziger and Dorothy
Meade.*

The documents revealed that in 1916, the Cook Collection transferred

ownership from Captain Cook to his mother-in-law, Mary E. Graham, in exchange
for land.

In 1931, Mrs. Graham donated the Cook Collection to the Cook

Museum of Natural History at the Agate Springs Ranch.

Lawyer Robert Simmons

concluded, therefore, that Mrs. Margaret C. Cook's donation of the Cook
Collection in 1968 was unlawful:
Under Nebraska law, these instruments create James H.
Cook and his son, Harold J. Cook, as trustees. Anyone
receiving under them would likewise continue as trustees.
It follows that the collections were not, since 1916, the
personal property of James H. Cook or Harold J. Cook, and
could not become the personal property of Margaret C. Cook
by inheritance. Margaret C. Cook was aware of this fact, as
demonstrated by her signature on the conveyance dated 1931.

*The documents were discovered when the Cook heirs culled through the considerable stack of papers left behind following the summer 1969 evacuation of
the Agate Springs Ranch buildings. Mrs. Meade believed her father intended
to form a corporation of the Cook Museum of Natural History with his
daughters as trustees. Because no official incorporation had ever been
undertaken, no serious claim for ownership on behalf of Harold Cook's
daughters could be made. See Mrs. Grayson E. (Dorothy Cook) Meade, in"terview
with author, Agate Springs Ranch, 22 May 1986, transcript, p. 16.
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The law of Nebraska states that a trust never
terminates for lack of a trustee. Therefore, the trust
still continues and these collections are the property of
the Cook Museum of Natural History as a trust.
The ladies recall Harold Cook's statement that they
were to be joint trustees of the Cook Museum of Natural
History. They did not see how Mrs. Cook could donate the
collections personally, since she was only one of several
trustees. These papers underline that fact. Additional
papers list as trustees Margaret Cook, Dorothy Cook,
Winifred Cook and Eleanor Cook, as well as James H. Cook and
Harold J. Cook and Margaret C. Cook.
The sisters are aware that this creates an awkward
situation for you. They regret this, and fully understand
that the National Park Service, in assuming ownership of the
collections, did so in good faith.
Nevertheless, they request that ownership of these
collections be honored, and the National Park Service
account for them and arrange to return them to the Cook
Museum of Natural History, at Agate, Nebraska. 3
The Park Service girded itself for a court fight.

Rouse transmitted the

potentially explosive documents to the Washington Office on February 12,
1971, adding he was abandoning curatorial plans for the collection until the
status of ownership was determined.

The Service appealed to the field

solicitor of the Department of the Interior. 4

Homer Rouse's February 23

reply to Robert Simmons' letter was short and terse:

"The subject concerning

the Cook Family Collection has been turned over to our Field Solicitor for
study.

I will keep you advised of further action on this subject. II5

The Sol ici tor Opines for the Park Serv ice, 1971

Actually, the official request for a Solicitor's opinion did not leave
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the Midwest Regional Office until March 12,6 but a speedy, unofficial opinion
by Regional Solici tor Palmer King on March 17 favored the National Park
Service. 7
Simmons.

On April 2, the Service conveyed the Solicitor's opinion to Robert
Solici tor King noted that settlement of the Cook Estate which

conveyed title of the Cook Collection to the Service was done without "any
contest of the will or any opposi tion on the part of the daughters to the
distribution of the items of personal property":
The "Receipt and Record" signed by Mary E. GrahCIII on
June 16, 1916, and wi tnessed by Harold J. Cook in my opin ion
is without legal significance. The recitations in the
document are simply a self-serving statement by Mrs. Graham,
the purported recipient of the property, that she had
conveyed certain land to James H. Cook (Captain Cook) and in
return he had sold and transferred his collections to her.
To have any significance, the document should have been
signed by Captain Cook as the seller of the property rather
than by the purported buyer.
Thus, there is no ev idence that Captain Cook was ever a
party to any such agreement, and there is no ev idence that
the collections were ever delivered into the possession of
Mrs. Graham by Captain Cook, or that Captain Cook ever
regarded his collections as belonging to anyone other than
himself. The collections remained in Captain Cook's home,
in his possession, and in his apparent ownership until his
death in 1942.
As for the "Donation" to the
Cook Museum of Natural History dated September 24, 1931,
signed by Mary E. Graham and witnessed by Harold J. Cook,
John F. Cook, and Margaret C. Cook, it is my opinion it is
likewise of no legal consequence. In light of the lack of
legal significance of the 1916 instrument, I find no
evidence that Mrs. Graham had legal ownership of the
collections and thereby authority to make a donation of the
collections. Here again, Captain James Cook did not witness
or sign the instrument nor is there any evidence showing
that he even had knowledge of its existence. In any event,
it is questionable in several respects whether this instrument meets the legal requirements for the establishment of a
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valid trust, or whether, if a trust did result, it survived
after the death of Captain and Harold Cook. As for the
daughters' recent recollection of Harold Cook's statement
that they were to be trustees, there is no such provlSlon in
the 1931 document for appointment of successor trustees in
any such manner, and thus no basis that would give them
standing to demand that the pr'operty be returned to Agate
Ranch and placed in their custody.
I can readily understand the interest of the daughters
in the collections, but I am sure that you also understand
that Government employees have no authority to surrender
property in their possession where ti tle has been decreed to
be in the Government except upon the clearest evidence
showing that the decree of the Court conferring title was
void. As stated above, it is my opinion that no persuasive
facts, documents or other evidence have been presented that
would cast any substantial doubt on the Government's
rightful ownership of the property.8
With the firm Solid tor's opinion, Rouse reactivated curatorial plans
for the Cook Collection.

From April 20 to 23, Vera Craig, Harpers Ferry

Center Curator; Paul Magyar, seasonal curator; and Roy Weaver were at Fort
Larned to inspect storage facilities and assess needs.
collection scattered in four separate buildings:

They found the

North Officers' Quarters

(HS-09), Quartermaster Storehouse (HS-O 6), New Commissary Storehouse (HS-04),
and South Officers' Quarters (HS-07).9
While the dispersal of the collection at Fort Larned caused Rouse much
concern, he postponed any immediate action.
for both park areas under his care.
Agate Fossil Beds.

The 1971 visi tor season began

Two clean-up programs were undertaken at

The first was accomplished on April 3, when a local Boy

Scouts of America troop cleaned out two garbage dumps along the banks of the
Niobrara.

The effort came about as part of a nationwide cooperative agree-

ment between the Park Service's Save OUr American Resources (SOAR) and the
Boy Scouts' Conservation Good Turn programs. 10
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The second project in mid-

July involved hazardous rock removal from Carnegie Hill.

Jack Gartner, an

explosives expert from Rocky Mountain National Park, successfully applied his
talent to a dangerous rock overhang on Carnegie Hill to prevent potential
visitor injuries and large tort claims. 11

The work resulted from a major

June 9 rockslide which missed the glass exhibit cases, but smashed the
seating bench for visitors. 12

Rescuing the Collection from Fort Larned, December 1971

The summer 1971 season (and for the next several years) brought
persistent problems with strong skunk odors emanating from beneath the
visitor center trailer.

Tear gas, used in sufficient quantity, proved an

effective deterrent. 13
Roy Weaver's position, which had been down-graded for an undertermined
length of time to Ranger-in-Charge (GS-07), returned to its original
authorization of Management Assistant (GS-09) on March 7, 1971.
reflected legitimate position reponsiblities.

The change

Weaver's duties further

increased in mid-1971 when he began the two-year in-park Mid-level Manager
Development Program. 14
Homer Rouse's doubts about the safety of the Cook Collection intensified
after the curatorial team returned from Fort Larned.
Fort Larned to inspect the facilities first-hand.

In June, he visited

What he saw shocked him.

In one of his last actions as superintendent before transferring to the
washington Office in late August, Rouse sent a memorandum on August 6to
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Regional Director Leonard J. Volz pleading his case.

Recalling August 1969,

when "on short notice we were forced to move all 18,070 pounds of material
out of the ranch house and seek temporary storage," Rouse argued that Fort
Larned was chosen on the sole cri ter ia that it was the closest area in the
Midwest Region with space to accommodate the collection.

The choice, Rouse

asserted, was a bad one:
It is my 0pwlOn that the storage of the inherited
memorabilia fran the Cook estate in the old buildings at
Fort Larned, Kansas, is a mistake. In a [sic] effort to
save money on storage we are contributing to the rapid
deterioration of this material at the inconvenience of the
staff at both Fort Larned and Agate Fossil Beds. 15

Rouse related the egregious conditions at Fort Larned.

The fort's old,

deteriorated buildings had taken a severe toll on the collection.
and dust had damaged materials not stored in boxes.
way into some boxes with resul ting fabric damage.

Moisture

Rodents had gnawed their
The massive Cook Papers

Collection competed with the maintenance shop for space.

Fire protection was

almost nil and security poor; access to some buildings could be gained simply
by pulling boards off windows.

Restoration activities on fort buildings ne-

cessitated constant moving of boxes.

Rouse also feared that the Fort Larned

Historical Society, a group actively pranoting their area, might be tempted
to mix Cook materials in with their own.

In conclusion, Superintendent Rouse

called for the return of the materials to Agate Fossil Beds for safekeeping
and cataloging.

He recommended that a prefabricated metal build ing measuring

forty by seventy-two feet ($5,000) be erected to store the collection. 16
On September 1, approval of funds for a storage facility at Agate ccme
from Qnaha.

Unfortunately, it was impossible to have the structure in place
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for the transfer of the collection by early winter. 17

Refusing to allow the

Cook Collection to suffer a third winter at Fort Larned, Harpers Ferry Center
recommended the Cook Papers Collection be transferred to a 600-cubic-foot
storage space in the basement of the Midwest Regional Office. 18

This was

accomplished on December 1, while i t took a full three days to load and
transport the remainder to Lincoln, Nebraska, where the Midwest Archeological
Center had arranged for storage space in the basement of the old Post Office.
A few of the larger pieces remained behind, on loan to Fort Larned. 19
The next step for park management was to return the entire Cook
Collection to Agate Fossil Beds National Monument where it belonged.

Stalemate, 1972

Donald R. Harper, former District Ranger (South District) at Bighorn
Canyon National Recreation Area, Montana, became Superintendent of Scotts
Bluff and Agate Fossil Beds in October 1971.·
followed.

Other administrative changes

Management Assistant Roy W. Weaver transferred in 1972 to Glen

Canyon National Recreation Area, Arizona, and was replaced by Dennis J. Turay
on November 11, 1972.

Alice 1. Swigert, part-time clerk-stenographer,

resigned and was replaced by Linda D. Hahn on July 10, 1972. 20

·Don Harper's National Park Service career began in 1960 when he entered a
student ranger trainee program at Yellowstone. His first assignment was at
Glacier National Park, followed by Rocky Mountain, Shadow Mountain, and
Bighorn Can yon. See Don aId R. Har per, in terv iew with author, Fort ColI ins,
Colorado, 29 October 1985, transcript.
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Progress on the scenic and road easements had stalemated.
sisters refused to budge.

The Cook

Neither did they recognize the validity of the

Solici tor's opinion on the ownership of the collection.

Superintendent

Harper noted on February 29, 1972:
I propose to continue work on the collection, sorting and
cataloguing as funds and manpower allow. However, the
situation should be settled. I recommend that the sisters
be infonned that we are proceeding on the basis of the
solicitor's opinion, and that if they feel the necessity of
litigation, they can proceed .21

The Cook heirs filed a lawsuit for possession of the Cook Collection
against the National Park Service in mid-1972.

Don Harper compiled a list of

men who knew Harold Cook and were connec ted with his work and the" Cook
Museum of Natural History" to assist the Service in the pending litigation.
Four names were on Harper's list:

Dr. James Reed Macdonald, Professor of

Paleontology at Foothills College, California; Dr. Malcolm C. McKenna and
Morris F. Skinner, curators at the American Museum of Natural History; and
Dr. Ray Lemley, Rapid City, South Dakota. 22
Curatorial care of the disputed collection did indeed continue.

A staff

archeologist from the Midwest Archeological Center inspected the stored Cook
materials at both Fort Larned and Scotts Bluff on May 4 and 5.

He recom-

mended it was in the Service's best interest to bring all the artifacts,
except those on loan to Fort Larned and in storage at Scotts Bluff, together
in Lincoln for cataloguing and preservation treatment.
entire collection should be fumigated .23

In addition, the

The park and Regional Office

adopted the recommendation and relocated the Cook Papers Collection from
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'or- - -

Omaha to Lincoln.
Two days of excavations by a team from Foothills College, California,
took place in August 1912.

Led by Dr. James R. Macdonald, the student

paleontologists arrived on August 6 and spent the following day organizing
for the dig with Roy Weaver.

On August 8 and 9, excavations (via permit) at

several sites were heavily visited by the curious public.

Following

Macdonald's visit, Weaver devoted time to preparing a contract for the
paleontologist to author a section of the park's forthcoming handbook. 24
In September 1912, the Nebraska Department of Roads relocated the" Aga te
unincorporated" signs and placed "No services next 60 miles" signs south of
Harrison and north of Mitchell on Highway 29. 25

On September

6, Roy Weaver

accepted a transfer to the position of Waweep District Ranger at Glen Canyon;
October 8 marked Weaver's final day at Agate Fossil Beds.

In the interim

before Dennis J. Turay entered on duty on December 1, Ibn Harper and rangers
from Scotts Bluff alternated in supervising the area.

Seasonal Ranger Bill

Taylor worked his regular work week during this period. 26
Roy Weaver's four years at Agate Fossil Beds is a significant administrative tenure.

Weaver--and by extension those superintendents under whom he

served--established positive relations with the local community and was held
in high esteem.

He participated in calf-brandings on area ranches with

eagerness and passed the "test" for acceptance.

He recalled, "I was paid the

ultimate compliment when Ralph Moravia, a neighboring rancher of conservative
views, exclaimed, 'Roy, you're OK, for a Government man.'

When I was trans-

ferred one of my neighbors quite seriously suggested that I quit the Park
Service, stay in the area and work for them .,,21
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Weaver enjoyed playing poker

with his neighbors and hosted several "poker evenings" in his own home amidst
the trailer complex referred to by one local man as "the sheep camp"
(anathema to cattlemen).

Weaver served as an officer in the Harrison's Mens

Club and a volunteer in the Sioux County Volunteer Fire Department.

Carol

Weaver, Roy's wi fe', immersed hersel f in the local women's group, the Log
Cabin Club.

Through these intimate social contacts, Roy Weaver successfully

presented the National Park Serv ice mission at Agate.

Al though most

understood Service policies, Weaver admitted, "It was difficult for them to
accept the exclusion of 'all that good grass' from grazing .,,28
Four years after the death of Margaret C. Cook, the Agate Springs Ranch
again became the year-round permanent home for Cook family members.

In

November 1972, Dorothy and Grayson Meade relocated from Calgary, Alberta and
became full-time residents, in part to prove the family's determination to
keep the ranch and stave-off condemnation by their physical, daily presence.
The ranch, fully restocked and regaining economic vigor, became a registered,
family-operated corporation. 29

The Threat of Condemnation, 1973-1974

Condemnation proceedings overshadowed nearly all other activities in
1973.

An interpretation of past negotiations by Robert Simmons and his

clients, however, added further controversy to the already complex situation •

.

In a June 1973 letter, Simmons stated that the late Fred Fagergren promised
that "I could assure these ladies that at no time during their lifetime would
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the Park Service ever attempt to take their land or any part of it to prevent
them from using the land for ranching purposes."

When Homer Rouse became

superintendent, he wanted the verbal agreement formalized, warning that if a
new proposal was not accepted before July 1, 1970, condemnation proceedings
would be initiated for a scenic easement.

When this happened, Simmons

claimed he telephoned Fagergren who said he had no intention of pursing
condemnation, but that the action was done in order to obligate funding while
negotiations continued.

Fagergren assured there would be no litigation.

Simmons said Fagergren's good faith in the matter was evidenced by the lack
of any established trial date.

Upon Fagergren's death, however, new leader-

ship both in Omaha and Scotts Bluff saw scenic easement requirements become
more demanding and some parts of the proposed scenic easement east of Highway
29 became fee acquisition.

Because the Service wished to restrict modifica-

tion of ranch buildings, the Cook heirs asked for substantial damages if they
could not use their property like other area ranchers.

Simmons believed the

demand for fee acquisition evolved because the Service thought "if they were
going to have to pay substantial damages, they might as well own the land."
Simmons concluded:
Not only because of Mr. Fagergren's assurances but because
they need the land in their operations of the ranch, my
clients have directed me to resist in every possible way the
taking of the fee but to cooperate in every possible way for
the acquisition of the scenic easement that would protect
the land and keep it in the same general condition for such
future time as the Park Service may need it in some future
generation [sic].3 0

A careful review of Park Service records failed to reveal evidence
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corroborating Simmons' contentions.

Apparently, these verbal agreements were

just that, and not committed to paper.

Upon receipt of Simmons' letter,

however, the Bark Service investigated the history of land negotiations, but
the files do not indicate that any specific new information was uncovered. 31
As far back as January 30, 1973, the Meades informed Superintendent
Harper and &nagement Assistant Turay that they would oppose any "National
Park Service actions to obtain interest in Agate Springs Ranch land and that
condemnation would be the only way the Government could proceed if it wished /
to obtain ownership of their lands.,,32 *
As court dates were set, more conferences were held.

In a June 9

meeting at Scotts Bluff with Superintendent Don Harper, the Meades requested
that the Bark Service dismiss its condemnation suit in exchange for scenic
easements.

Harper refused. 33 **

In a June 15 meeting at the ranch, the

Meades and Margaret Hoffman again tried to persuade Harper to change his
recommendation and not proceed with condemnation.

Harper presented reasons

why the land should be wi thin the National Monument:

"1) Red Cloud's

*Dennis Turay later recalled of that meeting: "I had the impression the
Meades were trying to convince Mr. Harper and myself to take up their point
of view and do what we could to help dismiss any action being taken by the
National Park Service to obtain interest in their lands. I felt they had
intellectually and emotionally taken the cause of battling "Big Government"
and preserving the "Historic Cook Ranch" for the Cooks and they were convinced their point of view was good and just and, if anyone viewed the matter
in any manner contrary to their conviction, they would fight them to the
finish." See &nagement Assistant to Superintendent, 7 August 1973, L1425.
**Don Harper confessed to Regional Director Leonard Volz: "I do not understand why the Meades approached me since their lawyer has written a letter
requesting dismissal of the suit, unless this is an attempt to delay proceedings or cloud the situation. At this time I cannot recommend any change
in our acquisition program." See Harper to Volz, June 14, 1973, L1425.
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campsite, 2) Devil's corkscrew area, 3) Right-of-way for access road, 4)
Historic trails, 5) River fishing (stated as a very minor point), [and] 6) A
good mangerial unit.,,3 4

Civility broke down when the superintendent stated

he would not change his recommendation for fee simple ti tle even if permitted
to do so: "[They] immediately requested the Regional Director's name and
address and stated that they would contact him, since the local people would
not cooperate.

Statements of letters to Congressmen and their ensuing

investigations were also made.,,35
The Service did agree to renew negotiations, but not renounce condemnation unless an agreement was reached)6

Letters appeal ing to legislators

followed 37 , and were answered by Leonard Volz on July 10, 1973.

Volz

admitted that administrative reorganizations and the absence of key
individuals had indeed hampered the Service's effectiveness, but it continued
to make every effort to accommodate the Cook heirs while cOOlplying with the
Congressional mandate.

Because the heirs had declared the Service "would

never get any interest in their land except by condemnation," Volz stated,
"It was at this point that we proceeded with Eminent Domain action in fee."
He con tin ued :
The tract in question contains formations known as "Devils
corkscrews" which are an integral part of the unit. Chief
Red Cloud's camp-si te is also located thereon and the access
road to the Visitor Center traverses the parcel. To acquire
anything less than fee would make an unmanageable situation
and possibly costs of nearly fee value, leaving the visiting
citizens very little i f anything useable for the funds
expended )8

Volz, Assistant Regional Director for Operations Ken Ashley, Regional
Lands Chief John Wright, Legal Assistant Alfred Suarez, and Superintendent
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Harper met with the Cook sisters and Robert Simmons at Agate on July 13,
1973.

Grayson Meade led the group to various devil's corkscrew's on Service

lands, stating that the quantity was more than sufficient for park purposes.
The negotiations reached an impasse after the heirs insisted it was not
Congress's intent to include the ranch headquarters and that their stepmother
had misrepresented the property which she had the authority to donate or sell
to the government.

Following a lunch break, Volz presented five

alternatives:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Complete acquisition in fee simple
Fee acquisition with possible adjustments in the taking
The Park Service would do nothing
A scenic easement
Taking all the ranch property including that west of the
highway.

Volz stressed the need for a manageable unit.

Simmons countered with a

proposal for a scenic easement for the entire area with cattle grazing and
irrigation continuing as before, Service maintenance of the road and fencing,
and a damages fee of $15,000.

The meeting adjourned with Volz asking for

Simmons' offer in writing at which time Volz would consider it in the
interest of favorable park operations. 39
On July 15, while both sides considered their respective positions,
Dennis Turay inspected daemonelix specimens on the former Buckley tract and
then crossed over onto the Agate Springs Ranch land on the pretext of fire
protection patrol and to check on boundary monuments.
permission from the Meades prior to the inspection.

He did not receive
Turay operated under a

suspicion that the Meades, two days previously, had not shown Park Service
personnel all the daemonelix existing on the tract.
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Turay researched file

information and found the bulk of these fossils could be found on disputed
Tract 01-103.

Crossing the boundary monuments, Turay searched for

daemonelix:
Just by walking a short distance south and west, a tremendous quantity of outstanding Daemonelix were visble. I was
very elated, and fel t that these spacimens [sic] were the
best to be found wi thin out' proposed boundary (I had been
looking allover our lands. for the previous 3 months and
could find nothing to compare with what I saw in a short 20
or 30 minute look on Tract 01-103). I had a feeling Grayson
Meade was trying to keep the facts about the Daemonelix on
Tract 01-103 [a] well-guarded secret and had tried to steer
our attention to the few Daemonelix on Highway 29 and the
few poorly exposed specimens on our own lands. I did not
feel I ~as trespassing or going beyond my duties during the
process of discovering what earlier N.P.S. studies had said
was there all along. 40
Wi thout acknowledging that a previous inspection had occurred, Paleontologists J. Reid and Laurie Macdonald; Midwest Region Interpretive
Specialist Jim Schaack; and Don Harper and Dennis Turay inspected the Cook
tract on July 26 with Grayson Meade.

Schaack determined the daemonilx

deposits merited Park Service control and only fee acquisition could provide
adequate preservation of all the historic and geologic sites. 41
When Grayson Meade discovered it was Turay's clandestine investigation
which prompted the Macdonald and Schaack visi t, he became enraged and
confronted Turay for his "low and despicable act.,,42

Such was the volitale

state of area public relations.
Hopes raised by the July 13 Volz-Simmons meeting were dashed in early
September when the National Park Service rejected the Cook heirs' terms.

On

September 10, Superintendent Harper refused an interview with a local television news reporter who had been contacted by Dorothy Meade.
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Harper, on the

advice of the Midwest Region and Washington Office IS, declined to comment
because to do so might prejudice the outcome of the trial set for October
in North Platte. 43

Two days later, Dorothy Cook Meade issued an open

"Si tuation Statement" to friends and neighbors.

It accompanied a petition

directed at Senator Roman Hruska to intercede and stop condemnation of fee
title to the disputed 565 acres.

The five-page letter outlined the history

of "our struggle with the National Park Service," and the last four paragraphs succinctly summarize its tone and objective:
For some years the NPS has been getting a reputation in
many states for its ruthless land grabs and dicatorial
approach to the taxpayers. In Nebraska, up to now, the
image of the benevolent Service and its friendly rangers has
remained unscarred, largely because almost no one in
Nebraska has had direct experience with NPS power plays. If
this case gets into court, it will be the first condemnation
of land by the the NPS in the state of Nebraska.
The Act does not mention specific land to be acquired;
only township and range. If it is legal to condemn our 565
acres, as distant and irrelevant to the Monument as they
are, the NPS could equally well under the Act condemn any
land within the township, on any equally capricious excuse.
If they force sale of our 565 acres, they may well decide to
acquire another 585 acres, to complete their permissable
3,150 acres.
My father, Harold Cook, originally interested the NPS
in making a Monument of the fossil quarries, and building a
museum to house the donated collections of fossils and
Indian artifacts, shortly before his death. He has placed
us in the position of the Bedouin who let the camel put its
head into the tent: we have been trying ever since to heave
the rest of the camel out.

There is no question that the Monument, as it exists
today, would not have been possible without the care and
forethought of my father and grandfather in preserving the
collections and developing and protecting the fossil
quarries. It would be a poor return, indeed, for their
public spirit if the National Park Service were allowed to
dismember the ranch that they built. 44
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The Meade letter and petition enjoyed wide publicity throughout the region. 45
The land acquisition litigation, "a situation requiring careful treatment," took precedence over all other administrative concerns.

Don Harper

remarked that the four sisters and their lawyer were masters at using "all
forms of news and communications media in their effort to cancel, avoid, or
delay the proceedings.,,46

While the condemnation controversy continued to

swirl, local park highlights were the beginning of construction of the
storage and maintenance building on October 23, and submission of Dr. James
Reed Macdonald's manuscript to Harpers Ferry Center for a park handbook.
Several trial dates had been set only to be canceled by a request for a
delay.

The persistence of the Department of Justice prosecutors, however,

convinced the defendants to seek a negotiated settlement.

A critical element

was introduced on November 20, when Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Interior Douglas P. Wheeler wrote to the Cook heirs.
letter to reach an agreement.

Wheeler designed the

Rationalizing the area was not vital to the

purpose of the national monument, Wheeler admitted there was no condemnation
action being pursued against the ranch headquarters area or any land west of
Nebraska 29.

Wheeler added a qualifier to his remarks:
Although we would be reluctant to make a formal, written
commitment that this portion of the Ranch would never be
acquired for the Federal project, we can defini tely say that
there are no present intentions of acquiring this land west
of the highway. 47

Deputy Assistant Secretary Wheeler's letter was the capstone of the
eight-year struggle.

Accomplished in December 1973, the official settlement

was filed the following month in U.S. District Court in Onaha.
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The govern-

ment agreed to pay $40,000 for title to 300 acres and scenic easement on 264
acres.

Fee ti tle land lay north of the county road at the park entrance off

Nebraska 29 and included approaches to the Devil' s Corkscrew area.

The

scenic easement encompassed land directly south of the county road and east
of the Agate Springs Ranch headquarters.

The decision left all land west of

Highway 29 in the hands of the Agate Springs Ranch. 48
Both side s compromi sed on the ir pr ev ious po si tions.

The Cook si sters

gave up more land than they wanted, and were bound under the scenic easement
not to sell, build, or make any other changes without Park Service approval.
Lawyer Robert Simmons told reporters, "The National Park Service wanted
500-plus acres of clear-title land when they started out, but we contended
that would hurt the ranching operation."

He added that while his clients

were not pleased with the settlement, they felt it was more equitable than
the original offer. 49

Another posi tive development from the settlement was

the withdrawal of the lawsuit to regain possession of the Cook Collection.
In the aftermath of the court's decision, the Cook heirs asked that all
boundary markers on land not owned in fee by the government be removed.

This

included all land west of Highway 29 as well as land east of the highway
which marked the scenic easement. 50

In referring the request to the Midwest

Regional Office, Don Harper recommended the markers be retained in the scenic
easement area to delineate the boundary.51

The repsonse from CAnaha dicated

that scenic easement markers be retained, but those west of the highway could
be removed at the owner's expense. 52
Other 1974 developments included the completion of the storage and
maintenance building on April 25.

The eighty- by thirty-foot prefabricated
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steel structure cost $28,620, and included a maintenance shop (twenty by
thirty feet), a storage room (twenty by thirty feet) and a garage (forty by
thirty feet).

Adjacent to the interim headquarters development area, the new

facility also featured a fenced-in propane supply tank. 53

A weekly evening

interpretive program began for the first time during the s\.lllmer months, and
the end of the year saw yet another change in permanent onsi te managers when
Dennis J. Turay transferred to Lake Mead National Recreation Area. 54

The

park and Regional Office rejected the request from Fort Laramie that several
items donated to them by Harold J. Cook, now surplus to their needs, be
reunited with the Cook Collection.

No one wished to add to the unwieldy size

of the collection. 55
Harrison, Nebraska, lawyer John H. Skavdahl, a relative of one of the
area ranchers, appealed to the Nebraska Congressional Delegation on August 2,
1974, for the harvesting of hay on monument lands.

He cited the serious

drought, depressed livestock prices, and potential economic impact should
ranchers be forced to liquidate segments of their herds because of insufficient winter feed.

He contended that within the Agate monument were 250

acres of sub irrigated hay meadow, a potential yield of 200 tons.

He asked

that the Park Service allow the hay to be cut by Sioux County ranchers to
curb the critical hay shortage, asserting that ranchers would follow Service
regulations and pay a fair price.

Skavdahl cited a refusal of his initial

appeal by the Midwest Regional Office on the grounds that the park was a
natural area.

Skavdahl countered that the area had been harvested by the

prior owner as recently as 1973, and the environmental impact on wildlife
would be min imal .56
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Senator Carl Curtis* forwarded the Skavdahl complaint to Ira Whitlock,
Chief of Legislative Services, in the Washington Office. 57

The response came

from Director Ronald H. Walker, who concurred with the park and Region:
The monument has initiated management programs to
restore this area to a natural condition in order to perpetuate the stands of native prairie. This process of
restoring a natural condition will be quite long, and the
native vegetation is sensi tive to activity which may disrupt
this revegetation process. In order to achieve this
restoration, we consulted with the Soil Conservation Service
recently. That Agency indicated that the process of
restoration will require tha t no haying or grazing be
carried out for a period of another 5 to 10 years, dependent
upon weather conditions.
The various forms of wildlife have been gradually returning to the former ranch area as the native species
return. The action of cutting hay on thi s land at thi s time
would also set this wildlife trend back considerably.
Apparently, there was some misunderstanding in reference to
the implication that the entire 250 acres has been cut for
hay as recently as 1973. Actually, the only area which has
been harvested since 1969 is the 33.9 acres located in what
is referred to as the "horse pasture." The majority of the
area has been in the process of revegetation since 1969. 58
Fortified by a strong record of resisting similar requests elsewhere, the
National Park Service stood firm and upheld its prohibition of hay harvesting
at Aga te Fossil Beds.
Superintendent Don Harper reported in mid-January 1975 that Mrs. Dorothy
Meade was using the Bicentennial commemoration in an effort to pressure the
Service to return the Cook Indian artifacts for display either at the Agate

*Senator Hruska, and likely others in the Nebraska Delegation, rejected the
"parochial request." See Honorable Roman L. Hruska (former U. S. Senator from
Neb raska), in terv iew with author, Onaha, Nebraska, 26 June 1986, transcript,
p. 9.
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Springs Ranch or the Harrison Musellll.

Harper noted no official request had

been received from Mrs. Meade and that, ironically, most of the Indian
artifacts stored at Scotts Bluff were not even in Nebraska, but were at
Harpers Fel'ry Center for preservation treatment. 59
Harper found himself in a difficult, but not unfamiliar, position.
Having grown up on a ranch in South Dakota, he was aware of the problE!lls and
aspirations of area ranchers.

Harper's Park Service training and experience

prepared him to administer Agate Fossil Beds, a new area undergoing all the
growing pains associated with authorization and development.

He made a point

of acquainting himself with the monument's neighbors,* playing poker with
some, dropping by to visi t others, and participating in seasonal cattle
roundups.

Although cognizant of the ranchers fervent desire to keep grazing

lands which had been passed from one generation to the next, Harper embodied
the Service's mission at Agate Fossil Beds as interpreted to him by the
Regional Director and the Director.

He did not consider administering the

monument from Scotts Bluff, forty miles to the south, a detriment.

Communi-

cation between Har per and the on si te Ranger-in-Charge (who, accord ing to
Harper, is free to be "somewhat neutral" and not the traditional Park Service
"bad guy") was constant.

Long-standing Service administrative policy is for

the Ranger-in-Charge to keep the Superintendent informed on all matters
either by telephone or by frequent mutual visits.

While the Ranger-in-Charge

exercises great flexibility as onsite manager, ultimate policy implE!llenting

*For a candid discussion of the relationship of the management team of Don
Harper and Dennis Turay with the principal landowners, see Mrs. Grayson E.
(Dorothy Cook) Meade, interview with author, Agate Springs Ranch, 22 May
1986, transcript, pp. 22-24.
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decisions, however, rests with the Superintendent. 60
Dennis Turay's successor, John B. Rapier III, arrived on January 19,
1975, with the title Ranger-in-Charge.
vacant.

A new park ranger position remained

A temporary clerk-stenographer position also remained vacant until

May when Jeanne E. Weber entered on duty.61

(Jeanne Weber's temporary

position became permanent a year later).
A request to resume excavations at the monument went to Midwest Regional
Chief Scientist Jim Larson on March 28.

The request was from Dr. Robert

Hunt, Coordinator of the Division of Vertebrate Paleontology, University of
Nebraska State Museum.

Hunt was initially approached by Richard Strand,

Visual Information Specialist, Harpers Ferry Center, to assist in making
reconstructions of fossil animals for exhibition at Agate Fossil Beds.
Robert Hunt used the opportunity to present a sales pitch of his own to
Larson.

Since 1972, Hunt and several graduate stUdents were compiling a

detailed geological map of northern Sioux County by examining all known
fossil mammal materials.

The study area encompassed 720 square miles with

Agate and the Niobrara River the southern terminus.

Hunt predicted the

project would continue for five more years and believed a key element rested
in uncovering the mysteries beneath the Agate hills.

He argued, "Because two

of the North American Land Mammal Ages are based on rocks and faunas from the
map area, we believe that our work in the

re~efinition

of these units is of

fundamental importance to North American paleontology. ,,62

Al though it did

not bring results for several years, Hunt's petition set the process for
approval in motion.
The 1975 visitor season saw a few maintenance improvements.
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The monu-

ment's power supply was improved and the roads were regraded through a cooperative effort with Sioux County.63

The season also saw its first and only

rattlesnake bite in monument history, and the victim was not a visitor, but a
park employee.

On August 21, Seasonal Park Ranger William W. Taylor caught a

sixteen-inch rattlesnake on the Fossil Hills Trail.

Taylor took the reptile

back to the maintenance shop to place it in a paper sack whereupon he planned
to exhibit the creature to his Ger ing High School sc ience students.

When he

released the snake into the sack, the creature had enough leverage to strike
instantly, embedding its fangs into Taylor's right index finger.

After

Taylor received medical attention, John Rapier, fil ing a case incident
record, reassessed monument policy on snakes.

Long-standing monument

procedure was to move snakes away from the trail and headquarters area for
the safety of visitors.

Snakes in other areas were left alone.

Rangers

regularly patrolled trails and warnings appeared on trail guides, the park
brochure, as well as a sigi1 at the beginning of the Fossil Hills Trail.

The

system was effective, Rapier noted, because in the monument's ten years, no
visi tor was bitten by a rattlesnake. 64
An Operations Evaluation Team visi ted the park and issued their report
in July 1975.

The team, made up of Hugh Beattie, T<XII Weeks, and T. B. Taylor

of the Midwest Regional Office, noted the Agate Fossil Beds interpretive
program was "surprising for a relatively new area.

The visitor center

trailer is qui te well conceived and the exhibits and onsi te personnel provide
a well rounded and professional orientation to the area.,,65

As for adminis-

tration, the team reported:
Agate Fossil Beds is clustered wi th Scotts Bluff and is
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operated more or less like an isolated or detached district
operation. This type of arrangement appears to be effective
for the present despite some slight indications that Agate
might suffer from the effects of the "step-child complex"
which is many times common in such groups. We foresee a
time in the future when developments at Agate will require
additional staffing, funding, and a dissolution of the
cluster .66

The principal objection, however, was in the area of planning.

The team

stated Agate Fossil Beds lacked "any really definitive planning to provide
guidance for the many developmental activities which have been going on."
Further, all development at the monument should halt until a new master plan
was in effect.

The nearly $80,000 interim headquarters development itself--

five tra il ers; wa ter, sewer, and power di str ibution fac Hi ties; and the 1 arge
storage and maintenance building--"tend[s] to preempt any future honest
planning activity."

The operations evaluators declared that "the cart is

before the horse and the tail does wag the dog!

Consequently, we feel that

it is absolutely imperative that a reasonably comprehensive planning effort
be achieved in the near future.,,67
Direct fallout from this scathing report came in an August 20 meeting in
Omaha between Superintendent Harper and Regional officials reviewing the exhibit plan developed by Harpers Ferry Center.

Regional Director Merrill D.

Beal shelved the exhibit plan, nearly a year in the making, until a master
plan and interpretive prospectus were approved. 68
In addition, Beal dispatched an interdisciplinary team to Agate Fossil
Beds September 30 to October 3, as a result of the Operations Evaluation
Report.

The goal of the "Special Study Team" was to ascertain the viability

of the 1966 Master Plan.

Members included Team Captain Fred Kaas, Landscape
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Architect Jan Wilson, Engineer Ralph Dierks, and Interpretive Specialist T.
Hewitt, all from Midwest Regional Office; Superintendent Dave Lane, Pipestone
National Monument; and Superintendent Don Harper and Ranger-in-Charge John
Rapier III, Agate Fossil Beds.
problems in the Master Plan:

The Special Study Report noted three major
interpretation, access, and location of

developed areas.
Of the three problems, location of developed areas received intensive
attention.

Complicating the issue were archeological investigations con-

ducted in the summer of 1975.

Archeologists uncovered a large site beneath

the interim developed area which, under the 1966 Master Plan, was the same as
the permanent development area.

Additionally, the team found it to be "in

one of the most visually intrusive locations in the valley."

Unlike the

Operations Evaluation Team, the Special Study Team did not consider the
existing facilities of "such value that they will influence future planning."
Rather, the trailers and maintenance building could be relocated wi th only
the loss of concrete slabs and utilities.

The team identified and evaluated

five alternative sites for the permanent development area:

(1) Existing

Headquarters Si te; (2) Cirque Si te (30 to 50 feet on the north side of the
county road below the water

storagl~

tank); (3) Hoffman Ranch Headquarters

Si te; (4) Quarry Si te and Paleontological Area (University and Carnegie
Hills, and Amherst Point); and (5) Nebraska,Highway 29 and County Road
In tersection (northea st corner).
The Special Study Report itemized the following recommendations:
The present master plan ••• be retained with updating as
necessary reflecting 1975 conditions and findings of this
report and the following major items to be added to or
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substituted for those of the 1966 plan.
1.

The main developed area to be si tuated at the
intersection of State Highway 29 and the County Road.

2.

An in terpr etiv e fac il i ty a t the quarry si te. Thi s
structure to receive no lighting or other utilities, to
be strictly interpretive in nature, and to be so sited
as to be invisible fran the immediate valley as well as
the approach to the quarry and the Bone Cabin.

3.

No split developnent facility. With the exceptions of
the Bone Cabin and the quarry interpretive facility all
development to be in the developed area as stated above.

4.

The primary visitor parking area to be at the main
developed area with an off-season parking area within
1/2 mile of the quarry site.

5.

Transportation system. Except during the off-season
there will be no visitor vehicular traffic in the
valley.

6.

The Cook Ranch to be restored to a yet to be determined
period and retained as a form of a living history
interpretive facility. No visitor entry of the house
except by special arrangement.

7.

The Bone Cabin to be retained, restored to the period of
its historic significance, and interpreted accordingly.
All other structures at the Hoffman Ranch to be
obli terated and the si te restored. None of the Red
Cloud Collection to be housed at the Ranch, but rather
in the vi si tor fac ili ty.

8.

Relocation of the present County Road outside the
monument boundary. This road connects State Highways 29
and 2 and is used qui te frequently by area ranchers.

9.

The Stenanylus Quarry developnent to be of last priority
and utilized by special interest persons by permit only.
No g en er al publ ic use.

10.

The use of solar and wind energy will be considered for
use in the visitor and residential facilities. 69

The team also recanmended the interim facilities be retained as is until
construction of permanent development ten years in the future--but with three
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stipulations.
established.

First, a permanent maintenance foreman posi tion should be
If increasing visitation merited, enlarged visitor facilities

should be considered in consultation wi th Harpers Ferry Center.

All Service

structures in the headquarters area should be repainted in buff or earthtone
colors to mitigate the harsh aluminum glare.

Also, the Hoffman Ranch House,

empty since spring 1975, should be occupied by John Rapier and fanily until
its demolition and the vacated trailer utilized as seasonal quarters.
Finally, the quarry in situ exhibits should be upgraded with new protective
covers and interpretive signs. 70

Senator Hruska's Diligent Offensive 1975-1976

The opening salvo in a battle of words fought in Agate, Qnaha, and Washington, D.C., and studiously covered in the press, was lobbed by the lawyer
of the Cook sisters.

In a July 9, 1975, letter to Senator Roman Hruska,

Robert G. Simmons, Jr., related a conversation he had had with a retired
Interior Department official who thought that the State of Nebraska should be
managing the fossil beds.

The unidentified retired employee said the

National Park Service never wanted Agate Fossil Beds, but that "it was pushed
on them by an act of Congress."
sUbstantiate this viewpoint.]

[Of course the public record does not
Further, the Service did not have the funds to

operate the remote area and "it is really a research facility and they are
not in the research business."

The man also confided to Simmons that he

thought it shameful the Park Service had the Cook Collection with no plans to
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display it.

Simmons asked Senator Hruska if he would investigate.

po in ted out tha t as a member of the Board of Regen ts

0

Simmons

f the Un iv er si ty

0

f

Nebraska, he intended to find out if the University would want to administer
the fossil beds should the Park Service abandon the area. 71
Hruska, who prided himself as a champion in the establishment of Agate
Fossil Beds National Monument ten years before, forwarded Simmons' inquiry to
Director Gary Everhardt.

Hruska himself was not in sympathy with this view

point nor did he believe it represented the views of the National Park
Service. 72

His was a significant congressional inquiry; Hruska was the

ranking Republ ican on the Senate Appropr iations Committee.

In the meantime,

Hruska's staff did some homework of its own; one of the Senator's aides
called Midwest Region Programs Coordinator R. Neil Thorne inquiring how much
money had been spent and the development schedule for Agate Fossil Beds. 73
The response to the congressional inquiry came on August 7, from Midwest
Regional Director Merrill D. Beal:
Let me assure you first that we in the National Park
Service who have direct responsibilities for Agate Fossil
Bed s ar e in no wa y d isenc han ted wi th the ar ea. Ther e ha s
been no thought of transferring management to the State of
Nebraska. We regard it as a worthy National Park Service
area. Visitation to Agate Fossil Beds is increasing
steadily, up 19 per cent through June of this year as
compared with last year.
It is true that development of the area has not
proceeded as rapidly as we would have preferred. Problems
wi th acqui si tion of land wi thin the Monument have delayed
the planning and development of facilities. However, recent
negotiations and land acqui si tion make it possible now to
proceed with planning, including development of the Master
Plan and Interpretive Prospectus. That done, we will be
able to program for proper development.
Regarding the Harold Cook collection to which Mr.
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Simmons' letter made reference, the collection is in storage
at the Scotts Bluff National Monument. Before display
efforts can be planned, there needs to be,~ cataloguing of
the collection. We are hoping to accanplish cataloguing in
the reasonably near future. 74
Rather than placate the Senator, Beal's letter merely added fuel to the
fire.

On September 24, Senator Hruska wrote to Director Gary Everhardt that

"plans for improving visitor facilities at the Agate Fossil Beds National
Monument in Nebraska are not progressing at a satisfactory pace."

He advised

Everhardt that in 1965, he was told permanent facilities would be completed
in two to three years.

While conceding that past land acquisition problems

had held up development, Hruska declared, "I see no reason why more progress
has not been made in upgrading this important national historic site."

The

Senator was alarmed by information received from Omaha which forecast construction into the 1980s:

My office was informed that residences for Park Service
personnel would not be started until at least 1979, that a
permanent building to study and interpret the fossils and
artifacts and exhibit them could not be built until 1980,
and that administrative offices and a visitors' center are
not planned for construction until at least 1983.
I strongly urge that Park Service priorities be changed
to move up this proposed construction timetable for the
Agate site.
It seems very strange to me that the Agate Fossil Beds
National Monument, which the Park Service has described as
"world renowned for its rich concentrations of the fossil
remains of mammals that lived fifteen million years ago,"
should be given such low priority. It will be almost 20
years after the bill was signed creating the Agate Fossil
Beds National Monument that visitor facilities will be
constructed if current Park Service plans remain in effect.
That is much too long.
According to the Omaha regional office of the Park
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Service, the proposed budget for the Agate site for FY 1976
is $42,900--an increase of only $200 over the FY 1975 figure
of $42,700.
I ask that you seriously consider recommending more
funds for Agate for the upcoming FY 1977 budget so that work
can begin as soon as possible to replace the temporary
structures there with permanent facilities.
Your cooperation in this matter would be greatly
appreciated. My office stands ready to assist you in any
way possible. 75
A week later, Hruska's letter was released to the media. 76
The Midwest Regional Office provided assistance in answering Senator
Hruska's letter, but a communications breakdown in the Washington Office
almost caused embarrassment for the Service.

Distress was averted when the

response was literally snatched from the Director's desk for correction.

The

error was discovered in Omaha on October 15 when a memorandum, signed by
Deputy Director Russell Dickenson, stated that the $38,000 project for
visi tor center exhibits at Agate Fossil Beds had been diverted to cover cost
overruns at Independence Hall.

The $38,000 project had been included in the

response to Hruska as one of the Fiscal Year 1976 projects.

A series of

telephone calls to the Washington Office revealed that few had been told
about the reprogramming.

Officials corrected the cOOllllunications breakdown

and revised the response before the Director sign6d and mailed it.77

Dated

October 24, Director Gary Everhardt's letter ·stated:
We share your concern in the delayed construction of
permanent structures for this site which was authori zed some
10 years ago. During this decade, approximately 90 new
areas have been added to the National Park System that wil~.
cost approximately a billion dollars to develop in
accordance with the authorizations and intent of Congress.
In addition there are older areas of the Service that have a
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large backlog of construction work to rehabilitate and
restore existing facilities to meet current demands of high
visitation and services consistent with national policies.
The short-term and long-range developments at the Agate
si te will be ci epend en t upo n fund s mad e avail abl e to the
Service to lIieet the most essential projects and national
thrusts. Beginning in fiscal year 1972 and through fiscal
year 1975, major emphasis was placed on developing and
rehabilitating facilities in park areas directly associated
with the events of the American Revolution which has to be
completed for the Bicentennial Celebration in 1976. Consequently, the major portion of budget allowances for development during this period'was allotted to these areas. 78
Everhardt explained that in addition to the Bicentennial, environmental requir em en ts

0

f the Fed er al Wa ter Pollution Control Ac t

0

f 1972 (P. L. 92-500),

and Executive Order 11752* dominated the Serv ice's budget.

He continued:

A planning team recently visited the Agate site to
review the current use of existing facilities and determine
future developments for the park. The team's recommendations are now under review. A decision will soon be reached
to determine whether or not the existing master plan that
was prepared in 1966 is adequate or i f the document should
be revised to meet current conditions and policies.
The fi sc al ye ar 1 977 budg et is in the fo rm ul atio n
stage. However, the inclusion of funds for permanent
structures at Agate will be very difficul t due to the lack
of prerequisite advance planning and the President's desire
to limit Federal spending. 79

*Signed by President Richard Nixon on December 17, 1973, E. o. 11752 required
the Federal Government to design, build, and maintain facilities compatible
wi th the environment in cooperation wi th State and local governments. Wi th
both of the above-ci ted antipollution measures, the National Park Serv ice had
to rehabilitate all inadequate sewage treatment facilities or build new ones
by July 1, 1977. To meet the impending deadline, the Service dedicated the
bulk of its budget to the environmental initiative.
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At this point, the war of words was in full swing.

On November 7,

Senator Hruska wrote, "I am most disappointed in the tone and substance of
your most recent letter ••••

I believe that Agate is one of those 'most

essential projects' and more funds should be made available for i t--as soon
as possible."

Hruska add.ed a suggestion, backed by legislative pressure:
You mention that the recommendations of a planning team
which recently visited Agate are being reviewed. It is
hoped that a reevaluation of Agate's priorities within the
Park Service will be considered and the schedule for the
construction of permanent facilities there will be moved up.
It is strongly urged that as you formulate the Park
Service budget for 1975, consideration be given to the
allocation of more funds for Agate. As a member of the
Interior Appropriations Subcommittee--which has jurisdiction
over the Park Service budget--be assured of my continuing
interest in this matter. 80

The Senator then released the Everhardt letter to the media. 81
On December 1, growing weary of the controversy, Gary Everhardt apolo-

gized to Roman Hruska that his previous letter was unsatisfactory.

In his

Ie t ter, Dir ec tor Ever hardt sta ted :
We do consider Agate Fossil Beds a high priority. However, planning and construction funds made available to the
National Park Service for the last several years have not
been adequate to keep up with the need, considering the
number of new areas added to the National Park System. Consequently, most of the newer areas have not been developed
in accordance with original intents and plans at the time of
authori zation.
The findings and recommendations of the planning team
that recently visited Agate have been reviewed by the
Midwest Regional Office. During the inspection of the area,
it was found that the proposed construction site for the
Headquarters-Visitor Center facilities would be located on
an extensive archeological si te that must be considered for
preservation and protection, in accordance wi th the National
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Historic Preservation Act of 1966. Additionally, if built
at the proposed location, these fac ili ties would be a visual
intrusion on the valley floor wi thin less than a mile of the
fossil-bearing buttes which are the primary resource of the
monumen t. In view 0 f the se find ing s, it now appe ar s tha t
the existing master plan prepared in 1965, along with an
envirormental impact statement, will have to be completely
revised and presented to the public for review, comment and
recommend atio ns.
Since no new construction can be accomplished until
those requirements have been met, we will begin work on the
master plan and environmental statement as soon as possible.
Upon completion, we will request funds for planning and
development in accordance with guidelines formulated in the
rev ised master pl an. 82
Roman Hruska's impatience was understandable.

He was in his final

Senate term, having decided not to seek reelection in 1976.

Examining his

Senate career, Agate Fossil Beds National Monument was an outstanding
accomplishment for his home state.

In terms of permanent visi tor facilities,

Agate Fossil Beds had progressed very little in the ten years since President
Johnson signed the authorization act.

Hruska had to act swiftly to get the

National Park Service moving again at Agate Fossil Beds before his term
expired.

He was unprepared, however, for Everhardt's unyielding response.

The war of words had come to confrontation.

On December 5, 1975, Senator

Hruska lashed out:
Your most recent letter concerning the status of the
Agate Fossil Beds National Monument was read with astonishment. It is inconceivable to nie that after ten years it now
has been determined that proposed facilities for the
monument are too near the fossil beds. Surely, the fossils
have not moved during that period of time.
This apparent mismanagement and neglect of the Agate
site is very disturbing. It is my request that you and your
appropriate staff meet with me and members of my staff as·
soon as possible to discuss this situation. Each time I
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wri te to you it seans I get a different story about the
reasons for delay in the development of Agate.
You can be sure that when you and other representatives
of the Department of the Inter ior appear before the Senate
Interior Appropriations Subcommittee to testify on your
proposed budget for FY 1977, questions about the Agate
situation will be forthcoming. As a member of that subcommittee I will want to be assured that other Park Service
projects are not being managed in the same manner as
Agate. 83
A week later, Senator Hruska again released the exchange of correspondence to
reporters who pounced on the story.84

One syndicated columnist commented:*

As Everhardt will soon find out, it is not good to fool
Grandfather Hruska.
Agate had better receive funding and permanent construction had better go ahead or quite a few other NPS
projects including NPS's budget will be sand-bagged in the
Subcommittee, and as the ranking Republican on the full
Appropr iations Committee, Hruska has enough clout to make
good on his veiled threat. The betting is Everhardt will
back down .85

The basis of Hruska's fundamental difference of opinion with Everhardt
involved Hruska's view of Agate Fossil Beds within the National Park Systan.
Whil e he conceded that Agate was not a spectacular unit--unl ike Yellowstone,
Grand Teton, or Glacier National Parks--he believed Agate represented a vi tal
component "to complete the picture."

Hruska did not believe Agate Fossil

Beds was receiving its fair share of funding and attention, but had lost out
to the "star performers" in the System.

When Everhardt argued that the

*The column, "Washington Grabbag" by A. J. Montgomery of the Rand News
Service (serving Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota, and South Dakota), appeared in
the Decanber 17, 1975, Scottsbluff Star-Herald.
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Bicentennial celebratian required a monopoly of attention and funding, that
is where Hruska drew the line.

As the principal authar 'Of the bill (serving

as Chairman of the Subcommittee for Celebrations and Holidays), Hruska painstakingly ensured that the Bicentennial celebratian would be of a lacal
nature and not a single national event.

For example, a $100 million

expositian in Philadelphia was rejected as inappropriate.

Likewise,

slighting Agate Fossil Beds, a Federal unit significant to the nation's
prehistory, could nat be justified.

Nar could the monopolization of funding

for correcting environmental problems be forwarded as a justification to deny
funding to l'Ocal projects like Agate. 86
In a briefing statement prepared far the Everhardt-Hruska meeting, Midwest Regional Director Merrill D. Beal rehashed all the old arguments and
sta ted the bottam line:

"While the Service has not been able to develap

Agate Fossil Beds in the way which we would have liked, nonetheless (1) we
have acquired the essential lands, (2) the resource is being protected and
(3) the visitar is being served .,,87

The December 17 meeting did see Director Gary Everhardt change his
position.

Roman Hruska announced that the Park Service was beginning work

immediately on a new master plan and public hearings w'Ould commence in the
spring.

Everhardt agreed to present the Senatcr with a construction time-

table for a visitar center, headquarters and residences "as soan as
pass ible."

Hruska declared to reporters, "I think this is a sign that the 10

years 'Of neglect of this area by the Park Service has ended .,,88
In essence, Hruska had indeed wan a major battle, but the war of
attrition wauld ultimately 'Outlast his waning Senate term.
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In January 1976, Service officials announced the first step was to
ini tiate an environmental assessment to be completed by March.

If any

significant impacts were discovered which necessitated a full environmental
impact statement, a full year would then be required to complete the master
plan and development proposals. 89
In March, the Midwest Regional Office submitted a briefing statement
answering questions raised by Senator Hruska.

The budget for Agate Fossil

Beds in Fiscal Year 1977 allocated $48,200 for operations and maintenance, an
increase of $1,700 over Fiscal Year 1976, plus $30,000 in advance planning
funds for development concept plans and comprehensive design for a visitor
cen ter, and $20,000 for an in terpretive prospectus.

If the env ironmen tal

assessment identified no adverse effects, funds for construction drawings and
specifications would follow in Fiscal Year 1978, and construction in Fiscal
Year 1979. 90
While the environmental assessment required additional time, Harpers
Ferry Center made progress in comprehensive design.

By mid-May, review of

plans and drawings began, followed by a meeting in Omaha on May 27.

The

comprehensive design plan included new plexiglass fossil protection cases and
interpretive graphics, wayside exhibit for the Red Cloud Campsite, rehabilitation of the visitor center trailer, and area for full-scale fiberglass
depictions of Morupus, Dicer ather ium , Dinohyus, and Stenomylus .91
Ominously, fund ing for the Development Concept Plan/ Comprehensive De sign
did not make the Fiscal Year 1977 progrcm.

In light of this, on August 20,

the Midwest Regional Office provided the Director with an update on development plans for Senator Hruska.

Each al ternate location for permanent
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facilities presented environmental problems requiring additional definition
and resolution.

Foremost was the need to detennine the extent and signifi-

cance of the archeological site at the existing interim development, which
was believed to be associated with the Dismal River Apache culture.

The

Midwest Archeological Center would determine the extent and importance of the
cultural site.

The timetable sutxnitted in January was already askew.

Instead of March, the environmental assessment did not undergo public review
until the end of September. 92
Midwest Regional Office personnel attempted to have Agate Fossil Beds
historic resources listed on the National Register of Historic Places during
the year.

As early as 1972, the nomination process began for the Harold J.

Cook Homestead Cabin ("Bone Cabin"), and 1976 revisions to the nomination
were accomplished by Archi tectural Historian (Engineer) Richard I. Ortega.
National Register recognition for the Bone Cabin finally came on August 24,
1977. 93

A National Register inventory/nomination for the Agate Springs

Ranch, originally prepared by Roy W. Weaver, languished for over a decade in
draft form because the property was not under the jurisdiction of the
National Park Service and could not, therefore, be nominated by the Service.
With ranch headquarters ownership unlikely in the near future, Regional
Hi stor ian Dav id A. CI ar y recommend ed the fo rm be sen t to the Nebraska Sta te
Historical Society in order for that agency, to nominate the historic Agate
Springs Ranch to the National Register of Historic Places. 94
October 1976 marked the first anniversary of Senator Hruska's public
offensive to speed National Park Service development at Agate Fossil Beds
National Monument.

The Lincoln Sunday Journal and Star commemorated the
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occasion in a critical investigative report.

The October 10 article noted

the Service spent an estimated $872,000 since 1962, with only $219,000
allocated for interim facilities, roads, and trails.
the disparity in visitation figures:

The report highlighted

predicted in 1965 to reach 120,000 to

200,000 in ten years, the monument experienced a peak of slightly more than
11,000 in 1975.

The "Catch 22 of Agate" was also defined:

"The National

Park Service won't give more money to Agate because vi si tor turnout has been
small.

And more people won't visit Agate until the Park Service allocates

more money to provide adequate facilities."

Most importantly, the article

cited the outcome of the November general election as the principal
determinant of Agate's future.

Not only was Senator Hruska retiring, but

President Gerald R. Ford's proposed ten-year Bicentennial Land Heritage progran, which included $637,000 for planning and construction of the Agate
Fossil Beds visi tor center, was in jeopardy if the incumbent lost to Jimmy
Carter. 95

The Great Agate Fence Fight

Another controversy with the Cook heirs came to a head in mid-1976.
Roots of the dispute dated back to 1967 when the park monumented the boundary
between it and the Agate Springs Ranch.

Fmploying his cartographic skills,

Grayson Meade charged that the Service was denying the Cook heirs substantial
acreage of grazing land owned by Agate Springs Ranch.

In January 1973,

following two field investigations with Grayson Meade and George Hoffman,
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Management Assistant Dennis Turay discovered the old boundary fence deviated
to the southwest of the monument on the west property line.

While Turay

offered the possibility of moving the fence in spring, he took the
opportunity to inform Meade that the special use permit which allowed the
ranch to continue getting its water from monument land would expire April 1.
Angered, Meade stated he might remove the boundary markers which were on his
property.

Turay reported to Harper, "I told him it would be in the best

interest of all concerned to leave them until the land situation is cleared
up.

He was not impressed.,,9 6
On May 1, 1973, Turay hammered out an agreement with Grayson Meade in

which each would fence one-half of the common boundary south of the county
road.

Surveying and fence installation commenced immediately.97

On June 9,

in the aftermath of an unfruitful meeting with Don Harper over the impending
condemnation litigation, the Meades demanded that fencing activity cease
because copies of surveyor's notes had not been delivered sixty days in
advance of construction as required by law.

The same evening, Harper ordered

Turay to terminate all fencing activity and then delivered survey papers (a
certificate) on June 15. 98

Two months later, Grayson Meade demanded that

fence build ing be hal ted because he still did not have the surveyor's notes,
only a certificate.

Turay refused, and three days later, on August 23,

Harper concurred with continuation of the project.

The same day, laborers

began removing the fence along the county road and another surveyor arrived
to ensure the location of the south boundary.99
The acquisition settlement in January 1974 created a new fence fight.
Prior to this time, verbal agreements among neighboring property owners in
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which both sides agreed to share expenses for erecting common boundary fences
were standard.

Superintendent Harper's interpretation of the settlement

agreement differed from that of Robert Simmons and his clients.

Harper

contended that grazing would cease in the areas purchased by the Park Service
by May 1, 1975; also, dClllages awarded to Agate Springs Ranch included damages
"that took into account the landowners responsibility to fence the common
boundary if they elected to continue animal grazing on their property."
Harper, backed by the Omaha office, stated that continued grazing would
dClllage fragile daemonelices and natural vegetation.

He warned, "All grazing

on Government land must, therefore, cease immediately.,,100

Pursuit of the

matter was prompted by a desire to end grazing and initial planning for an
interpretive roadside pullout at the Red Cloud Campsi te.
Simmons responded in July 1975 that the settlement only stated there
would be no damage from grazing pr ior to May 1, 1975, not that grazing would
terminate.

He contended his clients were willing to construct and maintain

"a just proportion of the division fence," 101 but the 1974 agreement did not
specify that the damages awarded included the responsibility to fence the
boundary if grazing on adjacent ranchland continued. 102
On August 12, 1975,

Regional Director Merrill D. Beal ruled that the

Service should seek the typical fifty-fifty effort in the fence controversy, 103 and, if unsuccessful, consider funding the entire northern common
boundary on land acquired from the Cook estate.

Harper recommended against

the later provision arguing the potential alienation of all area owners who
contributed an equal share of funds for common boundary fencing.
appe al ed to Be c:l :
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Harper

Construction of 100 percent of the fence at Agate
Fossil Beds National Monument at this time without
consideration will influence future fencing projects at
Scotts Bluff National Monument. These fence proj ects at
Scotts Bluff ••• begin this fall and extend for five years
with "Use and occupancy" provisions. Consistency is
probably qui te important.
Since the Cook Estate will probably never be "friendly
neighbors," and the other ranchers are not yet enemies, I
recommend that we fence the north boundary at Agate, but
only if the Cook Estate pays for half or if they build an
equal amount of fence on the south and/or west portion of
the land. The time for construction of this southern
section could be extended since the area is not as critical,
but it would have to be fully documented to ensure compliance. This recommendation will, I believe" avoid the
problems of building the fence in total. 10q
With grazing continuing unabated, Harper recommended on October 15, 1975,
that the Park Service proceed with fifty percent of fence construction and
resort to li tigation to ensure the Cook Estate paid the remainder, plus
tenninated its trespass grazing. 105
By mid-1976, the Park Service's half of the fence was up, but the Agate

Springs Ranch had done nothing and trespass grazing continued.

On June 22,

Regional Director Merrill D. Beal asked for an opinion from the Field
Solicitor, Department of Interior, Minneapolis-St. Pau1. 106

On July 29, Beal

told Harper that the Meades must begin constructing their share of the
remaining fence within four weeks upon receipt of an official notification.
Fa il ur e to do so would resul t in the Serv ic e contr ac ting the fenc e construction and submitting a bill of collection to them.

Should it go unpaid,

the Service would file a civil action suit in a State of Nebraska court. 107
The incident was an important milestone in the monument's history.

The

"fence fight" episode was a classic example of clashing positions, Le. the
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institution of National Park Service regulations in a new park area.

It was

this difficult situation in which Ranger-in-Charge John Rapier found himself
in the fence fight, acting as intermediary between Superintendent Don Harper
and the Meades.
matter settled

Regional Director Beal and Superintendent Harper wanted the
per~anently

and expeditiously.

The Park Service would use any

means available under the law to resolve the fence fight.

The "worst-case"

scenario involved the Park Service hiring men to roundup the trespass cattle
and transporting them via truck to a feedlot.

For the Agate Springs Ranch to

reclaim its cattle, it would have to reimburse the Service for the roundup,
transportation, and feedlot expenses.

Meanwhile, the Federal Government

would vigorously pursue its complaint action over the fence through the
Nebraska court system. 108
The Meades decried the fact that they were forced to sell the land and
then fence half of it.

Mrs. Meade later commented, "We thought it was rather

like the people who have to dig their grave and then stand there and be
shot! ,,109

With local public relations already abominable, Rapier spoke out

vehemently against appropriating Agate Springs Ranch cattle:
I talked long enough and hard enough against that kind of an
operation as a very last resort. I didn't want to do
something like that. You would wreck your relationship, not
that they were great, but anything you had or any chance of
improv ing them.... If you don't get along with the local
community and local people, you can't expect any support for
things you do in the future; you'.re not a separate entity
unto yourself. If you can't deal with the ranchers you have
really isolated yourself and created a lot of problems for
the area. 110
On July 31, John Rapier and Seasonal Ranger Bill Taylor personally
delivered the official letter indicating the Park Service's intention to
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settle the matter in court. 111
recourse was successful.
be buil t.

Threat of appropriating cattle and legal

Rapier received an assurance that the fence would

The property fence to the west and northwest was completed by

ye ar' send. 112
On October 19, 1976, Merrill D. Beal approved an updated version of the

Statement For Management',113 but not before Dorothy C. Meade had her chance
to comment during public review.

In an August 28 letter to Don Harper, she

protested" several inaccuracies and misstatements contained therein, •••
distortions ••• both expressed and implied."

Mrs. Meade objected to the map

which encompassed the Agate Springs Ranch west of Highway 29, reference to
the ranch as a cultural resource of the monument, use of "authorized
boundary," and three trails she believed did not exist:

Fort Laramie-Fort

Robinson Trail, the Lieutenant Warren Trail, and the Indian Trail. 114

In a

patient October 1 reply, Harper explained the Service's posi tion, agreeing
only to change the terminology on "authori zed boundary. ,,115
The interpretive pamphlets showing the ranch headquarters area wi thin
the authorized boundary were particularly irksome for the Meades.

For many

years they enclosed map did not specify that the area was privately owned and
operated; the visiting public naturally assumed the picturesque setting \o,as a
part of the park.

According to Dorothy Cook Meade, park visi tors proved to

be a constant problem:

We were [bothered] at first. Very much. It was because
they had those pamphlets in which the green area or whatever
the color was indicated that this was part of the Monument.
So people drove right in, started driving their tent stakes
in, and we had to go out and dislodge them. I always felt
strange about it in a way because Grandfather [Cook] had
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always been so wonderfully welcoming, but of course those
were different days, too.
It lasted probably a couple of years until my niece's
husband at our request painted a sign for the gate saying
private property-- "Agate Springs Ranch Private Property"-which has kind of an ugly look to it. We hated that, but we
thought perhaps a few people would get the message and it
did seem to taper it off .116

In mid-November, Superintendent Harper released to the media results of
an archeological survey by the Midwest Archeological Center.

The survey

indicated that the site in the interim developed area lacked significance,
and was therefore ineligible for nomination to the National Register.

Harper

also announced permanent facilities could and would be placed in this
area, 117 north of the Niobrara River and within sight of the Fossil Hills.

Permanent Visitor Facilities?

1977-1980

The year 1977 began with the administration of Gerald R. Ford giving way
to the Jimmy Carter team.

Democrats J. J. Exon and Edward Zorinsky

represented Nebraska in the Senate.

A new voice in the House was Nebraska

3rd District Congresswoman Virginia Smith, a member of the Committee on
Appropriations.

The Meades lost no time in enlisting Congresswoman Smith's

assistance following a promise during the 1976 campaign in which Smith stated
she would permit no further land acquisition at Agate Fossil Beds as long as
she was in Congress.

Mrs. Meade wrote to Congresswoman Smith on February 3,

1977, asking Smith to intervene with the Secretary of the Interior to ensure
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that the Agate Springs Ranch was excluded when he designated the boundaries
of the national monument.

Dorothy Meade extended an invitation to Smith to

visi t the ranch:
To be able to speak from first-hand observation on the spot
would strengthen your position in opposing further land
acqui si tion for thi s Monumen t in the Appropr iations subcommittee.... Admittedly, with a change in Administration,
such designation may be years in the future. Yet we are
concerned that Harper, and possibly his Regional Director,
Merrill D. Beal, will push the matter, and it might be
expedi ted. 118

Planning for the permanent visi tor center began in 1977.

The Denver

Service Center awarded a contract for architectural design to the finn of
Rogers-Nagle-Langhart. 119

In the main tenance area, the park initiated bi-

weekly monitoring of the monument's water system for bacteria levels,120 and
completed the fence removal program.

Agate Fossil Beds' full-time mainte-

nance worker, James Hanson, entered on duty August 14.

In interpretation,

poor attendance during the weekly summer evening interpretive events resulted
in cancellation of the program .121
Significant personnel changes occurred in 1978.

Don Harper transferred

to the position of Superintendent, White Sands National Monument, New Mexico,
on August 13.

Harper was succeeded by Robert L. Burns, former Superintendent

of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, Michigan.
the two onsite permanent employees.

Rapier and Hanson remained

Visitation during the 1978 visitor

sea son found them overburdened even with the assi stance of five seasonal sand
15 Volunteers In Parks (VIPs).

Progress was made on the park's first

Resources Management Plan which was sutmitted for Regional review at year's
end.

Opal Bradford, from the Rocky Mountain Region's Mining Office,
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conducted a search of Sioux County records for potential mineral rights
inholdings.

Concentrating on land inside and adjacent to the monument,

"Nothing threatening was found."

In maintenance, a new sunscreen for the

vi si tor cen ter trailer's porch began and a new 1, OOO-gallon fiberglass septic
tank and leach field was installed at the permanent Ranger's residence. 122
His 1975 petition finally bearing fruit, Robert Hunt of the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln won a contract to provide a geological/paleontological
survey at Agate Fossil Beds.

Hunt began work on a geological map indicating

fossil-produc ing si tes and a report on the fossil potential of the var ious
geological formations and quarries.

Small pit tests were authorized, not

large-scale excavation.
Preliminary drawings for the visi tor center and administrative complex
were also underway in 1978.

Richard Strand and Judith Johnson of Harpers

Ferry Center visited the Meades at the Agate Springs Ranch to photograph and
measure Captain Cook's den for the replica in the proposed visitor center
museum.

Strand and Johnson discussed the $1,000,000 development project with

the Meades who were "appalled" and inspired to ini tiate another letterwriting campaign to the Nebraska Congressional Delegation.

Dr. Grayson Meade

objected to the display of life-size models of animals to be found at the
fossil beds instead of emphasizing actual specimens.

He objected to termina-

tion of plans to build an interpretive center into Carnegie Hill.

"To exhi-

bit fOSSils in a visitor center a mile away from the quarries," Meade stated,
"would essentially be duplicating what can already be seen in museums across
the country."

He also questioned whether the bone bed had not already t.een

worked out and if there were sufficient extant deposits to merit an expensive
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facility. 123
On February 23, 1978, Midwest Regional Director Merrill Beal responded

to Grayson Meade's charges in a letter to Congresswanan Virginia Smith.

Beal

began with an update on the status of the visitor center:

Developnent of the visi tor center has been slower than
earlier projections had indicated. However, planning of the
building is now under way in correlation with the developing
Interpretive Prospectus. We anticipate that planning will
extend through the remainder of Fiscal Year 1978, with
construction beginning sometime the following year.
The preliminary cost figure for actual building
construction is app!"oximately $600,000. This amount also
covers supporting facilities, including administrative
office space, first aid room, restrooms and a storage area
for the Cook Collection materials ••••
The interpretive portion of the building will include
approx ima tely 600 square feet of floor space for the
exhibition of the remarkable Indian artifacts collected by
Captain Cook. The paleontology roan is planned to be only
slightly larger to provide space for utilization of models
of prehistoric animals until adequate articulated specimens
may be obtained at the fossil quarries.
The small library will contain the Harold J. Cook
paleontological library and will remain small enough to
eliminate the need for a librarian. A preparation lab will
be contained in the building as required by the enabling
legislation. 124
Beal assured Smith the project was cost and space efficient, and questioned
Meade's conclusion that the beds were depleted:
The National Park Service [Robert Hunt] has made test
excavations in three different locations around the fossil
hills for in-si tu exhibit purposes and each time have found
the fossil bone layer. This indicates that the layers
extend throughout the hills.
If Mr. Meade's schedule does not permit hi s personal
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involvement, perhaps he would provide the identities of the
other geologists who share his theory. The National Park
Service certainly wants to ensure that all aspects have been
investigated. prior to any commitments.
To make the changes suggested by Mr. Meade would
involve several more years of delay in the construction of
the visitor facilities. While we appreciate Mr. Meade's
concern, we feel that the planning done to date is based
upon accurate information as to the content of the fossil
hills and careful consideration of the most effective way to
present the Cook artifact collection to the visiting
public. 125
Acting Regional Director Randall R. Pope sent a similar letter to Grayson
Meade on April 14.126
A May 1978 Operations Evaluation Report declared the startling news that
site planning for the proposed visitor center was in limbo.

Team members

Hugh Beattie and Tom Weeks of the Midwest Regional Office stated, "It appears
that the A&E may have gone to a lot of effort without the necessary direction
from the NPS."

The firm was asked to return to the drawing board and submit

plans on the following problem areas:

potential floods of the Niobrara, snow

and sanitary waste removal, and the possibility of visi tors climbing onto the
roof of the building.

As for the Cook Collection, it was still stored. in

three separate areas, the maintenance building at Agate and the Quonset hut
and vaul t at Scotts Bluff.

Beattie and Weeks were concerned. for the general

care and preservation of the collection, specifically the lack of climate,
insect, and rodent controls.

The operations evaluators recommended. Regional

Curator John Hunter review the si tuation. 127
During 1978 the Midwest Regional Office directorate frequently discussed
the question of formal establishment of Agate Fossil Beds National Monument.
Bill Dean, Executive Assistant to the Regional Director, noted.:
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The possibility of establishing the main portion of the
monument now and adding another section later was discussed.
It was decided that the piecemeal approach might be
undesirable and that there was no really compelling reason
to take any action now since nothing would be gained. It
was, therefore, decided on July 10, 1978 to give the matter
no further consideration for the present. 128
President Jimmy Carter signed P. L. 95-625, the National Parks and
Recreation Act of 1978, on November 10.
increases in development ceilings.
units included.

Section 101 of Title I provided for

Agate Fossil Beds was one of twenty-nine

Recognizing the toll of inflation, Section 4 of the Agate

Fossil Beds National Monument Act of June 5, 1965, was amended by changing
the development ceiling at Agate from $1,842,000 to $2,012,000. 129

The

$170,000 increase resulted in a tentative Fiscal Year 1981 construction
date. 130
Prel iminary drawings for the v isi tor center! admin istrative fac il ity were
completed in 1979, and construction drawings commenced.
printed the park's handbook.

Harpers Ferry Center

Dr. Robert Hunt completed his study, Report on

the Geology and Paleontology of the Agate Fossil Beds National Monument,
Sioux County, Nebraska.
projects.

The park accomplished several energy conservation

Employees planted fifty-one trees, cottonwood, ponderosa pine, and

Rocky Mountain juniper, around the headquarters area and the ranger residence
to provide a windbreak, shade, and view screen.

They replaced the rotted

visitor center trailer porch and built a sun shield.

Workers placed

insulation in the ranger residence's attic and installed a woodburning stove
both there and in the maintenance building.

Other projects included

elevating the ranger residence's access bridge on the Niobrara to mitigate
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winter ice jams and flooding problems, installing a wheelchair ramp to ensure
handicapped access at the visitor center, and initiating a herbarium guide to
help visitors identify monument wildflowers. 131
Regional Curator and Physical Security Coordinator John Hunter inspected
the physical plant 'on April 17.
--Physical Security Plan.

He subsequently developed a Crime Prevention

An immediate result was the installation of heavy-

duty padlocks and cylinder deadlocks for the visitor center, maintenance
building, and Cook storage room. 132
Hunter's curatorial findings on the condition of the Cook Collection
were particularly ominous.

Since the 1960s, only 200 items had received

adequate preservation treatment; the remainder of the collection continued to
deteriorate, particularly the Cook Papers Collection.

He recommended major

conservation work on 10,000 items, minor preservation treatment for 30,000
items, and the entire collection be placed in adequate storage condi tions.
<Subsequently, the park moved the majority of the Cook material, save that in
the Scotts Bluff vaul t or small storage room at Agate, to the Quonset
building at Scotts Bluff).

Hunter also recommended an inventory of the Cook

papers and recataloging according to acceptable standards.

The estimated

cost was $125,000 over a fiv~year period. 133
By far the most negative media coverage in 1979 came from the Lincoln
Journal.

A June 25 article titled "Agate Fossil Beds Monumental Flop," raked

the Park Service over the coals using new Midwest Regional Director Jimmie L.
Dunning's own words against him.

Statements from the interview with Dunning

such as "it is pretty far off the beaten path," "boring," and "don't expect
any construction in the foreseeable future" were used to weave a dismal
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report.

The inflated pre-authorization visitation figures compared to the

current low figures, the newspaper asserted, proved the fossil beds "have
been a monumental flop as a tourist attraction. ,,134
The low point of Bob Burns' rather uneventful superintendency was the
January 1980 Regional Office announcement that the programmed construction
date for the visitor center had been pushed back from Fiscal Year 1981 to
1985. 135

Service promises and assurances offered during Roman Hruska's mid-

1970s initiative went by the wayside.

With the country in recession and the

Federal budget deficit growing, no permanent visitor facilities for Agate
Fossil Beds National Monument were in sight.
Failure to achieve progress in development at Agate Fossil Beds was
particularly bitter for Roman L. Hruska.

"Retired" in Qnaha and serving as a

consultant to a prominent law firm, Hruska watched the high priority fall
back to the bottom of the Park Service list.

It was a "great disappointment"

for the park's legislative mentor to witness.

When asked later if the assur-

ances of 1975-76 were deSigned to placate him until leaving office, Hruska
replied:

"I'll have to leave that for your own interpretation.

The suc-

ceeding events did not comply nor were they in harmony with the representations that were made at the time.

The events speak for themselves.,,136
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CHAPTER SIX

ONE STEP AT A TIME, 1981-1985

Ronald Reagan's Mandate and Core Mission, 1981

With the election of former California Governor Ronald Reagan to the
Presidency, the nation began a new era in January 1981.
Park Service, an uncertain future loomed.

For the National

The change in political party in

the Executive Branch ushered in a new conservative Republican philosophy that
was anti-spending as well as anti-Big Government.

The austerity measures of

the Reagan platform were seen as a mandate in the wake of the political
repudiation of Jimmy Carter.
Fossil Beds National Monument.

This was certainly true in the case of Agate
Hopes for funding the long-awaited permanent

visitor facilities, already delayed by the Carter Administration until Fiscal
Year 1985, were even dimmer under Ronald Reagan's mandate.
Ja.mes Gaius Watt's appointment as Secretary of the Interior inspired the
Cook heirs to re-ignite their adversarial position.

On February 15,

Mrs. Grayson (Dorothy Cook) Meade, wrote to President Reagan:
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1981,

You are right! Federal agencies have been greedy in
seizing property beyond reasonable need; they have built
their own little empires, they have disregarded the public
good, and they have been bad neighbors, as James Watt
recently stated.
Thank you both for that understanding! It is like a
fresh breeze to the public. Your suggestion that federal
agencies should sell excess property makes complete sense.
Such sales, besides producing income, would reduce the
resentment with which agencies are viewed, by returning land
to productivity and to tax rolls.
The agencies can be expected to defend every scrap of
property, and declare that nothing is excess. Perhaps local
observers should be asked to suggest specific excessproperty situations which the government could then
investigate. 1
Mrs. Meade cited the case of Agate Fossil Beds National Monument where the
National Park Service had acquired "by threat of condemnation" 3,000 acres to
encompass the five-acre quarry.

Stating a generous 320 acres were

sufficient, she contended that the remainder was excess and did not merit two
full-time or four seasonal personnel.

Mrs. Meade asked that fonner owners be

given first option to repurchase the land.

Copies of the letter were sent to

Secretary Watt, Senators J. J. Exon and Edward Zorinsky, and Congresswoman
Virginia Smith. 2
Senator Zorinsky forwarded his copy of the letter to the Department,3
whereupon it was channeled to the Midwest Regional Office for reply.

The

National Park Service spelled out its case in a letter signed by Assistant
Secretary Stanley W. Hulett on April 17, 1981.
a new Department directive to the Service:

The last paragraph indicated

" ••• the Secretary has asked the

National Park Service to carefully review their holdings at Agate to
determine whether there may be lands in excess of their needs.,,4
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Backed by a

decade of careful planning for land acquisition, however, any review board
could cite the historical record to justify the Service's position.
The Reagan philosophy soon translated itself into Executive policy by
the Office of Managemen t and Budget which call ed on all agenc ies to formulate
budgets designed to' operate each unit at a "minimum acceptable level" of performace.

Secretary James Watt and Director Russell Dickenson concurred with

the back to basics approach and encouraged fiscal restraint.

By December

1981, a COI"e Mission Declaration was composed for Agate Fossil Beds with the
foll owing obj ec ti v es:
To preserve and protect the flora, fauna, geological and
paleontological resources and scenic values of the Monument
and thus allow nature to take its course.
To preserve and protect the Bone Cabin, archeological sites
and the Cook Collection from deterioration, destruction or
theft.

I
j

To maintain the Monument's facilities in good working order.

j

To provide for display, research, study and interpretation
of the natural and cuI tural resources of the Monument
through appropriate facilities and services.

j
j

To provide for visi tor use of the Monument and for the
protection and safety of park visitors, residents and
em pI oyees. 5

j
j

At Agate Fossil Beds, the call for fiscal restraint was nothing new.

j
Budgets had always been frugal and Core Mission (also called Basic Operations) did not hal t National Park Serv ice progress in western Nebraska.
fact, the future brightened with a change in superintendents.

j

In

j

After more

than thirty-six years in Federal service, Robert L. Burns retired on March

j

31.

j

Alford J. ("Jerry") Banta, former Superintendent of Perry's Victory and
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j
j

International Peace Memorial, Ohio, entered on duty June 14, 1981, determined
to set goals and strive for real progress in both parks under his charge.
In the remainder of 1981, stabilization of the historic Harold J. Cook

Homestead Cabin (Bone Cabin) was performed.

Dr. Robert Hunt's excavations at

"Bear Dog" hill, adjacent to the principal quarries, uncovered the skull and
other fossil bones of a Temnocyon, or prehistoric dog.

It was only the

second such specimen of the same genus to be found in the world.

(Excava-

tions in 1905 by Carnegie Museum Paleontologist A. O. Peterson in the same
area revealed the complete remains of a female adult and a male juvenile
Dapheonodon [bear-dog] in one den system).

Planning of wayside exhibits in

coordination with Harpers Ferry Center began in October by updating the
existing plan. 6

Proposed exhibits included three near Highway 29 and five

along the Fossil Hills Trail:
Exhibi t
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8

Location

SUbject
Agate Springs Ranch
Chief Red Cloud Campsite
Daemonelix Sites
Fossil Hills Trail
River and Grassland
University Hill Fossil Display
Historic Excavations
Carnegie Hill Fossil Display

Park Road near Hwy
Park Road near Hwy
Park Road near Hwy
Trailhead; Visitor
Fossil Hills Trail
Universi ty Hill
Carnegie Hill
Carneg ie Hil17

29
29
29
Center
Viewpoint

Nearly ten years in the making, the U.S. Government Printing Office
published the Agate Fossil Beds handbook, a 97-page document which elaborates
the history and significance of the monument, in May 1981.

The principal

component is written by paleontologists James and Laurie Macdonald and is
well-illustrated.

Because of the lack of permanent visitor facilities, the

handbook represents a SUbstantial contribution to the park's interpretation. 8
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Since 1965, the Oregon Trail Museum Association (OTMA), the cooperative
association at Scotts Bluff, has served Agate Fossil Beds.

Two similar

organizations founded by Mrs. Margaret C. Cook became dormant after her death
in 1968.

The OTMA formulated its most substantial assistance during the

annual board of director's meeting on December 3, 1981.

In light of the

exciting discoveries by Dr. Hunt, Superintendent Jerry Banta proposed that
one long-term OTMA objective should be to fund research into the history of
paleontological excavations at Agate to determine the extent, findings, and
locations of previous scientific discoveries.

The OTMA concurred, estab-

lishing an account with a goal of $5,000 to add to any Service funds. 9 *

Divestiture of the Cook II Collection, 1981-1984

With the eager assistance of John Rapier, one of Jerry Banta's principal
goals was to divest the park of curatorial items not related to mandated
themes.

The groundwork for this began during Bob Burns' tenure.

entirety, the Cook Collection was an unwieldy 40,000 objects.

In its

The first

accession of Sioux artifacts, loaned by cooperative agreement and later
acquired by bill of sale in April 1968, had become labeled "Cook 1."

The

second accession, bequeathed to the Service by Margaret C. Cook, was called
"Cook 11."

Cook I included around 500 priceless items and was not a problem.

Cook II, about 39,500 items, comprised the contents of Agate Springs Ranch

*The National Park Service subsequently funded the entire project.
funds went to other resource needs.
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OTMA

buildings, included paleontological artifacts, books, furniture, and even
boxes of rags.

The combined collection, stored in two places at Scotts Bluff

and one at Agate Fossil Beds, represented a monumental management headache.
To dispose of nonessential items would substantially reduce the size of the
collection and bring it under more realistic control.
Jerry Banta took the first step on August 19, 1981.

In a memorandum to

Midwest Regional Director J. L. Dunning, Banta requested an opinion from the
Solicitor on three points:

could the Service 1) lend or transfer parts of

the Cook Collection to other agencies or institutions outside the Federal
Government; 2) return Cook I or Cook II i tans to the Cook heirs; and
3)

declare items excess property?10

Regional Director Dunning's subsequent

request for an opinion included additional questions from Regional Curator
John Hunter. 11
In a September 30, 1981 reply, Solicitor Albert V. Witham determined
Cook I was inviolate, "to be used for exhibition and reference purposes at
Agate Fossil Beds National Monument wi th temporary removal for repair or
preservation permitted."

Cook II assets could be disposed of under authority

of the Museum Services Act of July 1, 1955 (69 Stat. 242) giving the Secretary authority to expend, exchange, or loan property no longer needed "to
increase the public benefits" or "interest.,,12
The Sol ici tor's 1 iberal de fini tion

0

f "expend," however, evoked terror

throughout the Service's curatorial community.

Arthur C. Allen, Chief of the

Division of MuseLll1 SerVices, Harpers Ferry Center, was particularly alarmed.
In an appeal to Chief Curator Ann Hi tchcock, Allen wrote:
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In my opinion this is a potentially destructive interpretation of the Museum Services Act and is not consistent
with the intent of the legislation. The Act was promulgated
to allow the NPS to exercise policies similar to those used
by private sector museums. The law was not enacted to make
it easy to dispose of museum resources entrusted to the care
of the National Park Service. Under Mr. Witham's interpretation the National Park Service could give away museum
objects to anyone or any insti tution, just as long as the
action "increases the benefits derived fran National Park
Museums." To indicate how loosely "benefits" can be interpreted the memo goes on to suggest that the making of
additional space is good enough reason to dispose of
federally owned museum objects.
No matter the merits of the case in point, the
solicitor's opinion may have a far-reaching deleterious
effect on a Servicewide basis. Can you imagine the
possibility of park collections being given away on the
basis that the public benefits from the additional space
gained by the collection's disposal? As proposed earl ier,
we do need the ability, under certain circumstances, to
donate unneeded museum objects to bona fide public museums,
but we certainly do not need to open this particular
Pandora's Box.13
Ann Hitchcock immediately appealed Witham's opinion to Barbara Levin in
the Assistant Solicitor's Office, inquiring if it conflicted with previous
opinions.

Hitchcock believed that the intent of "expend" referred to mone-

tary gifts and gifts of property other than museum objects. 14

Hitchcock's

assessment was correct as viewed by an April 5, 1982, Assistant Solici tor's
opinion.

Regional Solicitor Albert Witham responded the following day:
The April 5, 1982, oplnlon agrees that personal property donated by Mrs. Cook after "July 1, 1955, [sic/1965?]
may be disposed of to increase the public benefits or to
loan them in accordance wi th the limitations of our
September 3D, 1981, opinion. Please note that with respect
to returning donated personal property to the Cook heirs,
while the Assistant Sol ici tor agrees that thi s may be done
if it advances the public interest, caution should be
exercised to make sure that the public interest is advanced.
Hence, you should assure yourself that any objects in Cook
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II which are returned to the Cooks are not of museum quality
and, if returned, will enhance the display and provide roan
for the quality objects. 15
Thus, the potential threat to the integrity of Service museum collections
dissipated with the distinction made between museU'll quality objects and
mundane personal property.
The next step was to draft a Scope of Collection Statement clearly defining the mission of Agate Fossil Beds and how the collections told the monument's story.

The Statement, approved by Acting Regional Director Randall

Pope on July 2,1982, outlined the scope of the three collections:
library, and archives.

muse 1..111 ,

It was against these precise definitions that Cook II

could be evaluated and deaccessioning decisions justified.

Guidelines for

additional collecting and criteria for acceptance or rejection of donated
objects were also adopted .16
The Scope of Collection Statement represented a fundamental milestone in
the park's quest to divest itself of superfluous Cook II material.

Its

adoption cleared the path for Jerry Banta to contact the Cook heirs,
principally the Meades at the Agate Springs Ranch.

The move genuinely

impressed the Meades who were surprised the Service would perform such a
good-neighborly deed.

Cook family relations with the National Park Service,

icy since the land acquisition and fencing battles of the 1970s, thawed with
the prospect of regaining some of the cherished heirlooms taken from them
und er the term s

0

f Marg ar et C. Cook's will.

Under the Solicitor's opinion, Cook II divestiture back to the Cook
family could not take place without proof of demonstrated public benefit.
Jerry Banta and John Rapier devised a "Draft Barter Agreement" between the
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Service and Mrs. Dorothy Meade.

Under the agreement, the Park Service could

relinquish items from Cook II which were deemed unnecessary and not of museum
quality in exchange for oral history interviews with Mrs. Meade on the 500
Sioux Indian items in Cook 1. 17

Jerry Banta reasoned:

Ms. Dorothy Meade is a daughter of Harold Cook. At one
time, she gave guided tours through the family museum which
primarily displayed the collection of 500+ American Indian
artifacts we now refer to as the Cook I Collection. The
display and interpretation of these objects is a primary
legislated mission of Agate Fossil Beds National Monument.
Many of the objects were given to James Cook by Red Cloud
and other notable Native American leaders. Each has a
special story surrounding its history or transfer. This
information is essential to the mission of the Park. There
is not now, nor will there ever be, a source for the
information other than Ms. Meade. The assistance of Ms.
Meade will also be required in the identification of
hundreds of photographs in the Agate Collection. 18

Using the Scope of Collection Statement, John Rapier thoroughly inventoried Cook II.

On December 30, 1982, a park rev iew board approved Rapier's

eighty-three page inventory of 4,425 separate groupings and submi tted it to
Regional Director Jimmie L. Dunning along wi th an updated Draft Barter
Agreement.

While representing only a small portion of Cook II, divestiture

of all items on the list would reduce storage space by an amazing sixty
percent. 19
A lengthy in-Service review process resulted in an eighteen-month delay
before the Draft Barter Agreement went to the Solicitor for comment.

On

August 3, 1984, Regional Solicitor Albert V. Witham suggested two clauses:
that Mrs. Meade accept the materials in their present condition without
warranties and the Government be free from liability for damage or injury
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during moving the goods.

Withem also requested that a moving date be

established in the agreement, and added, "We do not think it would be legally
proper to deliver all or part of the goods to her until she has performed all
or part, respectively, of her side of the bargain.,,20
Mrs. Dorothy Meade did not wait to sign the Barter Agreement before she
began fulfilling "her side of the bargain."

Beginning in 1983, Mrs. Meade

traveled to Scotts Bluff National Monument to identify artifacts in Cook I
and to relate personal knowledge in recorded oral history interviews. 21

In

1984, Mrs. Meade completed the oral history sessions 22 and began work on
id en tifying pho togra phs.
Midwest Regional Director Charles H. Odegaard approved the Barter
Agreement and signed it on behalf of the Park Service on December 21, 1984.
Mrs. Meade signed the document in early 1985.

Final completion of the terms

of the agreement came on September 30, 1985. 23
While steady progress was being made on the divestiture of Cook II,
other important achievements were made at Agate Fossil Beds from 1982 to
1985.
In 1982, under provisions of the Scope of Collection Statement, the
University of South Dakota-Vermillion won a contract bid for $26,000 for
archival organization and inventory of the Cook Papers Collection.

After

fourteen years of Park Service ownership, developing an index for the massive
Cook Papers would make this rich historical manuscript collection available
to re searchers.
Dr. Robert Hunt returned to Agate Fossil Beds in 1982 to continue

excavating the Bear Dog Hill si te where he uncovered other den systems·.
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Hunt and three assistants from the University of Nebraska Museum (under a
grant from the National Science Foundation and National Geographic Society)
excavated one of the oldest large carnivore dens known to man, dating to the
Miocene Epoch of 20 million years ago.

Terms of the excavation permit for

the five-year project provided for interpretation to visitors throughout the
period of the excavations. 24
Professionals from the Midwest Region and Washington Offices also
arrived to identify prairie restoration and fossil hills needs.

The park

installed a fire weather station near the Maintenance Building and John
Rapier received training on how to compute and transmit data from the
station.
Maintenance activities in 1982 included the installation of new signs
conforming with the National Park Sign System and the Park Sign Plan.

The

construction of a permanent, three-unit unisex restroom facility prompted
Superin tendent Jerry Banta to lament, "The facility ••• exceeds all other
headquarters buildings in appearance.,,25
ramp to the visitor center parking lot.

Workers added a concrete wheelchair
The ramp and the new comfort station

made all visitor services facilities accessible to the handicapped.

Instal-

lation of a fire and intrusion alarm system, designed by Regional Curator
John Hunter, began during 1982, and alarm indicators put in Ranger-in-Charge
Rapier's and Maintenance Foreman Hanson's residences.

Finally the park

replaced the bridge over the Niobrara leading to the Rapier residence. 26
Status of the development ceiling for Agate Fossil Beds was $552,700 appropriated through Fiscal Year 1982.

Out of the authorized $2,012,000, the

unappropriated remaining funds totalled $1,459,300. 27
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For the fiscal budget,

the results of a Basic Operations Programs

Eval~Jation

showed a minim\.lll of $7,500 needed for Core Mission.

early in the year
Superintendent Banta

disagreed with the projection stating that the park:
is not currently funded to meet its mandated mission ••••
The survey indicated projected requirements of 7.5 thousand
dollars in visi tor services to meet the basic mission.
Since that submission an accumulation of salary increase
absorption, administrative reduction, and personnel ceiling
imposi tion have further reduced the park's capabili ties. It
is now anticipated that approximately 12 thousand dollars
and .3 additional work year would be required for the basic
operation. 28

Nineteen eighty-three was the first year of a two-year grasslands study.
The park purchased a slip-on fire-fighting pumper for range fires on monument
lands, and replaced plexiglass covers on the fossil display cases at the
visitor center and along the Fossil Hills Trail.

Boundary fencing in 1983

completely enclosed the principal perimeter of the monument to prevent livestock damage to paleontological and prairie resources.

Workers installed a

hypoclorinator at headquarters; at the ranger residence, they drilled a new
well and installed a new pressure tank and hypoclorinator. 29

An additional

$26,000 contract went to Archivist Karen Zimmennan of the University of South
Dakota to accomplish the second phase of the Cook Papers Collection inventory
by July 1, 1984. 30

(An extension resulted in project completion in December

1984. )
The most significant public relations development in 1983 involved the
July 15 publication of an article by Dr. Robert Hunt in Science magazine.
The article revealed results of Hunt's Agate excavations to the scientific
community that denning behavior by large carnivores dated 20,000,000 years
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ago, 18,000,000 years more than previously believed. 31
continued in 1984.

Hunt's work at Agate

Under a National Park Service contract, the Nebraska

paleontologist completed a report, The Agate Hills:
logical Excavations, 1904-1925.

History of Paleonto-

First called for by Jerry Banta and the

Oregon Trail Museum Association in 1981, Hunt's book traces the excavating
history of the area utilizing the archives of participating institutions, but
not the Cook Papers Collection which were unavailable to researchers.
In 1984, the Midwest Regional Office approved a single "Resource Manage-

ment Specialist" position to serve both Scotts Bluff and Agate Fossil Beds
National Monuments.

Resource Management Specialist George Oviatt immediately

began a two-year training program at Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore,
Indiana.
A visitor was fined $250 for shooting a deer on Federal land in 1984,
the first serious law enforcement infraction in the monument's history.
Facilities for the handicapped were improved with the addition of a wheelchair accessible drinking fountain and picnic tables.

New routed plastic

signs identifying wildflowers were constructed for the Fossil Hills Trail.
Boundary fencing at the remote Stenomylus site, designed to prevent livestock
damage to paleontological and prairie resources, also began.
The park installed a new propane furnace/air conditioner at the temporary visitor center along with a 1,000-gallon propane tank.

A modern house

trailer replaced the aging ranger residence house trailer.

Maintenance

Foreman James Hanson enhanced the Maintenance Shop by constructing cabinets,
benches, and tables to accommodate a new radial saw and electric welder.

The

park also purchased a replacement pickup truck and a new garden tractor for
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mowing and snowblowing, and arranged for the grading and graveling of the
road to the ranger residence.

The ranger residence received wood siding and

a generator for emergency power outages. 32
Midwest Regional Director Charles H. Odegaard approved a revised
Statement for Management on September 24, 1984.

Primary management concerns

of "such magnitude or immediacy so as to require special attention in park
planning and operational actions" are as follows:
The lack of adequate and appropriate visi tor access and
interpretive facilities severely hinders the ability of park
management to carry out the basic mission of the park.
An extensive ongoing program of curatorial care must be
developed to preserve and maintain the Monument's large
collection of priceless museum objects.
A management plan for the fossil quarries is necessary to
properly evaluate continuing requests for scientific use of
the resources.
Insufficient scientific and data base information exists to
allow sound management of aquatic and prairie resources. 33

Updated management objectives of the 1984 Statement for Management follow:
To identify, inventory, and monitor the condition of
nat ur al, cult ur al and sc en ic val ue s 0 f the Mon ument, and to
provide appropriately for their preservation, protection and
use.
To manage the unique paleontological resources of the area
so as to provide for their scientific and educational use in
a manner consistent with the purposes of the Monument.
To provide appropriately for the protection, preservation,
and display of artifacts and relics of the Cook Collection
and the archeological sites of the Monument; and to
interpret the unique relationship of the Indians and early
settlers of the area.
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To identify, provide for, and regulate appropriate uses of
the Monument in a manner consistent with the protection of
its resources and existing private rights, and to provide
access and facilities to permit and manage such uses.
To provide means for the safety and protection of the
visitors, residents, and employees of the Monument.
To maintain the physical facilities within the park in a
cost efficient manner.
To provide for the proper preservation, protection and
interpretation of the Harold Cook Homestead)4
The revised Statement for Management and establishment of the resource
management specialist posi tion highlight the Banta/Rapier initiative to
identify and mitigate natural and cultural resources concerns.

Cooperative Agreement with Sioux County, 1984

I
j

With visi tation gradually increasing, one of the most irksane management

j

problems in the 1970s and early 1980s is the egregious condition of the Sioux
County Road through the monument.

j

Beginning in 1977, Sioux County's tradi-

tionally sporadic maintenance of the three-mile gravel access road increased

j

to meet the upswing in visitation to Agate Fossil Beds.

j

The expense to

maintain this roadway segment and time i t takes away from other projects in

j

the huge northwest Nebraska county is a drain on the road department's

j

budget.

j

From the county's perspective, the National Park Service should help

fund road maintenance.

j

At the very least, the Service should provide the

gravel every five to eight years for the county to regrade the road free-of-

j

charge.

j

The county wanted to use the gravel pit inside the monument which

j
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j
j

historically was used for this purpose.

When the gravel pit became Service

property, however, the park denied this gravel source to the county.
Compounding the problem further was Grayson Meade's refusal to sell Sioux
County any gravel from the Agate Springs Ranch's rock quarry for use on roads
inside the national monument.

County government expressed its concern about

the escalating cost of hauling gravel from distant sources to Agate Fossil
Beds.
Complaints from park visi tors rise proportionally as the road deteriorates following adverse weather or heavy summertime usage.

Although tb the

layman using an onsite gravel source seems ideal, the Service's resource
protection policies prohibit further exploitation of the old gravel pit.
Neither can funding be used to improve non-Federal property, Le. the Sioux
County Road right-of-way.

Even if it were sanctioned, the fiscal restraint

environment made such an expenditure dubious.
Undaunted, Superintendent Jerry Banta and Management Assistant John
Rapier met with the Sioux Co un ty Board of Commissioners in Harrison on November 1, 1982.

Both sides aired their positions on the problem.

Also present

was County Attorney John Skavdahl who stated the county would continue to
maintain the road, but could not afford to make any major improvements.
Banta restated the Service's long-standing offer to enter into a cooperative
agreement with Sioux County to provide minor maintenance on the three-mile
segment of road.
The two sides discussed possible steps leading to an agreement and the
necessity of concurrent jurisdiction pennitting the Federal Government to
improve the road.

After much discussion, it was agreed to meet again to
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discusS the issue further.

Banta noted, "The meeting was cordial at all

times and generally directed toward problem solving.

However, it appears we

are some distance yet from reaching a satisfactory agreement for the Park.,,35
Subsequent meetings were held to resolve the problem.

A June 9, 1982,

Solicitor's opinion held that no more than $1,000 each year should be
expended to assist in minor road maintenance.

In a bewildering twist, Sioux

County Commissioners did an about-face and dropped their request for funding
and pushed for a gravel source within the monument. 36
In 1983, the two sides finally negotiated a tentative agreement.

The

Service followed the Solicitor's opinion and agreed to allocate funds up to
$1,000 to Sioux County each year to assist with minor road maintenance to
mitigate the impact of park visitor usage.

Sioux County officials pledged to

seek legislation in Lincoln to secure concurrent jurisdiction for the
National Park Service. 37
198~.

The official agreement was signed September ~,

j

The cooperative agreement (CA-6710-4-8014) includes a five-year

j

renewal clause. 38

j

A bill, drafted and introduced in the Nebraska Legislature in 1984,39

j
passed in early 1985, extending concurrent jurisdiction to all National Park
Service units in the State:

j

Agate Fossil Beds and Scotts Bluff National

Monuments, and Homestead National Monument of America.

j

A Solicitor's

j

opinion subsequently declared the measure flawed, and until amended by the

j

unicameral, the National Park Service will not accept concurrent jurisdiction

j

from the State. 40

j
j
j
j
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j
j

j

A Look to the Pa st and to the Fut ure, 1985

A review of events in the two decades since President Lyndon B. Johnson
signed P. L. 89-33 reveals moderate progress has been achieved at Agate
Fossil Beds National Monument.

Changes have taken place because of the

dogged persistence of dedicated Park Service personnel who believe in the
significance and importance of the fossil beds and its related resources to
the heritage of the United States and the world.

While Agate Fossil Beds

National Monument may have enjoyed number-one priority in 1965, with the
escalation of the Vietnam conflict and subsequent events, this distinction
was quickly lost and has never been regained.

It has caused disappointment

for Service personnel as well as communities in northwest Nebraska who
remember the plans and promises of the 1960s.

Few have given up.

Admit-

tedly, progress at Agate Fossil Beds has been painfully slow, but it moves
relentlessly forward "one step at a time."

The park remains in its infancy,

being nurtured by talented men and women with vision who recognize the site's
significance.
Lack of permanent visitor services facilities is the biggest stumbling
block.
1985.

Projections in 1980 Wistfully called for construction to begin in
That did not happen nor, according to all National Park Service

personnel consulted, is it likely within the next several years.

Construc-

tion of an interpretive center and administration building continues to be a
nLlIlber-one park priority.

Presently, there are no powerful Nebraska

politicians in the United States Congress like Roman Hruska who will force
the issue.

Agate Fossil Bed's "Catch 22" remains in effect, according to
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John Rapier:
With limited funds, we are always low on the totem pole.
It's like the egg and the chicken. Which comes first? They
would say your visitation doesn't justify a visitor center;
but without the visitor center, you don't get the potential
you would probably get if it became well-known that you had
a visitor center.... People who would come here and come
out of their way ••• don't because the area isn't developed
that much so it doesn't attract the number of visi tors that
it potentially would with more developed facilities. 41
On the same topic, Howard W. Baker later recalled:
I think it's a shame that we have not been able to do anything, but when you have a situation where most of the
values are covered up, you don't feel an urgency of getting
in there and doing something. I know how people think when
they have pressures to put the dollar here or put the dollar
there. The dollar's going to go where it will make the best
showing and to put Agate Fossil Beds high on that list is
something most people wouldn't do. I think we have i t
preserved, tha t' s the main thing. Some day when we ••• can
spend that kind of money and do the job of interpreting the
area and displaying the area, then I think we have what we
need. It's a matter of showing it. I c.an't fault the Park
Service for not moving ahead. 42

In late 1984, a Development/Study Package Proposal (Form 10-238) was
approved to make additional minor changes to preliminary designs, and to prepare construction documents for an "initial visitor use building to include
exhibit areas, restroom facil ities, multipurpose (AV) room, curatorial
storage, library, museum lab, and office space for park staff; construct
associated sidewalks and parking areas.,,43

Justification for the move

follows:
Agate Fossil Beds was established [sic] in 1965 and
initial visitor use facilities have not yet been provided.
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Legislation establishing [sic] the Monument specifically
provided for the exhibition of one of the Nation's major
Sioux Indian collections. For lack of exhibit area, that
collection remains in storage and the Park is unable to
fulfill its primary mission.... If the facilities are not
provided, interest groups will continue to publically
question Federal acquisition of the area for which initial
facilities have not been provided in 20 years.
There is renewed public interest in the project. The
Western United Chambers of Commerce have recently identified
the completion of development as a major goal and has enlisted the aid of most members of the Nebraska Congressional
Delegation and other public officials. The National Bark
Service has been the subject of severe local criticism for
the 20-year delay in providing initial development in the
Park. 44
Park personnel are evaluating what the next generation of temporary
facilities should be.

The office and visitor center trailers both are beyond

their life expectancy and should be replaced.
replace them in kind.

One option is simply to

A more attractive proposal is to acquire a modular

home unit thereby combining administration, exhibits, A/V, and storage rooms
in one structure.

The more modern facility would not only be pleasing to the

eye, but more spacious as well, thereby better serving the visitor. 45
While permanent visitor center construction did not begin in 1985 as
forecast, improvement of other visitor services areas did.

For example, the

park hard-surfaced the Fossil Hills Trail and awaited delivery of new wayside
exhibits.

A mowed one-mile strip connecting the headquarters area with the

fossil beds, the Fossil Hills Trail was uneven and unsafe.

In the mid-1970s,

park personnel relocated the footpath several yards away as the result of
overuse, causing a double visual blight on the Niobrara valley floor.
Blacktopping the trail corrected a troublesome human erosion and maintenance
problem as well as eliminated the threat of rattlesnakes concealed in the
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prairie vegetation harming visitors.

The newly paved Fossil Hills Trail is

three-and-a-half feet wide, and a 460-foot boardwalk spans the marshy area
near the Niobrara. 46
Another summer 1985 improvement came in the museum storage area of the
Maintenance Building.

At a cost of $2,500 for materials, park employees in-

sulated the curatorial room under the direction of James Hanson.
now secure against rodent entry.

The area is

It is further augmented by the installation

of heating and humidification equipment from Scotts Bluff. 47

The environ-

mental controls now permits most of the Cook II Collection--after divestiture
of the non-museum quality objects under the Barter Agreement wi th Mrs.
Dorothy Meade--to be stored at Agate Fossil Beds National Monument.

This in

itself is a historic event for the National Monument.
Part of Cook II which will not be stored at Agate Fossil Beds is the
Cook Papers Collection.

In late 1984, Karen Zimmerman of the University of

j

South Dakota completed the computerized inventory/index of the collection.
The papers collection contains correspond ence from 3,805 ind ividual s, among

j

whom are "Buffalo Bill" Cody, Helen Keller, William Howard Taft, Thomas

j

Dewe y, Herb er t Hoover, and Chie fRed Cloud.

j

Along sid e the 1 et ter s ar e

financial records, legal documents, notebooks, manuscripts, photographs, and
scientific publications, all contained within 100 archival boxes. 48
Papers have already proven to be a valuable historical resource.

j
The Cook

j

The author

was the first historian to use the manuscript collection in April 1985,

j

followed by Midwest Region Seasonal Historian Charles Trupia, researching the

j

History and Significance section of the Harold J. Cook Homestead Historic
Structures Report (and potential National Hi stor ic Landmark nomination).

j
The

j
~33-

j
j

permanent loan archival depository will be determined after the transfer of
the collection from Vermillion to Scotts Bluff National Monument in the fall
of 1985.

Park and Regional officials will determine the best candidate.

Potential repositories include the University of Nebraska, University of
WYoming-Laramie, and Nebraska State Historical Society.
A June 1985 operations evaluation report pinpointed no principal
administrative deficiencies, but suggested ways to boost visitation.
One serious regional problem in 1985 involved grasshopper infestation
and damage to range and cropland.

Damage to vegetation within the monument

also occurred and neighbors voiced concern the Park Service did not take part
in the area spraying programs.
Career Seasonal Ranger William W. Taylor, employed at Agate Fossil Beds
since 1966, retired in November 1985.

Taylor's twenty-year tenure marked the

longest in the monument's history.49
Under review in 1985, the park's Land Protection Plan recommends a
cooperative agreement be made between the Park Service and owners of the
Agate Springs Ranch.

The agreement would ensure the continued management of

the ranch headquarters which falls within the recognized boundary.

The Cook

heirs would be required to maintain the historic scene (in accordance with
the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Historic Preservation) until a
change in ownership, whereby the Service would possess a right of first
refusal upon sale of the property.

If current use changes or a cooperative

agreement is not obtainable, the plan recommends a scenic easement to insure
preservation of the historic scene.

Additionally, two outstanding mineral

rights (the service owns a half-interest) on the former Hoffman property
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(Tract 01-118 and 01-119) should be acquired in fee to protect the monument
from mineral development.

Finally, a no action al ternative on the county

road right-of-way will maintain the current cooperative agreement.

Construc-

tion of permanent visitor facilities ar..d/or increased visitation may require
acquisition of the right-of-way to permit significant Federal improvements on
the road .50 [NOTE: The plan was approved in May 1986.]
Superintendent Jerry Banta's motive in preparing the Land Protection
Plan is to hal t the twenty-year controversy over the Agate Springs Ranch
headquarters' status, and perhaps soon the Agate Fossil Beds National
Monument can officially be established.

Jerry Banta commented:

I think that the boundaries that we have now are perfectly
satisfactory for managing and protecting the resource. I
think that the private property that is still within the
boundaries that we haven't acquired could very well be
handled on less-than-fee operation, but I think it's necessary to keep it in the boundary so that we can protect it.
I don't think it [Agate Springs Ranch headquarters]
will ever be acquired as long as it's under its present
ownership. There isn't any need to. What we're looking at
now, the land acquisi tion plan calls for cooperative
agreement. Then that would be backed up if that wasn't
negotiable by a possibility of acquiring it. &It if you
look at the Agate Springs Ranch, our needs in terms of that
ranch are interpretive. It is a historic si te wi thin the
park boundaries. The best thing that can happen to that
ranch would be for i t to continue to be a working ranch
headquarters--even better--in the Cook fOOlily which is
exactly what it is, and exactly what the present owners
would like to see it continue as. So I don't see us
acquiring it in the near future. Probably not at all unless
the ownership or use changes. 51
This attitude is characteristic of the Banta/Rapier management tean, and yet
another goal in their step-by-step, progressive approach.
neighboring ranchers are good.

Relations wi th

A key component is integrating with the
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community, becoming a member and asset to it.

This has never been a job

requirement, but is something that Park Service employees have willingly
done.

In the heart-felt words of former management Assistant Roy Weaver:
We loved Sioux County and especially the upper Niobrara.
Agate Fossil Beds was not a job but a wonderful experience.
Hanging above the fireplace we have an original oil painting we
commissioned of the Fossil Hills as seen from our old trailer
house. It's a winter scene. The snow-clad fossil hills appear
beyond the flooded frozen snow-covered Niobrara. A ghost of
last year's cattails adds emphasis while an ancient remnant of
George Hoffman's old fence line completes the scene.
That country and its people have a way of becoming part of
you. And, if you're lucky, you become part of it. My wife and
I developed a special partnership, at home on that grassy
terrace above the Niobrara River. Our life was one of rich
solitude interspersed with excitement and wonderful activities
with our neighbors; activities made special by the solitude that
draws neighbors together. As one drives east, after dark, along
the Niobrara River or cuts south from the Pink School house up
Whistle Creek one gets a special feeling of warmth seeing the
ranch yard lights piercing the darkness at intervals and knowing
that at each yard light is a family of special people who can be
counted upon when needed .52

In late 1985 and early 1986, another ray of hope for permanent visitor
facilities shines for Agate Fossil Beds National Monument.

Midwest Regional

Director Charles H. Odegaard, stating "Agate Fossil Beds is an unusual
attraction, and we should be doing a better job of telling its story,,,53
placed the construction of a visitor center and museum complex high on his
priority action list.

The permanent development, estimated at $2.2 million,

will become a reality by 1990 if $1 million in private funds can be raised.
Under Odegaard's direction, a fund-raising drive is being organized.
"Catch 22" will yet be defeated.
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The old

And the history of the National Park Service's administration of Agate
Fossil Beds National Monument, Nebraska, continues.
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HISTORIC AND CONTEMPORARY SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
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Figure No. 1
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska
Agate Springs Ranch Headquarters
Gathering of Sioux Indians at Agate. Captain James H. Cook is in deerskin
hunting dress and Jack Red Cloud is seated in foreground talking to Cook in
sign language.
Photographer:

Unknown
Donated by Mrs. Margaret C. Cook
Circa 1897-98

Nega tive:

AG-75
Photo File, Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
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Figure No. 2
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska

Harold J. Cook Homestead Cabin or "Bone Cabin"
View of the south side of the cabin with the windmill at the left of the
photograph. This is the only historic residence owned by the National Park
Service at Agate Fossil Beds which is listed on the National Register of
Historic Places.
Photographer:

Unknown
Donated by Mrs. Margaret C. Cook
Circa 1914

Negative:

A-241
Photo File, Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
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Figure No. 3
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska

Agate Springs Fossil Quarries
Captain James H. Cook looks for fossils in the quarries on his ranch.
Photographer:

Unknown
Donated by Mrs. Margaret C. Cook
Circa 1918

Negative:

AG-94
Photo File, Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
also, 105823, American Museum of Natural History
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Figure No. 4
AGA TE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska
Agate Springs Fossil Quarries
Harold J. Cook examines fossil remains excavated during the 1950 survey
work conducted by the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology.
Photographer:

Dr. R. E. Lemley
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
Summer 1950

Negative:

AG-93
Photo File, Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
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Figure No. 5
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NA nONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska
Agate Springs Fossil Quarries
After U. S. Senator Roman L. Hruska of Nebraska (left) announced the introduction of legislation to establish a national monument, Mrs. Margaret C.
Cook (center) conducted a tour accompanied by Scotts Bluff National Monument Superintendent Harold R. Jones (righ~).
Photographer:

Omaha World-Herald
Apr il 17, 1963

Negative:

No number
Photo File, Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
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Figure No. 6
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska
Daemonelix/Devil's Corkscrew Area
Superintendent Richard L. Holder examines a daemonelix which has weathered
out of a cliff. The area is in the northwest section of the monument.
Photographer:

William S. ("Bill") 'eller
Photographer, Yellowstone National Park
Summer 1966

Negative:

KAGF066-23, No. 6
Office of Graphics Research, Harpers Ferry Center
National Park Service, Springfield, Virginia
(Note: This photograph is identified as AG-197
in Photo File, Agate Fossil Beds National
Monument, but there is no negative).
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Figure No. 7
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL HONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska
Headquarters Area, Visi tor Center Porch
Lowering the Diceratherium slab from the Agate Springs Ranch onto the
display case base on the visi tor center porch. Left to Right: John Bays,
Scotts Bluff Seasonal; Superintendent Homer L. Rouse; and Scotts Bluff
Chief of Interpretation and Resource Management Benj am in F. Ladd.
Photographer:

Roy Weaver
July 3, 1969

Negative:

A-17
Photo File, Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
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Figure No. 8
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska
The Agate Fossil Beds
Aerial view of Carnegie Hill (foreground) and Universi ty Hill (background).
Photographer:

Willian S. ("Bill") Keller
Photographer, Yellowstone National Park
June 1970

Negative:

KSCBL70-4, No. 14
Office of Graphics Research, Harpers Ferry Center
National Park Service, Springfield, Virginia
(Note: This photograph is identified as AG-183
in Photo File, Agate Fossil Beds National
Monument, but there is no negative).
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Figure No. 9
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska

The Agate Fossil Beds
Aerial view of Bear fug Hill (foreground), Carnegie Hill (left), and
University Hill (background, right). On the Niobrara River Valley floor
(background, center) is the headquarters development area.
Photographer:

William S. ("Bill") Keller
Photographer, Yellowstone National Park
June 1970

Negative:

KSCBL70-4, No. 16
Office of Graphics Research, Harpers Ferry Center
National Park SerVice, Springfield, Virginia.
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Figure No. 10
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska

Temporary Visi tor Center Trailer
Interpretive panel depicting the history of the Agate Springs Fossil
Quarries. Through the windows can be seen one of the temporary ranger
residence trailers.
Photographer:

William S. ("Bill") Keller
Photographer, Yellowstone National Park
Summer 1970

Negative:

KA GFO 70 -1, No • 9
Office of Graphics Research, Harpers Ferry Center
National Park Service, Springfield, Virginia
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Figure No. 11
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska
Diceratherium Slab on Visitor Center Porch
This slab containing the fossilized remains of an ancient rhinoceros was
excavated from the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries and was moved to its
present location from the Agate Springs Ranch in 1969.
Photographer:

William S. ("Bill") Keller
Photographer, Yellowstone National Park
Summer 1970

Negative:

KAGF070-1, No. 2
Office of Graphics Research, Harpers Ferry Center
National Park Service, Springfield, Virginia
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Figure No. 12
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Aga te, Nebras ka
Trailhead to Agate Fossil Beds
A sign at the visitor center/headquarters area marks the beginning of the
2-mile path called the "Fossil Hills Trail."
Photographer:

John B. Rapier, III
Circa 1978

Negative:

AG-78-461, No. 20A
Photo File, Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
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Figure No. 13
AGATE FOSSIL BElli NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska
Daemonelix/Devil's Corkscrew Area
A horizontal plexiglass display case surrounds a grouping of daemonelixes.
Photographer:

John B. Rapier, III
Circa 1978

Negative:

AG - 78 -4 6 1, No • 1 3
Photo File, Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
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Figure No. 14
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska
Daemonelix/Devil's Corkscrew
A vertical plexiglass display case encompasseG a daemonelix.
Photographer:

John B. Rapier, III
Circa 1978

Negative:

AG - 7 8 -4 6 1, No. 12
Photo File, Agate Fossil Beds National Monwnent
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Figure No. 15
AGATE FOSSIL BErn NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska
Carnegie Hill
National Park Service signs and wooden steps mark the visitor's path along
the Fossil Hills Trail at Carnegie Hill.
Photographer:

John B. Rapier, III
Circa 1978

Negative:

AG - 78 -l! 6 1, No. 5
Photo File, Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
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Figure No. 16
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska
Principal Interpretive Display, Carnegie Hill
Plexiglass encompasses the primary exposed fossil display on Carnegie Hill.
Photographer:

John B. Rapier, III
Circa 1978

Negative:

AG - 78 -4 6 1, No • 8
Photo File, Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
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Figure No. 17
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Aga te, Nebras ka
Fossils of Agate Fossil Beds
Jumbled remains of fossilized animals can be seen by the visitor through
the primary display case on Carnegie Hill.
Photographer:

John B. Rapier, III
Circa 1978

Nega tive:

AG - 7 8 -4 61, No. 7
Photo File, Agate Fossil Beds National Monument
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Figure No. 18
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska

National Park Service Entrance Sign
This is the park entrance sign on the southeast corner of the intersection
of Nebraska Highway 29 and the Sioux County Road at Agate, Nebraska.
Photographer:

Ron Cockrell, Historian, Midwest Regional Office
January 10, 1983

Negati v e:

National Park Service, Midwest Regional Office
Division of Cultural Resources Management
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Figure No. 19
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska
National Park Service Headquarters Development Area
As seen from the Sioux County Road, the headquarters complex of trailers
and two permanent buildings (maintenance building and comfort station) rest
on the Niobrara River Valley floor. University and Carnegie Hills are on
the ho r i zo n •
Photographer:

Ron Cockrell, Historian, Midwest Regional Office
January 10, 1983

Negative:

National Park Service, Midwest Regional Office
Division of Cultural Resources Management
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Figure No. 20
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska

Administrative Office Trailer
From the visitor parking lot, this small office trailer sits in the center
of the temporary complex with the comfort station to the left and the
visi tor center to the right. A flagpole and a handicapped parking sign can
be seen.
Photographer:

Ron Cockrell, Historian, Midwest Regional Office
January 10, 1983

Negative:

National Park Service, Midwest Regional Office
Division of Cultural Resources Management
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Figure No. 21
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska
Visitor Center Trailer
A sidewalk leads from the visitor parking lot to the temporary visitor
center.
Photographer:

Negative:

Ron Cockrell, Historian, Midwest Regional Office
January 10, 1983
National Park Serv ice, Midwest Regional Office
Division of Cultural Resources Management
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Figure No. 22
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska

Visitor Center Sales Display
This sales display is adjacent to the visitor infonnation desk at one end
oft he tr ail er •
Photographer:

Ron Cockrell, Historian, Midwest Regional Office
January 10, 1983

Negative:

National Park Service, Midwest Regional Office
Divis'ion of Cultural Resources Management
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Figure No. 23
AGATE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska

Visi tor Center Exhibit
Telling the story of what life at Agate Fossil Beds must have been like
20,000,000 years ago, this wall mural is an excellent example of interpretive exhibits developed by Harpers Ferry Center.
Photographer:

Ron Cockrell, Historian, Midwest Regional Office
January 10, 1983

Negative:

National Park Serv ice, Midwest Regional Office
Division of Cultural Resources Management
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Figure No. 24
AGA TE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Aga te, Nebraska
Fossil Hills Trail to Agate Fossil Beds
Beyond a pile of snow in the visitor parking lot is one of the new park
signs pointing the way to the fossil beds.
Photographer:

Ron Cockrell, Historian, Midwest Regional Office
January 10, 1983

Negative:

National Park Service, Midwest Regional Office
Division of Cultural Resources Management
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Figure No. 25
AGA TE FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Agate, Nebraska
Maintenance Building
This permanent metal building, southeast of the visi tor center trailer,
contains the maintenance shop and garage, and a curatorial storage roan.
Photographer:

Ron Cockrell, Historian, Midwest Regional Office
January 10, 1983

Negative:

National Park Service, Midwest Regional Office
Division of Cultural Resources Management
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APPENDIX B

AREA AND BOUNDARY MAPS
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LEGISLATIVE ACTS
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89TH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION

H. R. 500

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
JANUARY

4, 1965

Mr. MARTIN of Nebraska introduced the following bill; which was referred
to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs

A BILL
To provide for the establishment of the Agate Fossil Beds
National ~Ionument in the State of N ebraskn, and for other
purposes.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2

tives of the United States of Ame1'ica in Congress assembled,

3 That in order to preserve for the benefit and enjoyment of
4

present and future generations the outstanding paleontologi-

5

cal sites known as the Agate Springs Fossil Quanies, and

6 nearby related geological phenomena, to provide a center
7 for continuing paleontological research and for the display and

8 interpretation of the scientific specimens uncovered at such
9

sites, and to facilitate the protection and exllihition of a

10 valuable collection of Indian artifacts and relics that are
1-0
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1

representative of an important phase of Indian history, the

2

Secretary of the Interior is authorized to acquire by donation,

;:J

or by purchase with donated or appropriated funds, not more

4

than three thousand one hundred and fifty acres of land or

5

interests in lands in township 28 north, range 55 west, Sioux

6

County, Nebraska, for inclusion in the Agate Fossil Beds

7

National :Monument in accordance with the boundary desig-

8

nation made pursuant to section 2 hereof, and any rights-of-

9

way and casements needed for connectin2: roads.
SEC. 2. Within the acreage limitation of section 1, the

10

11 Secretary may designate and adjust the boundaries of Agate
~[omlP,\p.nt,

12

Fossil Beds National

Establishment of the

13

nationai monument and any adjustment of its boundaries

14 shall be effectuated by publication of notice thereof in the Fed15

eral Register when the Secretary finds tha.t lands constituting

16 an initially administrable unit are in Federal ownership.
17

SEC. 3. The Agate Fossil Beds National lIonument

18

shall he administered by the Secretary of the Interior pur-

19

suant to the Act entitled "An Act to establish a National

20 Park Service, and for other purposes", approved August 2'5,
21

1916 (39 Stat. 535; 16 U.S.C. 1 et seq.), as amended and

22 supplemented.
SEC. 4. There are authorized to be appropriated such

23
24

~Ulns

25

Act.

as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this
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89TH CONGRESS
lSTSE8SION

S.339

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
JAXUARY

Mr.

8 (legislathoe day,

JANUARY

7), 1965

(for himself, :Mr. CLRTIS, :Mr. SIMPSON, Mr. ALLoTT, :Mr. DOMI:Mr. McGEE, and Mr. :M-CXDT) introduced the following bill; which
was read twice and referred to the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs
HRUSKA

NICK,

A BILL
To provide for the establishment of the Agate Fossil Beds
National

~Ionument

in the State of Nebraska, and for other

purposes.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

That in order to preserve for the benefit and enjoyment

4 of present and future generations the outstanding paleonto5 logical sites known as the Agate Springs Fossil QualTies, and
6 nearby related geological phenomena, to provide a center
7 for continuing paleontological research and for the display

8

and interpretation of the scientific specimens lUlcoyered at

9

such sites, and to facilitate the protection and exhibition

10

of a valuable collection of Indian artifacts and relies that
II
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2
1 are representative of an important phase of Indian history,
2

the Secretary of t.he Interior is authorized to acquire by

3 donation, or by pm'chase with donated or appropriated
4

funds, or otherwise, t.itle or a lesser interest in not more than

5

3,150 acres of land in township 28 north; range 55 west,

66th principal meridian, Sioux County, Nebraska, for inclu7 sion in the Agate Fossil Reds National1\Ionument in accordS . ante with the boundary designation made pursuant to section
9 2 hereof, which boundary may include sneh light-of-way as

10 is needed for a road between the Stenomylus QualTY site,
11 and the monument. lands lying in section 3
12
13

Ol'

10 of said

township and range.
SEC. 2 .. ,\Yithin the aGreage~ lirilit~.tion of section 1, the

14 Secretary may designate ana'adjust "the bOlmd~ui~s of Agate
15 Fos~il Beds N ational ~Ionument. Establishment. of the 'na16 "tional monument and any adjustment of its boundalies shaH
17 be effectuated by publication of notice thereof in the Fedemi
18 negister when the Secretary finds that lands constituting an
19 Initially administrable uni·t are in Federal o\\rnership.

20

SEC. 3. The Agate Fossil Reds National ::alonument shall

21 be administered by the Seeretal'Y of the Intmior ·pursuant
22 to the Act entitled "An Act to establish a National Park

23 Seryice, and for other purposes", approved August 25, 1916
24

(39 Stat. 535; 16 U.S.C. 1 et seq.), as amended and snp-

25 plemented.
-283-

3
1

SEC.

4. 'l'hcre is hereby authOl;zed to be appropriated

2 not more than $275,000 for the acquisition of land and inter3 ests in lands pursuant to this Act.
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Public Law 89-33
89th Congress, S. 339
June 5, 1965

2ln 2let

79 STAT. 123.

To vro\-ide for the establishment of the Agate Fossil Reds Xational lIonument
in the Sta,e of Xebraska, and for otber purposes_

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hou-~e of Representatives of the
['nile(] Stales of America in Congres8 a8<~e11lbled, That in order to
preserve for the benefit and enjo~-ment of present and future general ions the outstandin~ paleontologIcal sites 1.110wn as the Agate Springs
Fossil Quarries, ana nearby related geological phenomena, to proyide
a center for continuing paleontologIcal research and for the display
and interpretation of the scientific specimens uncovered at such sites,
and to facilitate the protection and exhibition of a Hluable collection
of Indian artifacts and relics that are representative of an important
phase of Indian history, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to
n<'quire by donation, or by purchase with donated or appropriated
funds, or otherwise, title or a lesser interest in not more than three
thousand one hundred and fifty acres of land in township 28 north,
range 55 west, sixth principal meridian, Sioux County, Nebraska, for
inclusion in the ~\gate Fossil Beds National ~Ionull1ent in accordance
with the boundary designation made pursuant to section 2 hereof,
whieh boundnn- may indude such right-of-way as is needed for a
road betwt>en the Stl'nomylus Quarry site and the monument lands
lying in sl'Ction 3 or 10 of the said township and range.
SEC. 2. "·ithin the aCl"l'age limitation of seetion 1, the Secretary
may desi~nate and adjust the boundaries of Agate Fossil Beds
National Monument. ,Yhen the Secretary finds that lands constituting an initially administrable unit are in Federal ownership, he shall
estahlish such national monument by publication of notice thereof
in the Federal Rl'gister, and any subsequent adjustment of its boundnries shall be l'ffectuated in the slime manner.
SEC. 3. The Agate Fossil Beds National ~Ionument shall be administered by the Secreta~ of the Interior pursuant to the Act entitled
"An Act to establish a NII,tional Park Sl'n-ice, and for other purposes",
approved August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535; 16 U.S.C. 1 et seq.), as
amended and supplemented.
SEC. 4. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated the sums
of not more than $301,150 for acquisition of lands and interests in
land and not more than $1,R42,OOO for deyelopment in connection with
the Agate Fossil Beds National Monument under this Act.
Approved June 5, 1965.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY:
HOUSE REPORT No. 232 accompa.l'\Ying H. R. 500 (Colmll. on Interior &:
Insular Affai rs) •
SENATE REPORT No. 150 (Comm. on Interior &: Insular Affairs).
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Vol. III (1965):
Apr. 9: Considered and pa.ssed Senate.
~~
3: Considered and passed House, amended, in lieu of
H. R. 500.
y~ 24: Senate concurred in House amen~ent.

GPO

35-13'
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APPENDIX D

CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF NATIONAL PARK SERVICE EMPLOYEES
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SUPERINTENDENT KEITH E. MILLER (1963 to 1965)
<Scotts Bluff National Monument)
Miller transferred from the position of Superintendent, Gran Quivira National
Monument, New Mexico.
Entered On Duty:

July 14, 1963

Agate Fossil Beds National Monument was authorized June 5, 1965. Miller was
named National Park Service Representative at Agate Fossil Beds National
Monument and did not enjoy the official status of Superintendent.
Miller transferred to the position of Park Planner in the Region II Office
(Omaha) in September 1965.
OTHER PERSONNEL
Seasonal Park Ranger (General):

Frank W. Frailey.

Seasonal Park Ranger/Historian: R. Jay Roberts (a Scotts Bluff employee
assigned the task of writing a history of the Agate Springs Ranch in
1965) •
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SUPERINTENDENT RICHARD L. HOLDER

(1965 to 1969)

Holder transferred from Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming.
Entered On Duty:

August 1, 1965

With approval of the Master Plan on February 18, 1966, the Superintendent of
Scotts Bluff National Monument became "Coordinating Superintendent" of
Agate Fossil Beds National Monument, a Group A Management Unit.
Holder transferred to the position of Programs Specialist, Southeast Regional
Office (Atlanta) on March 23, 1969.
OTHER PERSONNEL
Management Assistant/Ranger-in-Charge: Albert E. Werking, first permanent
employee at Agate Fossil Beds National Monument, entered on duty at Scotts
Bluff on December 5, 1965. Werking relocated to Agate, Nebraska, on
May 27, 1966. Werking resigned July 17, 1967 to accept a training
position with Canadian Service Commission's National and Historical Parks
Branch, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Position became vacant for fourteen
months.
Management Assistant/Ranger-in-Charge:
September 22, 1968.
Seasonal Park Ranger:

Roy W. Weaver, entered on duty

William W. Taylor.

Seasonal Laborers: CarlO. Nelson, Charles S. Upp, and William Conner
(1966); Terry Osborne (1968, 1969, 1970, 1971)
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SUPERINTENDENT HOMER L. ROUSE

(1969 to 1971)

Rouse transferred from Joshua Tree National Monument, Cal ifornia.
Entered On Duty:

June 1969

Rouse transferred to the Washington Office as Project Keyman for the
Southwest Region on August 20, 1971.
OTHER PERSONNEL
Management Assistant/Ranger-in-Charge:

Roy W. Weaver.

Clerk-Typist: Alice Swigert, entered on duty April 1971, part-time, duty
station at Scotts Bluff National Monument.
Seasonal Park Ranger:
(1971 )

William W. Taylor; Gary W. Newton (1970); Ron Sanchez

Seasonal Historian (1970).
Seasonal Laborer Terry Osborne (1970-72).
Seasonal Curator:

Paul Magyar (1971).

Seasonal Ranger Naturalist (1972).
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SUPERINTENDENT DONALD R. HARPER

(1971 to 1978)

Harper transferred from the position of District Ranger, Bighorn Canyon
National Recreation Area, Montana/WYoming.
Entered

(h

Duty:

October 1971.

Harper transferred to the position of Superintendent, White Sands National
Monument, New Mexico, on August 13, 1978.
OTHER PERSONNEL
Management Assistant/Ranger-in-Charge: Roy W. Weaver; transferred to Glen
Canyon National Recreation Area, Arizona, on October 8, 1972.
Management Assistant/Ranger-in-Charge: Dennis J. TUray, entered on duty
December 1, 1972; transferred to Lake Mead National Recreation Area in
Decem ber 1 974.
Management Assistant/Ranger-in-Charge:
January 19, 1975.
Maintenance Worker:
Clerk-Typist:
June 1972.

John B. Rapier, III, entered on duty

James Hanson, entered on duty August 14, 1977.

Alice Swigert, duty station at Scotts Bluff; terminated in

Clerk-Typist: Linda D. Hahn, entered on duty at Scotts Bluff July 1972;
promoted out of position in June 1974.
Clerk-Stenographer: Sherryl A. Shelbourn, entered on duty at Scotts Bluff
September 1974; transferred out of Service in May 1975.
Clerk-Stenographer: Jeanne E. Weber, entered on duty in May 1975; position
made permanent in May 1976.
Senior Seasonal Park Ranger:
Seasonal Park Ranger:
Seasonal Laborer:

William W. Taylor.

Carl R. Todd.

Frank Lobato (1972).
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SUPERINTENDENT ROBERT L. BURNS

(1978 to 1981)

Burns transferred from Superintendent, Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore,
Michigan.
Entered
Retired:

On

Duty:

August 13, 1978

March 31, 1981

Burns retired from the National Park Service after more than thirty-five
years of Federal service.
OTHER PERSONNEL
Management Assistant/Ranger-in-Charge:
Ma in ten ance Wor ker :

John B. Rapier III.

J ames Han son.

Clerk-Stenographer: Jeanne E. Weber, Agate Fossil Beds employee, duty
station at Scotts Bluff.
Senior Seasonal Park Ranger:

William W. Taylor.

Seasonal Park Rangers.
Seasonal Laborer.
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SUPERINTENDENT ALFORD J. ("JERRY") BANTA

(1981 to

Banta transferred from Superintendent, Perry's Victory and International
Pe ace Memor ial, Ohio.
Entered On Duty:

June 14, 1981.

OTHER PERSONNEL
Management Assistant/Ranger-in-Charge:
Maintenance Worker:

John B. Rapier III.

James Hanson.

Resource Management Specialist, Agate Fossil Beds/Scotts Bluff National Monuments, established in 1984; George Oviatt in training status at Indiana
Dunes National Lakeshore, Ind iana, until 1986.
Clerk-Stenographer: Jeanne E. Weber, change in duty station from Agate
Fossil Beds to Scotts Bluff on May 1, 1983.
Senior Seasonal Park Ranger: WilliClll W. Taylor. [Retired November 1985J.
This position was filled by Thomas F. Coffield who entered on duty May 18,
1986.
Seasonal Park Ranger:
Seasonal Laborer:

Carl R. Todd.

Wayne C. Lewis; Criss F. Hamaker.
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ANNUAL VISITATION FIGURES
ATTENDANCE

YEAR

1965 *
1966 **
1967***
1968
1969

*

910
3,013
3,744
3,821
4,148
6,910
9,004
10,878
8,233
10,061
11,020

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

**
***
****

YEAR

ATTENDANCE

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980****

11 ,512
11 ,093
10,754
8,146
17,810

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

19,010
17, 138
21,530
20,266
20,303

Attendance from July 1 to September 6.
Attendance from June 5 to September 3.
Attend ance from May 30 to October 29.
Prior to 1980, only recreation visi ts were counted.

Sources:

A2615--Superintendent's Monthly Report/Public Use Reports.

The 1984 Statement for Management reports the following statistics:
"Over 90% of the visi tors view the exhibits in a contact trailer for
approximately 1/2 hour and then 30% take the one hour, 2-mile, round-trip
hike to the fossil areas which are open to the general public. Approximately
100 fishermen annually using access points along the Niobrara River also are
included among recreational visitor counts.
"Although the Monument is not well signed from major highways, visi tation is received from a wide area. In 1982 travelers representing all 50
states and 16 foreign countries used the Park. Origin of the visi tors can be
categorized as follows:
42% Nebraska
20% States Adjoining Nebraska

35% Other States
3% Foriegn Countries

"Traffic is heavily concentrated in the summer months as is indicated in
this seasonal breakdown: spring, 29%; summer, 65%; fall, 4%; and winter, 2%.
The average daily visi tation for the peak month of July is 82. Daily and
weekly use patterns only vary when bus tours or school groups arrive at the
area. No camping or lodging facilities are available."
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APPENDIX G

HAROLP J. COOK'S MARCH 5, 1962 LETTER TO HOWARD BAKER

Note:

This letter, obtained from the Cook Papers Collection, is included
in the appendix because of its primary significance in presenting
Harold Cook's view of the National Monument. Although many carbon
copies of the letter exist, some of the pages are illegible.
Fortunately, another typed carbon of the letter was found in the
Papers of Governor Frank B. Morrison, State of Nebraska Archives,
Nebraska State Historical Society. The entire letter is herein
retyped in its entirety following the precise style of Harold
Cook.
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Agate, Nebraska
March 5, 1962
Director Howard W. Baker
Region TWo Office
National Park Service
Federal Office Bldg.,
Omaha, Nebraska
Dear Mr. Baker:
You have undoubtedly wondered why we have been so
long in writing this letter to you, since receiving the fine letter from Lawrence F. Knowles last fall, together with the statement enclosed on "Land Acquisition Policies ••• " etc., following his
visit here with Harry Robinson, when they both discussed some ideas
with us. Actually, what originally seemed to us to be a relatively
simple matter to solve, appeared to have developed troublesome complexities; and as we are certainly as deeply interested and concerned in the success of the proposed "Agate Springs Fossil Quarries
National Monument" as you people are, we have taken this long time
to try to think this through, and solve problems presented, to help
make this a real success on a practical footing, as it should be,
taking into account unusual and special factors involved here that
affect us vitally.
Perhaps, for the sake of the record, I should here review a bit
of the background, in various facets, involved here, which has important bearing on the problems and possibilities involved.
Before my father, "Capt." James H. Cook, began to establish and
develop this Agate Springs Ranch here, in 1886, he had already made
an outstanding record, much of which is recorded in his book, Fifty
Years on the Old Frontier, as you know, and had made important contacts and friendships that enabled him to accomplish things beyond
what most men of his background would have done. For instance, his
early contacts with such famous scientists as Edward Drinker Cope,
of the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences, who stayed with him for
months on the WS ranch in New Mexico, and Dr. Othniel C. Marsh, of
Yale University, with whom he had unusual contacts, plus his own
deep interest and rema.rkably retentive memory, gave him perspectives
and information on geology and prehistoric life which caused him to
appreciate and take the greatest interest in fossils found on this
ranch, here, beyond what any ordinary ranchman would have done. He
greatly facilitated later research done here; he read technical reports and understood and remembered them, as few non-COllege trained men would have done.
This background in my early home, plus meeting famous scientists, and getting into the field with them in such work, certainly
was largely responsible for my early deep interest in such studies,
even as a small boy; and long before I had the fine university and
professional training that I later had.
Comparably, from a practical viewpoint, my father at once appreciated the importance of dependable irrigation when he came here,
and immediately undertook the construction of dams and ditches, which
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-2Director Howard W. Baker, 3/5/1962
he surveyed and designed himself; and acquired some of the oldest
water rights on the Niobrara River, which runs through thi~ ranch,
and which greatly increase its value as a cattle ranch, also which
have long produced feed for regional ranches as well as for our own
livestock. Likewise, he at once, in the late 1880's, and early
1890's, planted and cared for thousands of trees, which he planted
with long range forethought and care, to produce necessary windbreaks and shelter, as well as fence posts and wood, producing a
beautiful environment in which to have a home, lawns, and fine yards,
for ourselves. But, beyond that, from a ranch viewpoint, this produced, downwind, a splendid and valuable winter shelter for corrals
and feedlots, and sheds for cattle, now recognized as the best and
most practical situation for ranch development in this region.
All winters here are not bad, but some are, with violent blizzards and vicious cold winds and drifting snows. These winters have
long been recognized as the real bottlenecks to western ranching
safety and dependability. The situation my father laid out here,
and which we have further developed at Agate around our home, with
its grove and other buildings, corrals, ditches, etc., is something
that has required almost 75 years to grow, develop, and produce;
and it could not be duplicated, since unalterable topographic and
physical factors are involved, in ways vital to make this possible
as it is today. It would take completely prohibitive expense and
time to make even a workable inferior substitute.
Our whole ranch operations and economy are based on the irrigated valley sections of this ranch, with its hub and operational
center at Agate; and in and around this area our main grove is situated. Consequently, the problems we face in your wanting to take
over this grove area, go far beyond the old home in which we live,
or any sort of lfe-tenancy arrangement for us to continue to occupy it, while we live. This actually strikes at the very foundation of our ranch operations here, from which we derive our principa.l income.
This is a vital, key area, necessary for the continuation of
our ranch operations, as long as we operate this Agate Springs
Ranch, in many ways, that I could show you in detail, or discuss
in detail, if necessary, in writing; and which might not be seen
or realized by people long distances away, who are not practical
ranch operators.
The first collecting was done in the Aga.te Springs Fossil
Quarries in 1904, when I took Mr. O.A.Peterson, of the Carnegie
Museum of Pittsburgh, there, and showed him the fossil bones in
place in the rock in those hills. In 1905, work started there in
earnest, by two parties; one, under Peterson, in Carnegie Hill, and
a second party under Prof. E.H.Barbour, of the University of Nebraska, which opened a second large quarry in University Hill nearby, both in parts of the same original bone deposit that are parts
of these great quarries.
In the following years, more and more field parties came here
to work, from these and numerous other scientific and educational
instutions; and all were highly successful. Dr. Frederic B. Loomis, of Amherst College, found and did the first collecting in the
remarkable Stenomylus quarry, nea.rby, of this same age.
The American Museum of Natural History of New York, did much
the most extensive collecting in these deposits, though Yale, Harvard, the Smithsonian Institution, Chicago Nat. Hist. Museum, and
many others, obtained highly valuable collections as well, through
a long period of years.
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Naturally, the wide publicity such collecting received, not only through technical publications, but through newspapers and magazines, resulted in increasing thousands of people coming here from
everywhere; and those who came and saw were still greater advertisers, in spite of the bad roads and trails, and other primitive conditions. So, we had to do what we could, to stop and divert so
many people from coming here, beyond what we could give time and attention to. Nevertheless, we have talked and lectured to a great
many thousand visitors here, through the years; and many of those
who came here as school children, or with their parents, are now
bringing their children to see the collections and hear the lectures. Many of them tell us about the day they had spent here as
children, and saying it had been the greatest experience of their
lives, and asking us to please do this for their children! When
people approach you this way, you just cannot turn them down, even
when business or other professional matters are pressing you for
time.
These long years of such contacts and experiences with the
public, plus our technical training, have taught us to appreciate
the high potential value of making the evidence found here in those
deposits available to interested people, and to growing youngsters,
in particular, not only for their primary interest-catching values,
but even more for the soundness of the scientific and broad educational values involved, and what such evidence, properly explained
in simple, understandable terms, can do for the perspectives and
mental balance of those who know them. Thus, years ago, we all
became strongly convinced of the high values present in the Agate
Springs Fossil Quarries, not only for educational and scientific
values, but for their immense tourist attraction values.
However, we have never wanted to commercialize these deposits;
and, unless we did, we have never been financed in a manner to do
this as a philanthropy, beyond what we have been doing. While we
never permi t "specimen collectins" here, by untrained people, we
have never charged anyone a penny to collect, of the many trained
people we have permitted to collect here. The recognized Cook Museum of Natural History, which we maintain here at our own expense,
as a research museum, has been a free museum, with no admission charged, for all to see, when we can take time to show it to students,
or others, who come to see it.
So, we were particularly del ighted when the National Park
Service approached us, proposing to develop these famous deposits
properly, and make them available to the public in a safe and proper manner. It is exactly the sort of thing my father, my Wife,
and I, have all hoped to be able to do ror many years in some practical manner. This suggestion which you people made would offer a
most practical solution. Anticipating the possibility of some such
development many years ago, when it became necessary for me to
transfer surface title to the land on which the fossil quarries
are situated to others, I inserted in the deed a clause by which I
retained, in perpetuity, all rights for the exploration and development of these quarries for scientific and educational purposes, and
together with rights of ingress and egress to and from the quarry
areas, which means the right to build roads and a right-of-way
across the adjoining lands later acquired by George H. Hoffman,
as well.
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Thus, regardless of any possible future changes in surface
ownership of the 640 acres on which the quarry hills are located,
this could never interfere with the proper scientific and educational development and exhibition of these quarries. Owing to the
surrounding topography it is not possible for anyone to get to
these quarries, or to establish any objectionable developments near
them, with the control of this block of land assured, after proper
development of the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries is under way.
Providing relating considerations that I will again outline
herein are agreed to, I have, as you know, offered to give my
rights in the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries area to the National Park
Service, and do anything I may to help facilitate their proper
development and use.
When I was told that you would be glad to develop a permanent
museum here, to go along with the development and exhibits, in
situ, in the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries themselves, I told you
that I would be glad, in that event, to give you the fossil and geological research collection I have here now, plus the important
Indian and Historical collections we have here, in a large part assembled
by my famous father, providing these were safely and properly housed
and exhibited here, and kept properly available to research scientists and properly accredited students for study here. These collections alone are worth a great many thousands of dollars; and, as
they contain a great many type specimens, and many other completely
irreplaceable scientific and historical objects, they cannot be
duplicated or replaced, if lost or damaged. Consequently, it is
vital that these collections be kept in properly constructed fireproof quarters, for permanent safe keeping and reference.
Also, as you know, I told you people that, if you go ahead and
build such a safe museum building and research center here, I would
be willing to turn our research library, with thousands of titles,
and a great many rare and valuable publications included, over to
the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries Monument Research Museum, for
permanent use and safe keeping, if it is kept here, catalogued, and
available to properly accredited-research people who may want to
come here to study from other institutions or countries, and, of
course, always available for us for continued study and use, as long
as we may want them.
To house, in a fireproof building properly, and exhibit these
collections that we now have, and keep them catalogued, and available to research scientists for study here, with adjoining quarters
for this research library facility, will require quite an extensive
building, aside from the actual Fossil Quarry developments and exhibitions. When we discussed these opportunities with you personally, when you were here, your thought then was that your operational headquarters should not be down at the quarries, but up
here near Agate, and a suitable road connecting these units be established. This still appears to us to be a completely practical
proposition, both from your standpoint, and from ours, providing
it is so set up that it is not one-sided, and recognizes the fact
that both the National Park Service and we are contributing to
make this possible and practical, for the best public good, and
in a manner that does not upset our business and life, in return
for having developed this whole situation and made it poesible.
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I'm sure that no one in the Park Service had this idea in mind,
in the last suggestions made here to us; but, rather, our situation
in the matter, and what the suggestions outlined would do to us in
a business way, was simply not understood, appreciated, or taken into account.
As I mentioned when you were here, it may be necessary to bend,
or alter, to fit facts and conditions existing here, some of the
usual rules and regulations of the N.P.S., in order to get the job
done, on a practical basis, fair both to the N.P.S. and to us. Not
being in the financial class of the Rockefellers, we cannot do things
that people like that can do; and we believe that we are being more
than generous, in relation to what we do have, in offering to do
what we are.
I will outline our current thoughts and ideas on what is practical, and what is not, and why, supplementing this with plats I will
make and send, herewith.
Various alternatives are possible, to put this on a practical
basis. Your first map, in your "Preliminary Survey" of the Agate
Springs Fossil Quarries area, June, 1961, is much more nearly practical than the revised and expanded prospectus discussed here last
fall, but even the first study contained some basic difficulties
that require a modification of proposed borders. If you will refer to your plat map of June, 1961, of lands in Sections 3 and lj, T.28,
R. 55, north of the Niobrara River, and north of the public, but
unfenced highway from Agate to Marsland, it was made without consideration of what this land is or who owns it. You will observe that
the old Neece-Harris Irrigational Canal has its dam, storage reservoir,
and headgates in the the NW lj SElj, Sec. 3, which controls the operations of the present Harris and Scavdahl ranches, down the valley.
While I have not mentioned your wanting it to them, I'm certain
they would not agree to the ownership of this key area controlling
their old water rights being turned over to anyone.
Just across the fence, west, from their headgate, the river
bend cuts through the southeast corner of the SE lj SW lj, Sec. 3,
in a manner that makes this a natural, live water watergap for any
cattle we run in the 6ljO acre pasture of which this is a part.
The way you had that suggested north border line of the Monument
area laid out, it would not only cut 2ljO acres out of this pasture,
but would cut all the rest of it off from water, making it useless
to us, and very little possible use to you, unless we went to the
expense of not only drilling water wells, but constantly watching
and maintaining these, which work and continuing expense is avoided by using a natural water gap. I suspect, too, that you would
not find the Buckleys, who own the land in the N 2, Sec. 15, included in your map, cooperative, either, since that would make the
rest of their land there Virtually useless to them, though it is
possible they might sell all of Section 15, providing they retain
the oil rights on it. This land is on an anticline, the Agate Anticline, and they are convinced from tests drilled there that it will
produce oil, when properly drilled. Thus, you might face some real
problems to acquire that land. The NW lj, Sec. 16-28-55, that you
included in that map, is part of a State School Section, on which
George Hoffman holds the surface lease.
The balance of the land outlined in your plat map of last June,
includes the river bottom hay land vital to his operations, as well
-3)2-
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as the home and improvements of George H. Hoffman; and unless you
purchased all of the land in this block that he owns, I can understand his being unwilling to deal with you, since he does not have
the background, perspectives, or interest in scientific and educational matters that we have; and since he is completely dependent
for his present and future income on this property. He neither
could afford to, nor would, donate his land there to anyone for
any purpose. While we own the full rights to the fossil quarries
and space for any appropriate, related developments on the 640 acres
around them, with access across his other lands, also, we do not
own the grass or surface rights there. So, in any event, it would
be necessary for you tQ bllY these on whatever lands you decide to
include and operate there.
The plat of T. 28, R. 55, which I will include herewith, shows
in colors the outlines of land ownerships and holdings, in relation
to the above matters and to your original plat Qf this area.
To put this on a simple, workable, practical basis, I would
suggest that the easiest solution here, and one that would be completely practical, would be for the N.P.S. to purchase the surface
rights from George Hoffman on the W 2 of the E 2, and E 2 of the W 2
of Section 10, T. 28, R. 55, with the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries
Quarries situated almost in the center of this 320 acre tract; and
then run a road across the river there to the present highway,
about as you have indicated on your June, 1961 plat, on the most
practical route your engineers may select. Then, have a practical
underpass on this road, so that Hoffman can get at, and produce, the
hay on his land there, east of his road. If you will arrange in
advance to do that, it will have an imp)rtant bearing, I feel sure,
as to how he is willing to deal with you on other matters there.
Of course, if you d') decide to buyout his whole ranch, this need
not apply; but certainly it would, if you just take the above suggested 320 acres there. If you do buy this 320 acres that include Carnegie Hill and University Hill, as to surface rights, from
him, preparatQry to developing the Agate Springs Fossil Quarries
in Situ, as we have discussed, I will, as I told you, convey all my
rights and title to the quarries t) the N.P.S., as a donation, in
appreciation of their being put to this splendid public use.
Further, instead of doing just what your people have previously
suggested as to the proposed Headquarters Area at Agate, west of
the Quarries, since the suggestions made to place this in our grove
here are impractical from our ranch operations standpoint, as earlier
stated in this letter, I am willing to give to this project
enough land adjoining Highway 29, and just east Qf the oiled State
road, on which to locate your headquarters facilities, such as you,
personally, mentioned to me, and space for the proposed Museum and
Research Center, to house the present collections of the Cook Museum of Natural History, appropriately and safely in fireproof quarters, properly exhibited, and, in the case of the library and research
specimens, kept here permanently, catalogued, and with appropriate
supervision and protection at all times. I must have positive, unalterable guarantees that these collections are to be kept in this
area permanently, and not transferred for storage, or any other purposes, away from this area where they belong, and are of most effective use.
As to the area I suggest giving to you for this use, east of
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the Agate Post Office and grove, this is largely under irrigation,
with old, approved state water rights, and where it is not, is so
shallow to large amounts of fine quality ground water that very
shallow wells can easily produce all the water you have any possible
use for here, inside or out, to grow trees, shrubs, or anything you
want to grow, to make it more pleasant. Likewise, the R.E.A. power
line runs along the highway, on this land, so all the electric power you have any possible use for is on this land, now.
Our large grove across the road will offer material protection
and shade, until you can get trees well growing there, and we will
be more than glad to cooperate with you in letting your people use
the picnic grounds in our grove, and in other practical matters.
Of course, we realize that the Park Service wants, where possible to control all adjoining lands to avoid unfortunate or unwanted development nearby, to detract from the atmosphere and broad
effects of any N.P.S. area.
However, as we own all the land on all sides, for a mile or
more in all directions, and as we do not want off-color, or undesirable people or establishments of any kind anywhere near here,
this status is maintained, both now, and in the future, by going
into each matters intelligently, and cooperatively, with you, when
you decide to come here.
Your people spoke of the splendid view to be had from here,
of this valley with the Fossil Quarry hills in the background. This
is true, but it will look just the same, whether we own it or you
do, and we will cooperate in the possible development, some special and desirable drives in the region, off land you own, and on
lands we own. There are some features on the ranch here that we
have not discussed with you or your people, that are of great interest to many people, if they knew they are here. One of these is
the Daemonilix area you have already considered, but there are
others of as great interest, which can be worked into a practical
development here, without our having to run our ranch under serious handicaps, or your buying the whole thing from us. We know
that the N.P.S. has long been wanting a Grasslands National Park,
and it is possible you might want to consider these two ranches as
the nucleus of, or a type unit of, such an area. In that event,
of course, the N.P.S. would have to pay the commercial price for
these lands, some 5,000 acres, as we cannot afford to donate them.
Word has recently reached us that Governor Morrison of Nebraska has recommended that legislation be passed to turn all of the
Fort Robinson area over to the N.P.S. as a National Bark; and that
a bill is being prepared, or may have been introduced by now in
Congress, to implement this move.
If this should be done, what we have suggested here could be
worked in to great advantage with some of the splendid, distinct,
and unusual possibilities that exist in the Fort Robinson area,
and with the Scotts Bluff and Fort Laramie regional projects, as
you will realize.
With kindest personal regards, in which my wife joins,
Yours very sincerely,
HJC/mc

(Signed)

Harold J. Cook
Agate, Nebraska
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